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Cob

Republican Journal.

Meal for Stock.

correspondent inquired two or three
weeks ago as to the value of the cob of
We had not space in our reIndian corn.
}>iv, at that time, to do more than to allude
t.) it as a comparatively worthless article,
t\ ing little more than the cost of grinding,
is, however, an article in pretty common
-e, and it may be well to speak oi it a little
A pig when put up to
more in detail.
fatten, if fed too exclusively on line Indian
Care of Young Ducks.
meal, which is a very hearty food, is very
1 take three boards about a foot wide,
liable to cloy from the fact that the meal
v\
.1 lie in a solid mass in the stomach and and make a yard either square or triangular
not furnish a sufficient distension to the shaped, aud put the hen and coop in one
I keep the hen cooped until
walls of that organ, and in the intestinal corner of it.
the ducklings are about two weeks old,
anal
Animals that are fed upon highly
must
have
when 1 give her her liberty. She will stay
concentrated and hearty food,
with the ducklings some time longer.
No
something coarser and more bulky to be
the
orto
and
digestive
keep
r \ satisfied,
more than twelve or fourteen ducklings
health.
and
usds in full activity
should be kept in one yard, as they are
Vow although the actual amount ot nutriapt to pile upon one another at night, and
ent in the eph is very small, so slight that
smother each other. The ducklings should
r it were ground alone after the corn is
be confined in a yard until they are well
shelled oft', no animal can he induced to feathered, for If they go through wet grass
touch it, yet when it is ground with the they almost Invariably die.
The yard
main as we ’commonly find corn meal, It should be moved every two weeks and care
ot
the
disteudserves
a
purpose
takeu
to
have
undoubtedly
should be
good shelter iu
;ig the stomach, and of giving to the foot!
one corner.
[Poultry World.
Au ox
the bulk which the animal requires.
ted on meal wili often eat coarse swale hay
A
How Much will Keer a Horse.
with avidity to gain that distention which horse weighing from ten to twelve hundred
loo concentrated food does not furnish,
pounds will eat about six tons of hay, or
ami without which there will be the gnaw- its equivalent, iu a year.
Aud we suppose
ngs ot hunger.
flic real point to gel at is, whether one can
Still there is a trace of nutriment in the
keep liis horse cheaper on some other pro...h itself.
Dr. Salisbury, who wrote a duct than hav.
This is an exceedingly
I'i/c essay on Indian corn for the New
difficult question to answer -it depends so
\ ik State Agricultural Society, said that much on circumstances.
We shall not atbv rejecting ’hi* cobs of one thousand
tempt to answer it fully at this time, but
p-.unds of dry ears, about two hundred will merely say that, in our opinion, three
P muds of organic matter is lost, which
and a half tons of corn stalks aud two and
insists ot thirteen and one-half pounds a half tons of corn would keep a horse a
• t
and
one
hundred
and
sugar
extract,
year in fully as good condition as six tons
t ivc nf v-seven and one-half pounds of fibre,
of good hay.
We may estimate, also, that
! tv-live
and one-hall pounds of matter it will take three and a half tons of oat
pa rated from fibre by weak solution of straw, and two and a half tons of oats to
A bushel of oats
potash, one and ond-half pounds of albu- keep a horse a year.
men, twenty-eight one-hundreds of a pound
weighs thirty-two pounds, so that it will
of casein, two and three-tenths pounds of
lake over 155 bushels and three and a half
gum »r dextrine and seven and three-tenths
It.
tons of straw to keep a horse a year.
Hence the would take about two acres of
pounds of glutinous matter.
good land to
..(» although not. rich in nutritive matter,
produce this amount. [Am. Stock Journal.
an by no means he said to be destitute of
‘ii-isc proximate principles which
go to
mpport respiration, and sustain animal
Best Thoughts of the Best Authors.
it, and those which arc capable of being
and
transformed into nerve, muscle,
Wlio follows truth carries his star in his
in* phosphates which contribute so largely
brain. [Alger.
0
It, is probable
the formation of hoin
idle outweighs all tilings if love lies
1 at a
mixture of the cob with the meal,
within it.
a
ures
more complete
in many cases,
[Geotlte.
ligestiou of the food. This is an incidental
I'o know how to wait i~ the secret of
of
is
which
any
independent,
ivantage
success.
[De Maistre.
CO nutriment there m.-iv be in the cob it!
;11, i which as we said, is so slight of
Better than fame is still the wish for
t.-clf a-, in our opinion, not to pay, for
fame, the constant training for a glorious
■wio• n-r- of grinding, especially as we
strife.
[Btilwer.
:ii gain all the advantage of a proper disu;ion of the stomach 1»v feeding some
Words become luminous when the linots. pumpkins, or other coarser food in
gei ot tin; poet, touches them with his
mnectiou with meal.
[Jonbert.
A
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Depth
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Length

of

The man to whom Nature begins to
reveal her open secret feels an irresistible
lunging for its worthiest exponent—art

Root9.

The average depth of New England soil
probably somewhere betwen lour and six
lie bes.
Some of the alluvial, or of the
heavy upland soil-, will be more than that,
• li; the
plains and much of the sandy loams
in the highly cultvated parts
will he loss,
•f
Europe, the average depth of the soil is
Lender proper
pul lown at six inches.
ulrivation, any soil can gradually be made
deepei ; and the deeper it is. the more luxuriantly plants will grow.
By tin* most.
• uieiul observations and
expci'im«-nts made
iu Germany, it, appeared that if a soil six
inches thick was worth llftv, that seven
inches thick was worth li fly-four, so t hat,
going back iu the scale, that only three
inches thick would be worth thirty-eight.
A little deeper ploughing annually, and a
regular increase ot the vegetable matter,
would constantly increase the depth of the
il,aud as constantly increase the value of
the crop.
The importance of a deep soil
will be seen, when it is noticed that it costs
about as much to work a soil of three
inches as it does to work one of -ix, and
that the crop on the latter would usually be
double of that, on the thinner soil.
When* circumstances arc favorable, the
roots of plants penetrate the soil much
deeper than they are usually supposed to
do.
In certain places, the roots of red
lover will go down six feet
By careful
'.animation, Schubert found the roots of
W inter wheat as deep as seven feet, in a
light soil, forty-«oven days after sowing.
The root- nf clover one y arold, were three
and one-half feet, those of two years old
A parsnip
lover, f*nt four inches longer.
will ordinarily grow iu a common soil to
about one foot in length, but dig a hole five
<r mx feet, deep, ill! it with rich loam, sow
a few seeds on the surfa< e and some of the
1
plants will be quite likely to find the bottom
of the hole !
one of the great advanta es of a deep
-oil, therefore, is a large accumulation of
roots; these decay, constantly increase the
amount of vegetable matter in the soil,
counteract the effects of drought, and
greatly Increase tin* amount, of crops. 1 New
England Farmer.

[ffeothe.
Health is best of

his hour,

not its

speed

is there

anything

[Rabbi Ben

that has

A/.ai.

[Bulwer Lytton.

think 1 restrict mysell within bounds
in saying that so far as I have observed
in life, ten men have failed from defect in
morals, where one has failed from defect
in intellect.
[Horace Mann.
Life in these limes is too full and thick.
We lose half its sweetness by overcrowding so. There isn't time to even glance
at the llowers that grow by the road-side,
let alone smelling of them. [Freeman
Clarke.
AVe did not make the world, but we
AA'e
may mend it, and must live in it.
shall find that it abounds with fools who
are, too dull to be employed, and
knaves
who are too sharp. The compound character is not common, and is that with which
we have the most to do.
[Colton.
Genius can never be imitative in the
most contracted sense of the word ; largely
imitative it will always be ; it takes a deep
impression from every truth that is uttered,
and reproduces that utterance newly,
more, beautifully shaped, till it becomes
an
eternal eloquence for the universe.

[ Lady Pollock.
Society

is

too

commonly

cheap.

AA'e

meet at very short intervals, not having
had time to acquire any new value for
each other. AVe meet at meals three times
a day, and give each other a new taste of

AV'e
that old musty cheese that we are
have had to agree on a certain set of rules
called etiquette and politeness, to make
the frequent meeting tolerable and that
we need not come to open war.
[H. D.
Thoreau.
To live is not merely to breathe, it is
to act, it is to make use of our organs,

faculties, of all those parts of ourselves which give us the feeling of exisThe man who has lived longest is
tence.
not the man who has counted most years,
Snell
but he who lias enjoyed life most.
a one was buried a hundred years old,
hut he was dead from bis birth. He would
have gained by dying young; at least lie
would have lived till that time, [ltosseau.
senses,

It is related that an Indian once brought
up a young lion, and finding him weak
and harmless, never attempted to control
him. livery day the lion gained in strength
and became more difficult to manage. At

when excited by rage, he fell upon
ll is
and lore min in pieces,
tluis with evil passions and had hahits.
If indulged in
They are like this lion
youth, they will cause us much vexation
in after life, and may perhaps destroy us.
Youth, remember, and beware !
last

the

yrass.

Oxen.
A good ox should have a long,
lean face and bright hazel eyes, which
show capability to receive instruction and
disposition to obey it. Large nostrils denote the capability of the ox to work on a
hot day.
Very large horns at the base
denote laziness. Null breast, straight back,
wide ribs—by which is meant the ribs that
round out nearly as wide as the hipbones—
and wide gambril are evidence of strength.
Straight knees,broad toes, pointing straight
forward, show an ox can travel on hard
road or pavement.
They should be well
matched, especially in disposition and

; next

1

When kept iu good condition and fed
with somewhat stimulating food, such as
corn and oats, geese will commence to lay
very early, ami can be set to the work of
incubation bv the end of February or early
in March. To secure the eggs being fertile,
there must In* one gander to every five or
-ix females.
It. is always well to give them
separate apartments from those where
fowls are kept., and water should always
be accessible.
It is best, not to disturb the
goose when sitting, as, although a steady
ami constant sitter., she will leave her eggs
often enough to feed and drink. To save
her from going away too far,and so running
the risk of the eggs getting chilled, food
and water should !> placed near enough to
he readilv accessible, and yet. not attract
the attention to the feeder. When the eggs
are hatched it is best to confine the mother
toi some days in a coop or pen, placed
upon dry grass during the day, allowing
the goslings no access to water beyond
what they need to drink—which can he
placed in a shallow pan—until they are
two weeks old, aftei which the mother and

A writer in the ltural New Yorker says:
Now, 1 do not believe in any of the oldtime nonsense of
sowing grass seed or clover with oats, rve or wheat,
just because
somebody said It was the best way. If a
mau wants a Held seeded with timothy,
sow that and nothing else; and the same
way with any other kind ol grass, or even
clover, for any of them will grow far better alone than when crowded, shaded, or
the soil about the roots robbed of its moisture by some coarse, rank growing grain.
Of course on rich, moist, soils, a mau may
seed down with grain and thereby save one
season; but it is poor policy to follow tlds
system on old, nearly wornont soils, even
if our fathers and grandfathers always did
so.
Then again, it is folly to mix clover
and timothy together in the same Held, for
they are never both In proper condition for
•cutting at the same time, and a little musty,
over-ripe clover, mixed in with the hay,
adds nothing to its value.
By keeping
both separate each can be cut when in the
best condition for hay; and this rule will
hold good with all kinds of forage plants.

nor

place.

perspective.

Breeding Geese.

%!■

man

That man will never be a perfect gentleman who lives only with gentlemen.
To be a man of the world we must view
that world in every grade and in every

■

Sowing Grass Alone.

mortal

Despise not any man, and do not spurn
anything ; for there is no man that has not

-•

young may nave men imeriv upon clean
The goslings should get meal mixed
with water at first, and a few leaves of early
beets, turnips or cabbage cut line will be
beneficial. When they get their full liberty,
they will live upon grass, but if i' is wanted to have them grow rapidly and become
plump and fat, they should get meal mixed
with butter milk or skimmed milk once a
When young the goslings are very
day.
subject to die of cramps, caused by getting
Wat and cold.
Hence it is necessary to
insure them clean and warm nests at night,
and not allow them out in the mornings till
the dew is off; nor should they he allowed
to remain out in cold, wet
spring storms.
They should never be allowed about, muddy
A small grass paddock for
barn-yards.
exercise ground should be set apart for
them until they can be turned into the
stubble after harvest, when they will fatten
rapidly. [Country Gentleman.

a

beauty; thirdly, well-gotten wealth;
fourthly, the pleasure of youth among
friends.
[Simonides.

Indian

The voice of conscience is a gentle voice
It is
as the voice ot a mother.
so still and
quiet that we are ready to
“Can tiiis be a voice ot authority,
say :
a ijivme voice within us?”
It is even so.
The voice of the Judge—the voice which
shall be as the sound of many waters,
which shall roll awfully like thunder,
tilling the everlasting heavens—that voice
will lie but the very echo of the almost
inaudible voice of conscience.
In this
world the gentle mother’s voice of conscience often becomes feebler and feebler,
till passes into a moan, and then conscience dies. It is as if a man’s dying
mother said to him: “O! do not this
tiling that I hate.” But he turned coldly

—gentle

I

away; whereas, had he softened and wept,
he would have given life to his mother—
she would have revived to counsel and to
care for him.
[Lynch.

Lucifer wheeled and tried to bite her thinking.
shoulder.
“Will you not put me on that list, and
west—
Throe lishers went sailing out into the
“Just a little grazed, Mr. Fairleigh,” let me escort you to the piano ?” and with
Out into the west as the sun went down;
Each thought of the woman who loved him the and to his astonishment she returned to great gallantry ottered his arm, and seatthe horse, and laughingly parried his at- ed her at tho piano.
best,
And the children stood watching them out of
“You are quite sure that this is not one
tempts to bite her by raps on the nose.
the own;
“I shall ride this horse to the house,” of the accomplishments that you conFor men must work, ant] women must weep;
demn ?” and Nina gave him a careless upsaid she, quietly.
And there’s little to earn, and many to keep,
“Impossible, Miss IValsingham, he’d ward glance.
Though the harbor bar be moaning.
“I don’t understand,” said Chandos,
break your neck.”
Three wives sat up in the lighthouse tower.
“No he won’t. I can manage him. very puzzled.
And trimmed the lamps as the sun went
“No? Well, then, what shall it be?
down:
Say yes, Mr. Fairleigh,” and Nina laid a
And thev looked at the squall, and they looked little gauntleted hand on his arm in a
No ballads or comic songs for you, I
at the shower,
think. Will ‘Casta Diva’ do?”
coaxing way.
And the rack it came rolling up, ragged and
“No, indeed Miss, 1 don’t want your
“My favorite of all others, Miss Walhrown:
neck broken,” answered Chandos, crossly.
singham.”
But men must work, and women must weep,
Nina’s rosebud lips came tightly toSo after a brilliant prelude, which
Though storms be sudden, and waters deep,
And the harbor liar be moaning.
Chandos could not help but admire, she
gether, as she said, firmly:
“I ride that: horse, or no other, up to commenced to sing. He was spellbound,
Three corpses lay out on the shining sands
In the morning gleam as the tide went down, Mountain Lodge.
Do you understand, her style and rendering were inimitable,
And the women are watching and wringing Mr.
I know as much about and her voice sweet, rich, and powerful.
Fairleigh.
their hands,
horses as you do, and I shall and will ride Chandos stood at her side, watching the
For those who will never come back to the
Lucifer.”
small white hands striking the keys, and
town:
Chandos twitched his moustache ner- wondering how anything so soft and white
For men must work, and women must weep.—
And the sooner it’s over, the sooner to Hleep,— vously, and surveyed this audacious girl
could manage Lucifer. The song ceased,
And good by to the 1 ml ami Us moaning.
who dared to defy him. A tall beautifully the clear, bird-like notos fell into an echo,
moulded figure,a queenly little head,with and still he stood there mute.
“Are you asleep, Mr. Fairleigh?” said
coiling masses of sun-brown hair, eyes of
A Girl of the Period.
a velvety brown, cheeks like peach blooms,
Nina, laying her hand on his arm ; but he
A dusty little country station, standing and lips redder than ripe currants—this did not shake it off.
“A thousand pardons, but this is my
close beside the track that wound through was Nina Walsinghain, as she stood deYou sing exquisitely, Miss
a level meadow, and then began to ascend
fiantly before him, giving him glance for favorite.
a steep hill—this
is our scene, and our glance.
WaUingham.”
“I thank you,” said Nina, bending her
dramatis persona* are two young men,
“Hang it,” he muttered. “Say, Clary,”
who stand idly lasliing their riding boots he added, turning to Lorimer, who stood head haughtily, and, then joining a group
with their little whips.
Outside, their .unused spectatoi, “shall I let the girl an of ladies and gentlemen we were discushorses are standing, and the two gentle- break her neck ? 1 have a good mind sing astronomy, she made clear, concise
to.”
men
conic leisurely out of low doorway,
remarks, ami Chandos could not help ad“Don’t let her ride Lucifer, Chandos miring her logic. Alter a while some
and stand smoking and talking by the
horses. The taller of the two is a young Fairleigh,” said Lorimer going towards young men came and joined the circle,
his horse.
and in a few moments she was talking all
man of about twenty-seven; he is not
“Deuce take it Clary, look at that girl,” ! about horses and their racing with the
very handsome, tor the dark eyes have a
ease of a jockey, and
little reddish gleam in them which bodes ho ejaculated.
joking and lauging.
Both sprang forward, but it was too
Chandos walked away, muttering beno
good to the one who is unfortunate
enough to offend him. The mouth, under late. Lucifer’s saddle lay on the platform, tween his set teeth, “What a sphinx!
How she can talk, if .-ho had only a mind,
its heavy black moustache, has a cynical and Miss Nina, swift as a bird, dew upon
droop, and the complexion is dark almost his back, and turning his head, called out from astronomy to horses. Bah ! what a
taste.
But whv should I criticise her ! I
to swarthiness; the brow is broad and gaily :
“All’s fair in war.”
wish that she was my sister, or cousin, for
high, shaded by clustering black hair: on
the whole, we will pass Chandos Fair“My God ! that Lucifer will kill her,” a month or two; I’d train her in the way
said Chandos, as lie mounted Lorimer’s that she should go.”
leigli as being a tine-looking man.
A week later the storm and wind raged
Clarence Lorimer, his friend and future horse, leaving him to change the saddles,
brother-in-law, is, strictly speaking, hand- and follow on the gentle little mare that and beat around Mountain Lodge. Inside
Chandos had chosen to bear Miss Wals- (in the cosy parlor) the merry guests were
some, with his dark-blue eyes and fair
hair; his cheeks a little bronzed, and ingliam over the rocky paths to his home. assembled ; a blazing coal fire made the
the heavy moustache are all that reclaims Lucifer started off at a mad pace towards room warm, and beautiful women lent
his face from girlishness.
home, and vainly tried to throw Miss Nina the brightness of their eyes to grace the
‘•1 say, Clary, how long before this off. but she kept her seal on his bare-back company. Ethel was coaxing Nina to
like a centaur. < )n and on they galloped, read to them while the ladies worked and
duced train will come?”
I ilon t know,
pnn honor, Chandos; Chandos keeping as near her as his less the gentlemen helped, or, more likely,
all 1 know is that my leige lady Ethel spirited horse would allow. Clary brought bothered them. Nina shook her pretty
head. “She didn’t want to,” she said.
told us to eoute down and meet the three up the rear.
Once mi that rocky precipitous way, unanuos rairieign came rorwani, and,
o’clock train and escort her triend Miss
Walsingham to the house, and, above Lucifer stood upright on the brink ot a offering his arm, led her to a seat below
all, to lie very kind and polite to the precipice and vainly assayed to throw her the gaslight, and whispered
softly:
young lady, which commands shall be off. A few cuts of the stinging lash and “Please, Miss Walsingham, read for me."
he
and
after that he went on The dark eves wore magnetic, and after a
dropped,
duly carried out.”
"Mv stars, Clary, what an outburst of quite amiably, except a few curveting* taint deni nr Nina took the book he handenthusiasm from you all at once,” said and mad bursts. When they drew up ed her. She opened it and read the title
Chandos, languidly; “I wouldn’t talk so before the house, the guests that were —a faint flush crept over her cheek. The
much and so fast for any money on such staying there for the wedding came down company set entranced as they listened to
to meet them.
Nina sprang down from her sweet, vibrant voice, reading “Aurora
a warm day,” and he relapsed after this
remark into a deep study, varied by oc- Lucifer, and throwing her arms around Leigh." And even Chandos, cynical and
Ethel, nearly smothered her with kisses. blase as he was, felt the tears come to his
cassional pulls at his cigar.
Ethel, a handsome brunette, with dark eyes as he heard her read, in a voice full
Finally lie said :
1 wonder what Miss Nina Walsingham eyes, introduced all the guests to her of tears—
school chum.
looks like ?”
My father, thou lias knowledge, only thou,
The gentlemen were full of admiration How dreary ’tis for women to sit still
“Ethel said she was very handsome,”
On
winter nights by solitary fires.
replied Clarence, watching the curl of of the bold girl who had ridden "that And hear the
nations praising them afar off—wild Lucifer” bare-back trom the station.
smoke, dissolve into thin air.
Too far! aye, praising their quick sense of love.
Chandos Fairleigh came to her, his eyes The
“Ethel ! Slill harping on my sister. I
very heart of passionate womanhood.
wouldn’t he an engaged man for any very stormy, and said :
Which could not heat so in the verse without
"1
Miss
Being
present also In the unkissed lips;
!
ride.
it
makes
one
Jove
hope you enjoyed your
amount;
stupid. By
The Fishermen.

And eyes undried because there’s none to ask
Clary, you’re getting to he a regular Walsingham
The reason they grew moist.
“Very much, thank you,” was the cool
milksop, running round after Ethel like a
Chandos watched the gaslight glimmer1 wouldn’t marry the best reply, and she went into the house.
tame Spaniel.
In the evening she came down resplen- ing over the bowed head with its sunny
woman living,” and Chandos meditated
dent in a trailing black lace robe, looped
hair, and the sweet face with the dark
again.
Clarence looked a little shocked as he here and there with pomegranite blossoms, lashes resting on the faintly flushed cheeks,
said : “Chandos, i*’s very nice to he en- and on the corsage and in her beautiful and it fell over the whiLe, beautiful
gaged, especially to Ethel. She’s an hair, and the rubies glowed on her neck shoulders which rose out over the low-cnt
and arms. She presented the picture ot blue silk. A knot of azure ribbon nestangel-”
“She’s is a woman,Clary, and therefore a high bred, educated young lady, instead led in her hair, and passing by Chandos
it fell at bis feet.
not to l>o depended on.
Mr. Fairleigh put his
They are as of one given to slang expressions.
Nina Walsingham was an orphan, and foot over it, and when lie thought none
variable as a weather vane, and are just
was looking lie picked it
like Mercury —always in a scrape about a the adopted child ot an eccentric man,
up and leisurely
man—and,finally, don’t possess any heart. who brought her up as his companion in pocketed it. Hut three persons saw him.
all his amusements, and Nina, in addition and there was three smiles—namely, from
Lin e, kisses, sighs, quarrels, makings up,
to her boarding-school accomplishments,
Ethel, Clarence and Nina.
moonlight and moonshine. Faugh!”
One morning Miss Walsingham had
“Chandos, I hope you’ll be tamed some was well versed in all the manly sports.
day, and 1 hope Miss Walsingham will be She could row, swim, ride, shoot, tence, raced round and round the lawn with a
the tine to do it. Honestly, now, wore play billiards, cricket, and, in short, young gentleman, and played billiards

you ever in love ?”
Chandos Fairleigh made no answer for
some time.
He walked up and down
the platform, puffing away at his cigar;
at last he faced round on Clarence fiercely:
“In love! My God, 1 thought so once.
1 fairly worshiped a fair girl with violet
She
eyes, and sweet, kittenish ways.
nearly left me like herself-—no heart for
breaking. Under her innocent, girlish
ways was hidden a cold, calculating mind.
She fooled with me six months, and then
married a man old enough to he her father.
Since that time 1 have forsworn woman’s
society. As lor this voting lady whom
we are expecting, 1 wish that the wedding
and the duties attendant thereon were
over.
How Ethel could have the heart
to make me stand up with her as groomsman, and to make me devote myself to
Miss Walsingham for the space of two
weeks, 1 can't imagine.”
“Here comes the train, Chandos, you
old misanthrope.”
Chandos and Clarence stepped forward
and out'of the door of the train emerged
a tall distingue young lady in black, with
a veil over her face, a
young gentleman
in lavender kids stood ready to assist her
very carefully down the steps, but she
pushed aside his hand, sprang lightly
down to tin platform, and turning round,
called in a clear musical voice:

“Good-bye, Charley, hope well meet
again sometime,” and kissed her hand to
him audaciously.
Chandos’ cigar smoke strangled him,
and he gave a sort of groan. To tell the
truth he was choked by the freedom with
which the young lady made her remarks.
As sin* turned to them, the train shot
away from the station up the rocky gorge.
“Is this Miss Walsingham ?” said Chandos coming forward, hat in hand.
“I’m the ticket, young man.
I’ve
arrived this side up with care.” she said,

throwing

up her veil.

“Chandos retreated a step at hearing
such slang remarks from such a handsome

young lady.
“Don’t be atraid, it’s only me,” she said
as she noticed his consternation.
“Are
you Ethel’s sweetness ?”
(,’handos’ moustache quivered with anger
at the audacity of this young lady who
stood surveying himcooly, and using such
awful language before him, who was a
sort of Grand Mogul among the feminine
world, whom all sought to please. Clary
laughed, and Chandos replaced his hat

saying coldly:

Great

Pyramid

of

It is admitted to be the

Cheop9.

largest

structure

the globe reared by human hands. For
ages it has been described by travelers
and all imaginable uses have been assigned
to it, but in these latter days men of science
begin to confess the object is still a mystery. No doubt Cheops intended to be entombed in it somewhere, but Herodotus
had the testimony of the priests and the
traditions of antiquity that the hard hearted old Pharaoh’s mummy was tucked
away—where, he never intended his right
royal body should repose—to the day ot
judgment. Suggestions respecting the exact purpose contemplated in the building
of that monster of ancient stone masonry
might be quite as unsatisfactory as any that
have been discarded.
Therefore, without
troubling readers with notions based on
our own personal examination, it is quite
enough to show its actual dimensions to
astonish those who have not seen it. The
original dimensions were 704 square feet
at the base, 408 feet high, covering 4:1
acers, 1 rood and 22 perches of Gi/.eli, on
the margin ot the Libyan Desert, now
about eight miles from the tight bank of
the river Nile. It contains 80,028,000 cubic
teet of rough split blocks of limestone. To
build another like it now, in the United
(States would cost one hundred and sixty
millions of dollars, provided the Commissioners were honest men.
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“I am Miss Ethel Fairleigh’s brother,
this is Mr. Lorimer, the future bride-

groom.”

Nina stepped forward, extending her
hand to Clarence, saying:
“I am glad to see you, boy.”
He smiled, and replied in a frank, jovial
“I can say the same, Miss
manner.
Nina.” She looked over her shoulder at
Chandos, who was engaged in unhitching
makes him so
horses.
“What
the
grouty ?” she asked Lorimer, making a
little mouth.
“He’s a cynical old bachelor, down on
the women, and admires a clinging sort
in preverence to any other.”
“Ah, I understand,” she said, “he don’t
like my slangy ways. I’ll fix him.”
Going up to the horse she said :
“My eyes! what a horse, Crickey isn’t
he a racerand she patted the chestnut
horse on the neck.
“Better keep away lrom him,” said
Chandos, in alarm, as he saw the dangerous gleam in Lucifer’s eyes, “lie’s a
very wicked horse, and don’t like anyone
to touch him but me.”
“Or ride him, I suppose,” said Nina,
quietly, the beautiful brown velvety eyes
flashing a little at Chandos Fairleigh’s

abruptness.
“No indeed,” said Clarence, “he’s like
his master, opposed to the ladies.”

“Miss Walsingham, are
you hurt?”
said Chandos, springing towards her as

everything that

her uncle could teach her.
I've do doubt that she could don a pair of
boxing gloves, and lay about her well.
A beautiful little garden on a sunny
slope of the bleak mountains—in this garden was a high hedge of hawthorn. On
one side Ethel Fairleigh, in a
becoming
white morning dress, was walking with
Clarence and Chandos. On the other side
was Miss Walsingham, in a trailing blue
rapper and dainty slippers. She had just
come out to have a breath of the mountain
air, and was wholly unconscious of the
other party until she beard her name
mentioned.
“How do I like Miss Walsingham,
Ethel ?” repeated Chandos after his sister,
“What 1 have seen ot her, not at all relined or lady like.”
Nina, on the other side of the hawthorn,
clenched her little hands.

with two

more,

and had been

a

little

more

slangy than usual, and Chandos Fairleigh

had gone off up the mountain to an isolated ledge of rocks, which he imagined was
only known to himself, to sulk, for he was
jealous of Nina. He had just found out
that in spite ot her many faults he was
madly in love with her. He sat up there
on the rocks a Ion",
long time, meditating how to make an attack on Nina’s
heart.
Nina Walsingham came softly up the
narrow path, springing from rocky point
to point, sure-footed as a chamois. Softly
she came up behind him, her cheeks
blanched with horror as she saw, close by
the unconscious Chandos, a huge rattlesnake coiled and ready for a spring, its
flat head swaying to and fro, anil its forked tongue projecting, and its eyes gleaming as it waited to spring at its unconscious victim. Only a second Nina paused,
then she placed her hand in her pocket,
and with a quick spring forward she
pointed a pistol at the head ot the snake,
and pulled the triger. A flash, a report,
and (he snake lay writhing and gnashing
its fangs in its death agony, and Nina
seized a stick and pushed it over the
precipice.
When Chandos heard the report he
started to his feet witli a muttered exclamation of terror, end saw the huge snake,
and Nina as pale as a ghost with a tiny
pistol in her hand. He stood looking at
her in astonishment, perfectly speechless.
Ho saw her push the snake over, and then
saw the pistol drop from her nerveless
hand.
“Miss Walsingham! Nina, how in
God’s name came you up here in time to
save my life ?”
Nina, very pale, was leaning against
the rocks, but a faint smile disturbed her
lips as she said, faintly:
“By the assistance of one of my condemned qualities—strength.”
“That makes twice, Miss Nina, that you
have made use ot strange words. You
have heard something ? If so, tell me all
about it, for after this we must be warm
friends, between whom there is never to
be any misunderstanding.”
Nina’s eyes fell.
She forgot dignity,
composure, and buried her face in her
hands, and burst into tears.
“She can sing like an angel, and cry
liko a woman—two feminine qualities,
anyhow,” thought Chandos, and he looked on the drooping figure of tho young
lady with infinite satisfaction. Saucy
Chandos, softly, caressingly ho stroked
the bright hair, his own eyes mostly overflowing, and still Nina wept.
“You’re ill, Nina, and I’m a brute to

white and clear-cut as a statue.
“Look at this bouquet, Mr. Fairleigh—
it makes me sad to read the sentiments
you gave me. Tuberoses are for dead
people, not for happy bridesmaids; while
roses, sadness; anemone is fraility; lilies
of the valley mean heart-withering in
secret; syringa is memory, and the foliage of the cypress disappointed hopes.
How unfortunate your choice is, it makes
me feel gloomy ; it seems to me that there
is death in the air; as it something dreadful was going to happen me.”
Ohandos eatne a little nearer.
“Nina, my darling, let me protect you;
be my wife," and his manly voice trembled with emotion.
“Mr. Fairleigh, do you remember one
morning, not long ago, when the mildest
feeling for the woman at your side was
detestation? ‘Unlady-like! Strong-minded ! Girl of the period !’ were some ot
the terms applied to me.
How do you
explain the incongruity ot your feelings?”
and she withdrew from his encircling
arms.

“I ask the pardon of Miss Walsingham
for my unkind remarks. All the while I
acknowledge that 1 had met my match,
and now I ask Nina if she loves me. She
must for T loved her trom the moment
she defied me on the platform,” and he
kissed her brow, cheek, and lips passion-

ately.
“You do love me, my darling.”
“Love you, Ohandos Fairleigh ? No !—
1 hate you !" and she freed herself from
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LOST WOMEN.

dear Mrs. Journal Reader needn’t
elevate her eyebrows and toss her pretty
head, for I’m not going to discuss lost

My

women from the ordinary stand point.
Abler pens than mine have already dose
So you may read right along, and
that.
possibly find yourself or some ol your
Not that I know in the least
friends.
who you are—but you may find “experi-

ences” that

so

closely resemble your

own

to lead you to believe that I am “telling
tales out ot schoolwhich is not the case,

as

only

in so far as human

much the

same

the world

nature is very

over.

In my judgment it is a clear case that
the average woman needs a better education to begin life, than the average man,
for the simple reason that a man’s put-

anee.
For had he not dwelt eloquently
upon his wile’s exquisite taste and gen
cral knowledge of ?<woir faire! But lest
I weary Mrs. Journal Reader, I shall omit
(he details of that stupid dinner.
How

nervously the wife watched the comings
in and goings out of Bridget, how devoid
of anything like wit dr wisdom she
was; all ot which reacted upon her husband and guests. The dinner finished,
she thought with a sigh of relief, “Nod’

I’ll shake off dull care and show Ned’s
friends I’m not so stupid as they think
me.” But she is so uncomfortably aware
of the estimate her guests have made of
her, she can by no manner ol means do
her “level best.” Cigars are produced
and a walk in the garden proposed, from
which she is excluded by reason ot the
When those are finished, they reoigars
turn to take a hurried leave of my lady,
and depart ea»h unto his own way.
I haven’t space to

even

allude to the

chagrin of the husband, the disappointment of his triends, and the guilty consciousness of his wife.

Well, what's

to be done? you ask.
And
what I wish to tell you in

that’s just
No. ,’i.
Italian

Ray.

Executions.

Two Woman

Be-

headed.

Naples (Feb. 1) Corresjjomlenoc ol the Ntw Yor!»
Sun.
suits, whether professional, commercial,
Neither on the gallows nor the guilloor mechanical, bring him in contac' with
tine have Rose Porro and her trail a<
other minds sufficiently to keep his wits complice expiated that appalling roll ol

and free from the moth and
creepeth in to destroy.

sharpened,
rnst that

The world is full of

good

women

who

f'

infanticides of which 1 recently wrote
The oldyou the necessary details.
fashioned block, mysterious and dreadful,
with its dark niedifev il associations, and

draped with dusty black alpaca that mav
hunger and thirst after knowledge that is have
seen the bain y days of Venice and
of
them
for
the
want
denied
opportunity. its merchant princes, was brought into
his clasp, and, tossing his bouquet at his Even provided they have a fair Start in
requisition yesterday, ftnlv once in the
feet, she swept from the room leaving the world, the first te 1. fifteen or twenty memory of the living was this block reOhandos with a white face looking at the
moved troni its gloomy resting-place in
years of their married life is spent between the Castle
d’Nuovo, and then it was
despised flowers.
When the moon went down Nina turn- watching the biennial additions of human- ordered out by old King Bomba of ined away trom the window and went to ity in the nursery and the hebdomadal famous memory. At Salerno a stationary
her glass and surveyed her fair face. A
changes of “help” in ho kitchen. For scaffold has been lately erected, and it
was generally believed that in the death
gleam overspread the glass, and turning
there are
wont stay where
sentence upon Rose Porro and Margarite
quickly she saw a tongue of flame dart- Bridgets
Childers
wont
the
stay Cnraldi, Salerno would he named as tlm
ing from one of the houses on the ridge “childers”—and
below. Wrapping a blanket shawl about where the Bridgets are, if they can help it. place of execution. Contrary to expectaher, she ran hastily through the hall and
tion, the eortile ot the Castle d’Nuovo,
“Only the eye of God watches like a near the subterranean
down the stairs crying
Fire!"
She
passage where tie
And it is dition
hastened to the stables, and, leading out mother’s,” said Fanny Fern.
says the Neapolitan kings and
Lucifer, she mounted him, and clasping beautiful that it is so. Yet the eye to nobles took refuge upon learning from
one soft hand in his flowing mane, she
watch courageously and faithfully needs the gendarmes ot any murderous eonspi
was selected as the fatal spot.
urged him down the steep. Cliandos Fair- the
guidance of a cultivated mind and a racy,
leigh heard that midnight cry,and in a few
A HASH
llilAI..
And that mind and that
moments lie too was on the road.
When
the gentleman from Mountain Lodge
reached the spot, they beheld a house
wrapt in flames, and a crowd of people
on the clear
spot before the house, and a
white figure, with a sombre trailing shawl,
on horseback, urging her horse from
point
to point, directing the men, encouraging
the nervous.
“Nina

Walsingham

!

was

the murmur

of admiration.

“My child, my child!—save her!"
screamed a woman, rushing from the
throng; “she is not here. Oh, save her!”
“Where is she P” demanded Nina, riding up to the distracted mother.
“In the third room on the second floor.”
“Will no one save the child P” cried the
clear voice of Nina.
No one stirred.
“It’s no use, Miss, the upper part is all
afire,” said a rough workman, touching
his hat.
Nina sprang from her horse, and directing a ladder to he placed against one ol
the windows, she hastily dipped her heavy
shawl in water, and mounted the ladder.
“Come back, Nina; it is certain death,”
groaned Chandos.
She smiled hack at him, and in a moment disappeared.
The minutes passed
like ages to the anxious watchers, and
they thought that the brave girl had
sacrificed her life in vain.
A loud cheer from the crowd below,
and Chandos uncovered his agonized face,
looked up and saw her descending the
ladder with the child in her arms. Cheer
after cheer greeted her; but she falters
she nears the

ground

and falls into Chan-

dos’ arms. The overjoyed mother kisses
her hands, and the child she has rescued
is lifted to kiss her face.
She lies white
and still in her lover’s arms, the lace
dress scorched and black, and the lilies
drooping and bruised.
“Chandos,” she whispered, faintly.
He bent over her and clasped her closely.
“I am dying, ('handy—I inhaled the
flame, lint you love me, dear,” and the
small white hand was raised and the arm
clasped around his neck.
“My darling, yes; hut you must not
die now.”
“It cannot be helped—it is hard to love,
to die so young, and the world -so fair to
me—I love you, dear—though I said not.”
T love thee with the breath.
Smiles, tears of all my life! and if God choose,
I shall not love thee better after death!

“Good night, Chandy; kiss me!” and
their lips met in a last long kiss, the first
Nina Walsingham ever gave him. The
long lashes fell over the velvet brown
eyes, the mouth quivered once or twice,
and all was still. Sweet Nina had hidden
farewell to all earthly scenes, and Chandos Fairleigh held his dead love in his
arms.
Wild, wayward, spoiled, daring
girl of the period as she was, Nina Walsingham gave up her love and life for that
ot a little child.

Christian heart.
heart need not; dy a fountain of resources
to start with, but the fountain needs constant replenishing,—otherwise the streams

The trial of those most abandoned wowas hasty and decisive when compared with the tardy processes of a minder case in our American tribunals. He
ih v i*p, and labor loses the only charm Saturday last the ease opened. The representative of the Crown, whose duties
that can dignify it.
correspond with those of our District-AtA mother has to plan, and work, and torney, Inst rend the heart-iptaking eon
Cession of Mrs. l’orro, and the subsequent
think for everybody.
If in all these la
avowals of Margarite Coraldi, which were
hors and cares sin; feels she has her husno less terribly.
Coraldi goes even so
band’s sympathy, all is well.
But
tar as to state that it was she who con
there are so many otherwise most exeel- eeived the fiendish design of poisoning the
husbands, who take it for granted that it infants or starving them to death, and
the little corpses beneath tinis a woman’s place to attend continually despatching
tiles of the floors, the earth of the cellar,
to the endless round of domestic affairs,
or within the walling ot the very rooms
t which they sat, played music, sang, cat
cook three times three hundred and sixtylive meals each year, (that of itself would and slept. The removal of the papering
of these walls has since revealed the
be 4.'l,SoO meals in forty years') attend to
ghastly truth. Black gowns and veils
"the butcher, the baker, and the candle- had been provided for the prisoners by
stick maker” without over saying to them, the Sisters of Charity assigned to tincharge of females imprisoned iu
“My dear, how weary you look; we spiritual
the Prefect’s Chamber, and the doomed
must take a trip to the mountains or women sat
together and alone in the dock
Or it that is Margarite Coraldi looked boldly out at
springs to freshen you up
beyond their means,—"Becky, you are the ushers, and lawyers, her jury and the
presiding Judge. Hose Porro's lace was
an old jewel, let’s pitch our tent by the
buried in her hankerehief while the Atsea-shore, till the color comes back in tornev-fieneral read her aflidavit, and her
your cheeks, and the sparkle in vour eye.” despairing, heavy sobs frequently inlet
An ordinary observer can pick out in rupted the dismal recitation. The SubPrefeet, Lieut. Cordehan, and the two
any crowd the fortunate women, whose
policemen whom lie had stationed at Mrs
husbands are
Porro’s house to watch its surroundings,
“To their virtues verv kind
gave
strong circumstantial evidenceTo their faults a little blind.”
against the prisoners. The corpses of the
The bright, cheery look of such women is murdered innocents and the confessions
never for a moment to he confound with
ot the unfortunate women did the rest
the meek, dabby washed out look ot the The Court adjourned at in the afternoon,
soon after Naples’ best criminal lavvyc.
“lost women" who are so unfortunate as
the Count Massin di (liuglio. had eonto have husbands who evidently never eluded a
pathetic appeal to the Judges
conned any other motto than the one of and jury in behalf of the prisoners,
lb
the old copy-books, “Virtue (in woman) attributed the horrible crimes of his clientto what he described as “an uncommon
is its own reward.”
The great stupid
force of circumstances and an ignorant
creatures go blundering along, never weakness which was
only revealed in the
dreaming but their wives are the most glaring light of their guilt when it was
The Count worked ably to
blest of mortals. Though they do oc- discovered.”
raise a favorable point in his clients’ bewife
“wonder
casionally
why my
grows half
by urging that a recent legislation
old so fast, and sort ot quiet like?” -but which
gave higher toree to palpable circumstantial evidence in murder case-,
never once lace the fact that
and validity to the testimony ot murder“'Tis the pain In the heart
ers in their own eases, was not yet active
That deadens the eye.”
A gentleman invites a few friends to or that if a doubt existed as to the new
amendments being in force, tie prisoners
dine. His wile is delighted, (they have
should receive the benefit ot the same
been married only a year,) for now won’t
Owing to the strong pleading «•’ Count
she get some of the bustle and stir of the Nassin di (liuglio, the conclusion of this
the outside world ? She will listen to their trial, which would have terminated in a
day, was postponed until last Monday
bright talk, participate in the badinage,
and get a little tlavor of a better kind of
wit than her “calling” triends seem to
possess. The parlors and dining room

men

morning.

TilK

WOMKN

DOOMK1).

With Monday morning came certain
“Why, Chandos, I am astonished,” exdoom for Hose Porro and Margarite l
claimed Ethel, in a shocked tone. “Nina
raldi. Spite the most eloquent efforts ot
are brightened up with fresh flowers and
is perfectly lovely, and can do anything.
the Count and the influence of his aknick-knacks, so disposed as to give a
She can write some sweet little poems.”
sociates, the presiding Judge told the jury
This that human
vpry cheery and home-like look.
“Yes, no doubt,” interrupted Chandos.
society demanded the saeri
“Anything but what befits a young lady.
completed, she rushes for the kitchen, lice ot these women’s lives, that any other
Probable Piracy.
I don’t like these girls of the period, who
only to line! her one servant (a recent im- punishment mimed by the State would
use
a slang word
with every breath.
It is now believed that the line brig
only place them on a level with men and
from the Emerald Isle) as igno
Poems that show she’s strong minded,
women who were not, and they should
Mary Celeste, of about 236 tons, com- portation
and of all things I detest a strong-minded
manded by Capt. Benjamin Briggs, of rant of the proportions of pepper and salt presume were not, capable of
being guilts
woman.”
Marion, Mass., was seized by pirates in in the turkey dressing as she would he of of such atrocities confessed by the prison“one can rule, though, saul Lonmer,
the latter part of November, and that after
the proportions of Venus de Medici, or ers at the bar. With this grave injunction
anil Ethel gave him a grateful look, and
murdering the captain, his wife, child, and the Column Vendome before vandal bands upon them the jury retired, and alter
three
chimed in with, “Speaks
officers, the vessel was abandoned near
languages
twenty minutes the recording clerk, stall
the Western Islands, where the miscre- were laid upon it. So the courageous in hand, officially informed the Judge
fluently, dances like a sylph, and sings
like an angel.”
The little woman takes
ants are supposed to have landed
things into her own that the jury had come to a unanimous
“Spare us the rest, Ethel,” saul Chanbrig left New York on the 17th of Nov. hands, for she fortunately had a clear conclusion, whereupon his lord ship solemnfor Genoa, with a cargo ot alcohol, and
dos, giving a low whistle. “Miss Wally ordered them to re-enter the room.
is said to have had a crew consisting head and willing hands in her early home,
All this while Mrs. Porro had not removed
singham, no doubt is everything to he desired ; but, as for having her and her permostly of foreigners. The theory now is, and wasn’t afraid to use either. Begin- her handkerchief from her eyes ; but Marfections thrown at my head, I won’t stand
that some of the men probably obtained
ning with tho turkey, she goes on with garito Corahli’s bold looks ot Saturday
it. ‘Ride,’ Clarence, I should say she
access to the cargo, ami were thus stimuthe whole detail of preparation, including last had changed into a dull, fatigued,
could preserve her equilibrium going at a
lated to the desperate deed. The Mary
hopeless look. The latter’s face, naturally
break-neck pace. My7 stars, but she made
Celeste was laden in with by the British soup, pastry, pudding, sweet-meats, &c. of a healthy and high-colored complexion,
is
horrified at the first stroke had
my blood run cold, when Lucifer balanced
brig Del Gratia, Capt. Morehouse, who &c., until she
grown deadly pale and suspicious
himself on that ledge of rock.”
left New York about the middle of Nov. of the town bell. For
dark spots under her eyes betrayed the 1 iet
“Nina’s bringing up is to blame, not
The hull ot the Celeste was found in good
that she had come to the court in tears
wliat come may,
her heart. She has no mother, Chandos,
condition, and safely towed into Gibraltar, Come
Time and the hour runs through the roughest The jury brought in a verdict guilty,upon
to tell her what is right, and her uncle is
where she has since remained. The conhearing which Rose Porro sobbed hysteriday.
an old bear,” said Ethel, sadly.
fusion in which many things wore found
“I did
She remembers her husband was to re- cally and called aloud the name of the
want you to like her so much, brother,
on board, (including ladies' apparel, etc.)
chaplain of the prison, who was at hand
for my sake.”
led, with other circumstances, to suspicion turn from his office with bis friends at and passed her a little crucifix which she
“it’s too bad—egad, she’s a beauty, but
of wrong and outrage, which has by no twelve and a halt o’clock, and they were kissed. She rose to her feet grasped tin:
One of the latest letters to dine at one o’clock.
her slang, I can’t get over that, and the
means died out.
The pudding railings frantically, and screamed out
from Gibraltar, received in Boston, says :
“Dio mio! iliitctni I'occasio/w rfi mh'armi
way she defied me. Rah ! she’s not at all
sauce was yet to bo made, the coffee not
“The Vice-Admiralty Court sat yesterday,
I'anima
feminine, but I’ll try to tolerate her,
[My (Jnd give me a chance
and
numerous
other
and will sit again to-morrow. The cargo quite ready,
things to save my soul.J A local journal comEthel,” and the haughty speaker walked
of the brig has been claimed, and to- to “see to.” Passing tho kitehon glass, menting ti|>on the doomed woman’s wild
off complacently, leaving the lovers to
The she saw a
themselves.
morrow the vessel will be claimed.
it unmercifully “the whoop of
very red face, surmounted by cry, oalled
Meanwhile Nina ran up to her room,
a female possessed by the devil.”
('oraldi
general opinion is, that there has been
and
heads
of
perspiration
foul play on board, as spots of blood on frightful crimps
and hurst into tears.
grew still paler, her eyes fell to the floor
“Horrid man,” said she, indignantly.
the blade ot a sword, In the cabin, and on starting from every pore, hot things go and when the presiding Judge was on the
“I hate him, and I was prepared to fall in
the rails, with a sharp cut on the wood, as
they may, she must lly to her room and point ot passing
indicate force or violence having been
love with him, and I cared more for his
THE SENTENCE OK HEATH
dress for dinner. With no time to “cool
whom
is
the
used,but how. or by
question.”
good opinion than any others. ‘Try to tease you.”
and
nerve
with
the
off,”
she
every
quivering
tolerate me,’ will lie? I’d like to see
“Don’t apologize, Mr. Fairleigh—death Soon after the vessel was picked up, it
wept, but strived to suffocate her sobs
him. ‘Not lady-like,’ eh! Mr. Chandos? is fearful to contemplate, and we were was considered possible that a collision unwonted strain, she rushes into her with her handkerohitl. When the sen‘Defied him?’ I will again. How I do both so near it.”
might have taken place. Had this been pretty organdie, only to find the lace tence was being pronounced, Rose Porro
knelt in the dock,
her hands in
“God bless you, Nina Walsingham.
hate him ! I wish I was dead and buried.
I the case, and the brig’s officers and crew
1 ipped off one of the sleeves.
She quickly what seemed to he clasping
fervent prayer.
MarNo, I don’t, either; this world is a jolly value my life more highly as coming lrom saved, they would have been been landed
that for the first thing that comes garita Coraldi followed her example, and
‘Strong-minded,’ am I? and a your hands,” and, offering his arm, they long ere this. Wo trust that if any of changes
place.
New England’s shipmasters can give any to hand, which proves to be her pique. the sympathy ot the crowd seemed drawn
girl of the period ?’ Of course I am, Mr. went to the house.
to the Magdalens of the law as they knelt,
It is the wedding night, and sweet Ethel information or hint of strange boats or What is her
Fairleigh. ‘Thrown at your head,’ you
dismay, when giving the shrouded in black, within the dock. The
horrid creature, with your cynical blase Fairleigh is Mrs. Clarence Lorimer now, seamen landing at any of the islands durfinishing touch to her neck-tie sho espies solemn proceedings over, the prisoners
eyes, I’ll have you throw your heart at in all the glory of young brideliood. Like ing the past ninety days, that they will
a groat coffee ste'n on the front breadth I
were led back to their cells, where they
a merry child she is
my feet yet.”
dancing, the gayest see the importance thereof.
There is no help for it—for just then she were joined by Sisters of Charity and the
Having finished her soliloquy, bathed among the gay. Nina Walsingham was
Sai.mon in Rivehs of Connecticut.
her eyes with rose water, and humming a like a lair spirit, in clouds of white fleecy
clergy. Marly yesterday morning,
hears the sound of footsteps, and merry prison
when hardly a soul was astir in the nargay tune, she went down to breakfast. lace looped with lilac. Chandos Fairleigh Arrangements have been completed for
late
to
It’s
too
voices
on
the
get row and boisterous thoroughfares of Napiazza.
All that day she kept away from Mr. Fair- studied her face as he stood by her side placing about 280,000 salmon fry in the
leigh, much to that gentleman’s disgust, as the marriage service was read. A rivers of Connecticut by the State author- into the parlor before them, for the front ples, an ominous looking vehicle stood in
who was exactly like other men, who are sweet holy calm seemed to settle on her ities. The eggs will be hatched in April, door is wide open. She stands bewildered, front of the Prefect’s ante-chamber, near
frantic if one of the gentler sex does not countenance, and peace and purity breath- and the young fry, so soon as they are
llieOhiaja. Several members ot the press
a groat tear in her dark eye, as she looks
were seated in the Prefect’s anti-chamber,
acknowledge their superiority over the ed from her presence. She stole away able to obtain their own food, will be
rest of the masculine race.
Chandos from tho merry-makers, the gay jests, placed in the various streams of the State at the horrid stain on her pretty white receiving instructions from Lieut. Coi dechristened Nina an outrageous flirt, and and the whirling dancers, and went into and in the head waters of the Connecticut dross, and a great red burn on her deli- ban touching the hour and preliminaries
of the execution. The Prelect by nature
then began to flirt himself with little Lulu the library. She stood there in the dark- river. The owners of dams on the river cate hand. She glides
softly down tho 'a
very tender hearted man, appeared unTracy, who was one of the clinging-vine ened room, looking out of the window at have agreed to construct fish-ways, ex- kitchen stairs, and into the back
parlor, usually perplexed and gloomy. Turning
the new moon, which was making a feeble cept the Holyoke Water Power Company,
order.
That evening Chandos sauntered up to fight with the gray drifting fog clouds. which refused to do so, but by a recent with a faltering excuse for not being to bis Lieutenant ouee, lie whispered :
Miss Nina, and said :
Chandos Fairleigh entered the library and decision of the Supreme Court at Wash- ready to "receive” them, which sounds wish you had let me sleep this morning.
Oordeban ;
for me but this orwalked by her side, and looked out also ington will be obliged to do so. The
“Do you sing. Miss Walsingham ?”
very much like an untruth. Her husband deal.” Oil anything
the uppermost floor of the
“I do, Mr. Fairleigh, occasionally tor at tho struggling moon. At last the silence prospect now is that these streams will
in
looks
blank
her
amazement
at
hurried
prison is the chapel, where the condemned
my friends," and-Nina accented the last became oppressive, and she turned to him; bofore many years possess a numerous
words just about enough to set Chandos the feeble moonbeams showed her face and lively population of the salmon tribe. toilet, and generally discomfited appear- women were attending mass—their last

1

mass—-and the mournful strains ot the
‘•Miserere,” chanted by the Sisters in their
choir, could lie heard gloomily waiting
through the long corridors. The prisoners,
•will in black, knelt near the altar, and al
I lie
appointed time received their last communion, the viaticum, so called, because
il is meant to be taken with them on the

with its blooil-red leaves, a wild plum
clad in its shroud of white blossoms, clus-

Glimpses at the South.
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morning glory, each blossom large
THURSDAY, MARCH (>, 187:5.
About three hours before daylight on as a saucer, relieve the monotony of the
the morning of the 7th 111st., guided by a scenery. The sail through this portion of PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
-BYthe riv er by moonlight or firelight—-I have
portable lighthouse, vvte entered the mouth
WILLIAM H. SIMPSON.
road to the oilier world.
of the Ocklawuha, on hoard the steamer had a taste ot both -is fearfully enchantEDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,
I can find no other terms expressive
TO THE EXECUTION.
hearing the same name, hound to the ing.
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00a
Toward half-pastthe prisoners. Hanked head of navigation. < )tir steamer measures of the sensation I experienced. Rushing within the year, $2.50; at the expiration otyear
the
$3.00.
by an escort of ten gendarmes and preced- in length seventy-live feet, tonnage 01, along by moonlight through a still black year,
Advertising Terms.
For one square,
(one
ed by three clergymen, moved from the
inch ot length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks
draws with her ordinary mass ot Lethean water, ora violet colored and
25 cents tor each subsequent insertion. A fracchapel to the van in front of the prison high pressure,
sea by firelight, tile tops of the moss clad
tion
of a square charged as a full one.
three
and
a
hall
feet of water, and
door.
The van contained the prisoners,
cargo
steamer
the
the chaplain and assistants, two Sisters of although not warranted to run whenever cypresses meeting overhead,
Administrators, Executors and Guardians
their advertisements published in the JourCharity, the I’refeet and his lieutenant, and wherever there is a heavy dew on the striking every now and then a tree on one desiring
nal will please so state to the Court.
and the usual guards on the outside.
side of the river, ricochetting to another
she
comes
the
nearest
to it of any
While the van was rolling over the pave- grass,
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
their branches raking
steamer I ever saw.
Her saloon is lighted on the other side,
ment mi its way to the Castle d’Nuovo,
papers changed, must state tic- Post OHice to which
the
paper has been sent as well as the one to which
her from stem to stern, and then rushing
which is built right on the edge of the Bay forward and aft; side
it is to go.
lights there are on
ot Naples, many harsh comments were
no
sound
save
the
enpanting
again,
none; the branches on each side of the
«TS. M. Pettengit.l & Co., 6 State
Boston
made from groups ol stragglers, while an
and the unearthly shriek of the limp- and 37 Park Row, New York, are our St.,
authorized
river would extinguish them, if
there gine
occasional merciful one vouchsafed an
ejaculation such as, ‘‘The Lord have
mercy upon them,” for well they all knew
the mission ot the rusty-wheeled black
van of the prison.
During the tedious
drive the prisoners prayed and sobbed alternately. and spoke little and only in
whispers to the kind Sisters of Charity,
who never ceased offering thorn religions
consolation. A guard of policemen occupied the gales ot Castle d’Nuovo, and
doffi d their hats when the van drove
up
and the Prelect made hD
appearance
I he gates
being thrown open, the trem-

bling prisoners

led

through :i long,
•bony passageway darkened by high walls.
I pon reaching the rooms ot the jailer, the

Sisters,

were

assisted

bv other women, reiho'imI the cloaks And bonnets ol the
prisoners. The priests, Sisters of Charity,
nod prisoners then knelt any prayed, the
otlieials standing round with bowed and
uncovered heads.
PRKPAltlXi;

FDR DEATH.

At the elose ol the prayers for the dy■■ the ..itioner
appeared, wearing a
ubc-k Mask and black singlet shirt.
Asisted i.v the jailer, the executioner pinioned the arms of the criminals.
The
plain white collars around the doomed
womens' necks were removed, and all beni'! I•• idy the cortege moved through two
iSsageways until the

place

ot

execution

presented itself. It. was a very unique
•iglii. At the extremity of a small, slone-niToiinded and stone-bottomed yard is a
Hat rock shaped into a platform about
ight feet square and two m height. On
one end
of iiiis old stage, upon which
only the last act is ever performed, there
is a very narrow step, for only the executioner anti his help, the jailer, use it.
In
the centre of the platform stood a block,
the old block mentioned above, with a
•tie bolt or hook in ft out for
fastening
the'link securely.
The unfortunate won't in when eonlronting this scene
praved
loud and cried hysterically. The usual
prayers were mated, anel when concluded
t he jailer
passed to the executioner a long
injstnnnent in an ancient looking scabbard
■•i leather, covered with steel and brass
■

platings.

The

dently

young

a

executioner, though

evi-

seemed familiar

man.

h the paraphernalia of his sorrowful
ralt.
He adroitly unclasped the
heavy
sfttbburd, drew forth
rut: '.listenin': axe,
vit!' a blade like ■« colossal razor, and took
up his position on the rear of the pint
form.
The eHminals’ eves were bandag
‘<1 with long strips of linen, which left
enough to bind the head to the block.

ters of

OkAiruMKEE, Florida, Feb. loth.

any

ithin the first twenty rods from
the point of departure. For the same
reason the stucke-staek barely protrudes
above the upper deck.
were,

The poitable lighthouse referred to is a
fire made ot piteh pine in an iron vessel
on the top of the pilot house.
The effect
of it is to flood the river, the trees and
shrubbery on its banks, with a violet
colored tight, reminding me of the tinge I
have noticed on snow when the aurora
borealis is very brilliant. The object of

Agents lor procuring subscriptions and forwarding
kin, startled from his slumbers, like the advertisements.
a
was
of
lo3t
soul—it
83*S. R. Niles, No. f> Tremont Street, Boston.
grand
despairing cry
83- Geo. P. Row ell & Co., 40 Park Row, New
I felt.
—beautifully, fearfully grand.
York, will receive advertisements for this paper,
God forgive me, as if I had passed out of at the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
attention.
the sunlight of His protecting care, and
83" Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St,, Boston
the
blackness of is an authorized Agent for the Journal
was being swept into
darkness!
There is

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 73, means that the subscription is paid to
that date. When a new payment is made, the date
will
be immediately changed to correspond, and
|
thus a receipt in full is sent with every paper. Subare
scribers in arrears are requested to t< rward the

obstacle occasionally encountered in the navigation of (his river
which is as unique in character as the
one

river itself; floating islands. They
j
composed mainly of an aquatic plant,such
as is found in some of our northern ponds,
the light is to enable the pilot to see discalled cow-lily. The plant is of very
of
rod
the
road
he
is
travel
tinctly every
ling;
luxuriant growth; leaves as large as the
indispensable, because there is an abrupt
largest on our squash vines; the roots of
turn in the road
few rods.
every

The Ocklawuha

empties into

the

St.

J dm eighty-eight miles southerly from
.Jacksonville. It is navigable by steamers
of the draft before named to Lake GriHin.

through Lakes Eustis and Harris

to Oka;he southern shore of the lake
last named. We entered the river, as before stated, and arrived here on the morning of the 9th, travelling day an 1 night;

humkee

on

distance 24.7 miles.
1 intended, when

I sat down to write

this,to give you a description of this river ;
1 am compelled io abandon the idea.
It
is utterly indescribable. A trip up the river
is seldom taken by tourists in Florida:
from

least

at

There is

our

section

of the Union.

the size of

a

man-of-war’s cable

and

larger, interlaced, twisted,

knotted together in most inextricable confusion.
They become detached in masses from
the borders ot the marshes and float into
the

stream.

Occasionally

grounds, and becomes

so

of them

one

firmly attached

to the bottom that a passage through it is
effected by the use ot a cross-cut saw.

We encountered one. thirty by sixty feet
in dimensions, which completely obstructed our passage; it had been there but
about twenty-four hours, and a few vigorous blows with the bow of the steamer at
side detached it from the bank, wheeled
it into line, and we passed by on one
side ot it.

one

lence, and then turning toward the execuright hand- the sig-

tioner he raised hi«
nal for

Tin: FATAL BLOW.

The executioner. whose mask had been
taring weirdly at the Sheriff awaiting
that signal, lifted hL weapon and
stepped
to the left side of the
prisoner. He raised the axe about one foot from the neck
< •
Hose Porro bv wav of taking aim. and
then swinging it above his head, he
brought tie* heavy blade down with all his
might, and the head dropped over tin*
block
The trunk rose nearly a foot and
•i
half, a- it living, by the sudden spasmodic action of tin* severed nerves. A
biter was immediately at hand, and the
trunk and head of what was Rose Porro,
the infamous baby Iarner, wen* removed,
u.d Margaret < ’nraldi was led to the block.
She prayed constantly and did nor. evince
auv grc:p tear until her head \va- forced
tin* fatal stand, when sin* uttered a
v ie!, nervous scream.
Her head was not
■ompletely severed with the first blow.
!'!n* skin of the front of fin* neck remain»

d uncut, and the body

springing

back

ex-

posed
ghastly gap which made every
■•pectator shudder, and caused the plat
ain to be smeared with blood.
A pall
was thrown over the body and its head,
;■

and both were removed on a litter to
iwail. like Poito’s corpse, burial in uneonseer.-itod ground. The fulfilling of the
executioner's contract was to wipe and
whet tlie axe lie used and replace it in the
'caUiard tit lor future emergencies.

wealth of reminiscence
just taken,
that I would not barter tor all 1 have seen
ol Florida outside ot it.

have

a

To the

The

Neapolitans

Naples and die.”
tourist veiling Florida 1 say, go
saying,

“sie

up the Oeklawaha and then—go home
Von will have seen enough to think and
talk

about

long

as

as

you live; unless

you live longer than any thinking

ought

man

to.

Without

of

Patterson.

Tlie Senate committee of inquiry into
connection of its members with the
Credit Mohilier scandal, made a report
implicating Senator Patterson of New
Hampshire, accompanied by a resolution
of expulsion.
The scene in ,ho Senate
(-hamlier is thus described by a despatch :
If the Senators had heard that the bottom had (alien out of the Capitol they could
not have exhibited mon surprise.
Senator Morton was in the midst of his
closing
tin

and most forcible

speech denouncing the
WflEmery government. Suddenly all in-

icrest in his remarks was seen to cease.
The Senators gathered in the chamber in
knots ol two or three and discussed the report with unconcealed astonishment. Senator Patterson was sitting in Senator Hamlin's seat, just back of his own, when the

resolution

read, and seemed struck
paralysis. His head drooped on his
was

with
breast and he sank hack into liis seat conscious of the terrible, disgrace that had
come upon him.
Senator Howe, who was
sitting beside him, soon engaged him in
conversation, but the unfortunate Senator
did not lilt his face for a long time so that
It could he seen from the galleries.
Senator Hamlin came up soon afterward and
also joined in the conversation.
Senator
Scott and another member of the committee paced up and down hack of the
outer rows of seats.
Wilson and Logan
gathered near the main entrance. The
expression on tine countenance of the for-

study for

a journalist.
First
blank surprise, mingled
with incredulity, and then his face flushed
a bright red, as it does when he is excited.
He went to his seat and sat down, and in
a moment
jumped up and walked about
the chamber, speaking with this Senator
and that, whenever any would speak with
him. Logan also showed an extraordinary interest in the result, and engaged
in an earnest conversation with Senator
Hamlin. Alter a few moments Patterson
took his seat, and, having procured the
manuscript copy of the report, slowly
perused it.

mer

was a

came

a

look ol

Harverhill clergyman married a
couple the other day. The groom was a
tall stripling whose weight with all his
A

wedding fixings on was ninety-seven
pounds, while that ol the buxom bride was
two hundred and ten. They both declared
that they had loved through thick and

atter.ip'ing

up land. 1 infer from the conversation on the boat and at the
landings,

clearing

that oranges are to be the staple
in this section ot the State.
I conclude

where I
mv

am

this letter at Silver

tarrying

for a few

return down the1 river,

product
Spring,
days on

i would write

more, hut the wild

turkey I ate for dinner,
intoxicating perfume of the jessamine
with which tlie air all around me is laden,
imperatively prohibit any further labor,
mental or physical, for this evening.
the

n

crooked that it, could’nt lie slili. I train which was several minutes behind
venture on another illustration; place time, stopped at Bethlehem, and Mr. Snyj1
der and his friend got out, bade each other
your left hand, palm down, on a sheet of
and each went on his homegood-night,
| white paper; stretch fingers and thumb ward way. That was the last seen of Mr.
as far apart as you can, take a pencil and
Snyder in life. His house was distant
commencing a: the wrist on the outside perhaps a quarter of a mile from the
so

lay across a lonely
draw it up and down, following the fingers depot,
covered bridge about 500 bet in lengtii,
and thumb, until you reach the wrist on spanning the Lehigh river,thence along the
the inside; take your hand off and look road on the other side for several hundred
feet to a stone bridge overMonoeacy Creek,
at the pencil marks ; you have before you
and beyond that along another stretch of
a delineation of one section of the river;
road to Bethlehem. It was on the bridge
that section is a tolerable representation across this creek that Mr. Snyder, strugof the whole
The longest reach in it on gling against the cold biting wind, met
his murderer and his death.
What oca straight line does not exceed forty rods.
curred in that dismal spot in the lonely
You will naturally inquire about the
night hours can only be conjectured ; but
width of the river. The pilot would tell on the next morning. Saturday, at about
7 o’clock, a pedestrian crossing the bridge
you in reply that it is from twenty to forty
discovered Mr. Snyder’s dead body lying
feet. I can give yon a reply which will
upon iiis lace in ihe waters of the creek
be more satisfactory, probably because below. The alarm was at once
given, and
the comparison I institute is within reach as the morning wore on the bridge was
with curious sight-seers from tar
ol your own eye.
Through the cypress thronged
and near, gazing at the body which, alfor
a
is
hundred
it
miles,
nearly
swamps,
though it was known to he Mr. Snyder’s,
about tin width of the Quantebaoook from had not been removed. Upon the arrival
Jewett’s banding to the mouth of tho of the coroner the body was conveyed to a
hotel m ar by, where an inquest was held.
river; through the marsh, or prairie, as
Investigation showed that the victim had
some call it, for another hundred miles, i‘
been struck a crushing blow in the head
is abou
the width ol (loose River, in the and had been stabbed t wice in the side.
it runs
summer, where
through the From traces in the snow of foot-prints, and
and his route

meadow

a

tew miles below the outlet of

pond. There is no point on that portion of the river where the width exceeds
the

Ihirty feet; the guards of
one

or

one

the steamer on

both sides of her are

brushing
on

Proposed Expulsion

constantly

the saw grass and weeds
both banks. Now and then,

over

or

pretty thin.

on

the

press

as

snore oi me creek ol

if

a

man

a

broad

im-

had lain there, the theory

is that alter having been struck on the
head with a eiub and mortally wounded
he was rolled off the bridge; that then his
murderer or murderers, left the bridge
and went to where the body lay, there inflieted the stab wounds, then robbed the
victim, and then carried the body to the
creek and threw it in. The coroner’s in-

the curve is very short, she runs
her bow into the hank op one side; a Jong quest lias resulted in a verdict of murder
by a person or by persons unknown. The
pole, with -i darkey at the end of it, soon whole matter is involved in mystery, and
livings her head into the stream, and off no clue was left of the perpetrator or pershe starts to run her nose into the op- petrators ot the crime. Perhaps, however, the reward of $5,000 offered by the
posite bank a few rods ahead.
murdered man’s son may lead to some
This portion of the territory through discovery.
which the liver passes is crowded with
animal life; fisb, fowl and—alligators; Heavy forgeries on the Bank of England !
white cranes, ducks of various kinds,
London, March 3—(5 A. M. Discovery
wild turkeys, herons.blue-peters—a beauti- lias just been made of bauds on a gigantic scale on Ihe bank ol England, comful little bird who walks the waters with
mitted by one Warren alias Horton, an
more
than
the
infinitely
grace, probably,
American, through a series of skillful
apostle did whose name he bears—black forgeries of the names of Rothschild and
birds, blue and red birds, buzzards, water other great financial houses. A reward
ot £1,000 is offered for'his
turkeys, limpkings &r. &e. &e. There is and the police are searching apprehension
for him with
a place on the river, extending for miles
hopes oi success.
London, March *3. The discovery of
upon miles, known as Alligator Reach;
the alligators basking in the sunshine on immense frauds on the Bank of England
causes excitement in financial circles.
It
its banks were not beyond the reach of
is impossible to state the amount of the
the sportsmen on board our steamer. The
forgeries or the ramifications of the
crack of a rifle, a splash in the water, the operations of the swindlers, as everything
"yah-yah ! dem’s nm, Massa ’gator!” of is involved in mystery and the police authorities maintain the strictest secrecy.
our “eullered
bredren” constitute the
The bank lias issued a notice cautioning
funeral
of
a
obsequies
many
poor the public against negotiating certain
ugliest of ugly beasts on our passage specified 6-20 and 10-40 United States
where

through the Reach ; while
buzzard followed

on our

the sombre clad
track taking note
hot sun in a few

of the repast which a
days, would make exceedingly palatable
Tt turkey buzzards ever hold
to him.
meetings and pass votes, as other two
legged buzzards sometimes do, 1 feel con-

fident that those who followed

us

up

on

that day will pass a vote of thanks to the
Pres, of the N. A. Pickerel Assoc, who on
that occasion covered himself witli ’gator

glory.
For the first one hundred miles from its
mouth the course of the river, nearly all
that distance, is
through cypress swamp;
the banks—sides, rather, for banks there
are none—are lined with
cypress, tall,

gloomy sepulchral trees, their roots buried
in water, long moss, the death-curtain, as
the Indians call it,
from their
drooping

branches, varying in diameter from one
thin. When the minister looked at the
to five feet, stretching upward some
he
it
the
he
for
received
ninety
job
thought
scrip
was

due.

aaf-Iu sending money, state fHE
FICE to which the paper is sent.«®fr

POST OF-

Congress Mildly Censures.
The Credit Mobilier play has been acted
the Congressional boards to the last

on

of the farce.

scene

That which

be-

was

gun in sorrow, and continued with quaking and apprehension, ends in a universal
shout of derision. The triplet ot mice
born ot all this labor are ridiculous indeed.
Our telegraphic report of last week left
Mr. Ames suffused with sympathetic tears
at the moving power and
pathos of Ids

defence,

"wn
was

followed

read by the Clerk. He
Mr. Farnsworth, of Illi-

as

by

nois, in defence
was ingenious,

ot Rrnoks and Ames. He
not forcible.

it

F.

Mr.

the woods.

are

not yet out of

result of the Wilson
into the affairs ol the Union

As

investigation

a

Pacific Railroad, a bill has been introduced in the House, and attached to the
appropriation bill, which authorizes equity
suits in tlie United States courts against

So it will lie seen that the end is

ment.

yet, and that tin; future

show that courts

to

are

will be

likely

not congress.

Legislative Adjournment.
Friday last (he General Court, after
the paper ball session, usual congratulatory speeches, and falling upon eaeli
other’s necks and weeping that they were
Oil

to meet no more, folded up their tents and
silently stole away. Tfie fruit of their

labors is before the peopie, in the shape
ot 277 acts and 109 resolves.
but lew ot

are

these

Among
importance, notwithstand-

ing the lengthened session.
repeated recommendations

None of the
of the Gov-

for biennial sessions and biennial
elections, have received favorable conernor

sideration.
visions tor

feet

or more.

Occasionally a water maple

own

mim

him Kin, in**

within

very often,
to persons

him oeen

people
the past year,

in

inui

■■*

respect

higher in office than Mr. Brooks.

[I.aughte:. ] ff this transfer to Neilson tin* 1 been
an attempt on the part of Mr. Brooks to cover
up u had transaction, lie tipyer would have
selected his son-in law. Mo man, he was going
to say, with sense necessary to be a member of
Congress,—that was not pulling it very high—
[Laughter]—but with sense enough to lie a
county justice of tin* peace,—that was better
[laughter],—would ever have resorted to so
flimsy a dodge a- to -elect his son-in-law in
order to cover tip a bail transaction. To his
mind, on the face of it, it was not a badge of
fraud, but a badge of fair dealing, and it would
be so regarded by every sensible judicial tribunal in the land.
lie

followed by Mr. Merrick, of
Maryland, a Democratic member of the
Committee, who argued in support nl the
was

report
on

Gen.

Hawley,

the same side, and

On
while

of Conn
so

followed

used up the

day

Wednesday, Mr. Beck of Kentucky,
condemning the whole bribery busi-

ness, did

not believe members could

he

expelled for offences committed when not
members ot the present Congress. Voor
hees made a powerful speech against
expulsion. Air. Stevens,

the member who

endeavored to catch the speaker in the
bribery business, made a speech sustaintaining the resolution, as did also Mr.
Ntblack
Bingham, of Ohio, who had
found his fingers in the trap, spoke at
length, and of course against expulsion.
Gen. Banks supported the resolution tor

expulsion

in

Nor have any of the proneedless and otten

The

have became laws.

measure

iorcon-

a

Ben. Butler consumed the remainder of the day in tin* characteristic
argument of a criminal lawyer for his

client.

On the 27th, Hie debate was closed by
Mi. Poland, ehaimian ot the Committee,
at the conclusion ot whose
speech the
house was brought face to faee with the

question. Mr. Farnsworth moved to table
the whole matter, and the question was
taken in a perfect hush of silence. The
house refused f
substitute
lows—

:.

poration.
The resolution

wav

adopted—yeas

nays 36.
Mr. B rooks voted in the negative.
The next resolution of Mr. Sargent

181,

maintains a free high school for ten wei ks
in the year shall he entitled to draw one
the

existence.

So much is

who apply

reason

this

the

gained by

and

common

;en?e

But the fatuities,

matter.

men
to

the

on

r hand, hav- procured a law
applying
the nuisance net to the sale ol any intoxi

otic

was

censuring

mood, considered a similar resolution respecting Mr. Kelley of Pennsylvania, but
tabled it, and then dismissed the whole
matter.
And thus ends the much talked ot in-

figures unknown, upon the Barings.
Some of these houses arc said lo be making
strenuous eftorts to suppress the details ol the
transactions.
It is stated on what appears to be good authority that one of tlie members of the house of
the Rothschilds went to Newgate to-day. and
had an interview with Noyes, the alleged accomplice of the swindlers, and that startling
revelations concerning their operations were
made, the nature of which is kept secret.

Credit Mobiiier anaconda.

Of the capital stock of the railroad, the treasury has
never seen a dollar, when the law required that it should all bo paid in. As a
consequence of all this, there is shown, in
physical results, a railroad which cost not
over

we came to the conclusion that the writer j
labored under a slight bias in regard to i
Mi. Milliken1* merits.
Since then we
learn that the. lecturer makes an explana-

Fourth of March.

business has demoralized

capital,

when

it

even

insists

fifty millions

to build.

This is not

a

ot

at v

What with natural deaths, a suspicion of
arsenic, and a few divorces, ail Illinois lady last
week accomplished her -dxth marriage ceremony since I860.
It cost the Maine (. ntral railroad company
$107,000 for new cars and locomotives last vear.
Of this sum $55,000 were expende in the com-

pany’s

his

inauguration.

predecessors.

shop.

own

Louisville lass lias set the fashion of sliding
down hill in a tin pan, and now no housewife in all that region can find her dish pan
when she Wants it.
A

The I’homaston Shoe Company has become
tir. d of the business, and offers shops, machinery. tooB. fixtures and one hundred eases
ot thick boots for sale.
In South Levant, the county road is iu

The

one

day was place so densely picked with snow and so high
clear hut very cold
An immense military tie- drift that a tunnel, four rods in length, has
been dug through it foi the convenience of
and civic procession, including 12,OoO
per- teams.
formed. More than .00,000 lined
'The President’s Mounted
Guard, the Governor’s Mounted Guard,
the Boston Lancers, West Point Cadets,
Nival School Cadets. U. S. Marines,
sons. was

the

There

present.

H.vKTi'oKi), March 3. Ira Bliss, tin* depot
agent *t Burnside, who was robbed and beaten
by o-car Graves and John Dynes, about ten
His asbodies ; days ago, died ot his injure*' i-day
sailants are uni.lcr .‘ins' and will now be ind'e ted for murder in the first degree.

six divisions

were

the escort, including military
Irom all parts ot the country.

ol

tribute

The head-quarter' <»t tie* Maine Central railroad are to be moved from Augusta to Portland,
and will occupy tie* -am** building on Plum
street now used bv the Water company and the
Eastern Express Company

Avenue

ire

w

journalism
on

John Burrell, colored, while attempting to
steal chickens, was shot and killed on Wednesday night, at < 'olumbia, Penn., by a trap-gun.

President Grant was inaugurated on
Tuesday, with more imposing ceremonies
and surroundings than have pertained to

revenge by a flank movement on the
family, thus establishing a connection between soup and satire,
if is to be leaved that the disreputable Credit Mobilier
at. the

The

The value of the manufacturing products of
tie* State of New Hampshire ten years ago was
Now it is $71/XMLOOb.

$37,000,000.

Al

the

inauguration

present the

were

V Rhode Island man has invented
in the
of a kernel of

a

torpedo

corn, which is deRepresentatives, signed shape
for the boguilemont of crows. As soon
Supreme Court, Diplomat!” Corps. The j as that offensive bird takes holds of it, it exoath ot office was administered by the plodes and blow- the top of his bead off. This
affords a cheap and innocent recreation for the
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.
crow, and at lie* same time does away with a
The President then proceeded with his grievous evil.
It has been discover.- I it the Post Office Deinaugural address, saying that his lirsi partment
ihat
>lti\\ lie* first year he was
term had been consumed mainly in paciVirP-Pn-ident. tiled in i_rr<*e,nent to extend
I-neoin Hull lust evening to li-tcu t.o the lecfun
the
stamped
contract of Nesbitt who,
envelope
on
Aristocracy1' by Hon Seth L. Milliken, of tv mg and ivsl..ring harmony to the union. il will he
remembered, sen!
oitax $4000 a tew
Maine. In the abstain- of Speaker I i: i n
who
<
This
is
months
destined to be tile guiding
.»ltax in bis evidence claimpr« vion
country
v’vjis
unavoidably detained. t! >n. Alexander
hat
tic*
w
ed
as
that Nesbitt
money
Rutherford introduced Mr. Milliken to the an
star ol 1 lie world, wid *lt is
tending t..ward Was 'tranger md that he present,
never returned any
lienee. Mr. Milliken tins quin- a •■omniundircj
The colored lace are nol service tor it. Tlii* new revelation creates inpresence and is a very fluent -.u-ak'-r, ami republicanism.
ti use astoni'hiiient and
tie- ! t link to conseldom have wc listened to
viurc coniainin.vet p... -e-.se. 1 ol their whole light”, and
vict Oollav
much sound practical \vi>d.ni as .ii,; that
should li.av them. Hi- ae.|uie-ces in the
Mr. Milliken la-t night. Tin -; ,•»k•
-i* n'
ly is thoroughly republi* an in hi- i.L•
;,nd hi- I I'ejertion
.!
Santo Domingo, although 1
News of the County and City.
lecture last nivhl was a disne. Mon of the (•t inKft'orts tor the |
pies ol 1’enuhkc.iiii-ui in plaee of Itiose nt o: i believing it Impolitic.
Verv high tide' are previ1ing now
ii istovracy. One hour and a had was run nute-d I
restoration ol good feeling between secm it- di livcrv. and tin -| caio-r was
:--*•••• V
"hoe
1 w.t *.I willl Work just
Irequcptlv j
am*
tionin
promi.e'd,
which lie isks the now
applauded for some of hi. happv lot-, and tie* I
audience throughout the entire lecture paid tin- i
!
and the people
i'he
support o| t’oligie
most careful attention ?*> the speaker.
We reKv uni
>! out
'.-boots ire

Senate

House

and

ot

>

a

»■

>

■■

1

>'

e

gret that our space will not allow u to give an
abstract ot (he leriurc, that our readers might
lie able to peruse thai wtiieh th y W'-rc unable
to hear delivered, .and we trust at some future
time Mi Milliken may be induced to remap hiable lecture in \Vashiie.fi »n.
We have no information touching tin-

itHl;in**i*

!i>

»»l

1't‘t

S**i'\ ice

111

>i

s

jm

I li»* .I'l-ircss conclude.-!
This I }.l* »11»i-•

lie Rev eme
‘ut'
bor last 8 tturdav

,11,)-,v-

|

looking I'o.w.ird

ibis w.-ek
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t.ii ct!,

with

the

going

pir

io.i'

I’lv'i!

Drill' ol

snow

'ide of Wilson

i ><.»* .in
1

r

are

'even

in

whs

high

I'.-ei

our

bar-

the;

upon

Hill.

The robin- haven’t arrived vet, which
liickv thing for them.

;s

«

s

rope with which it is

hoped they

will

one

vvitli the brother aforesaid, and has credit,
at command.
Thin our readers, 1 -ides

in<»

day hang themselves.
The resolve Ibr submitting to tin* peo- learning what i< said ol our gifted townsman, may see what different views are
ple an amendment of the constitution perot the same subject by the mantlet’
taken
uniting women to vote, received a maoats at Milliken1* and the man that don’t.
in
the
mid
House,
divided
the
vote
jority
of the Senate.
This is a gain upon last
We are notified by Barnabas King n
year, and

measure

points

to the

nt the

adoption

early day.
the fifty-second Legislature

at an

And so
Maine goes into the

shadowy

of

past.

Maine hereafter gets tint small appropriato clear the lumber refuse out of its .,n,c
navigable rivers ami the obstructions caused by
ignorance and cupidity in ttie building of piers,
bridges atu) wharves, it will have its own law
makers alone to censure, who are too much engaged in railroad tights to give the bill providing for a board of harbor commissioners swh a
careful consideration as would convince them
of it- urgent necessity.
[Portland Press.
If

tions

A most truthful and forcible remark.
Maine is getting enormous appropriations
to clear out iter harbors; but let
some
opposing member hereafter rise in Congress and state that the Legislature delib-

erately

gave permission to a railroad
company to close with a bridge the mouth
of one of the best harbors in the State,
anil tlie proposed appropriations will he
drieken out. Congress may well decline
to

should lie withheld it would lie
able instance of

a

remark-

Kven hamlcd justice,
Commends the ingredients of the poisoned chali'V
our own lips.”

To

The fishery bill for carrying out the
provisions of lh<- Treaty of Washington,
lias passed the lower branch of Congress,
and will doubtless become a law before
the adjournment.
This will give our
fishermen increased rights, both on the

The provincials get some privileges in tinway of free admission of fish to our ports,
but nothing that will do harm to our home
interests, ft settles

a

troublesome matter.

The vote of the Mouse of Representatives for a general increase ol salaries,
from President to Congressmen, was nonA committee ol
conference subsequently agreed on the
following increase—President ot the Tinted
States to receive $50,000; Vice President

royal
Prog. Age

lieu of all pay and allowances except actual individual
travelling
expenses from their homes to the seal ol
Government and return by the most direct
usual

travel for each session.
all to take effect from the 4th
ot March, 1878.
Thus are the pledges of
retrenchment and reform, so
trumroute

These

of

arc

republican.
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«|iiaintam
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e
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long
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11 y

1 he Hartford ’limes, in

luis
1

than

tin* same

on

immbei

Where ill the Stnli
many times, ami
-Ben

ll

uevr

yd

ot

I,;,-

my

Meres

||

been

failed.
(lalie

—

I thank heiiwn for on*1 thing it n«) more, th ti
1 utn u man whom <»<»<| mad.-, ami not wli-on
tin? newspapers mad«\
This is hard on tin* diet v.
Bit* il will

be remembered

t!

a

(bn! early

r.-pented

having made man and what inn
toolings since Butler was horn

ll is

I

bi-

J

President Grant’s count rv residenee
near St. Louis, has been burned, by which
he loses St it KM).

—The democrats of the second ('onneeticut (Congressional distriei have nominal
ed ex-Gov. .James E. English as their candidate at the April election.

inspiration last week, told some
undoubted truths, which are reported
a

lit of

thus—
31 r. Ilawiev, of Conn., declared that the gentlemen who belonged to the dominant political
party

were

1

willing

Mr.
iter1' lecture, for
will be < ’onversion.
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ng.
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ros-.

:ti

mention the tact

be-

generally perceive

ir.

We

tilin',

iv:t<lers
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iy not

m

his -aioon

tlie < 'oiirt House,
friends with an oyster supper on
near

entertained in
Thurs lay e veiling.
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to
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ssortmei,?

ro

bi-

itstomers

pickles, relishes.
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an
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1

therein

The Pro jfi< railroad directors formed

grew

Mountain

Rocky

very difficult part
build, when in tact it was
was

tion, being merely

a

a.

level

very

neighbor Vsa A. Howes isn’t generally
11 in
pork bu-im -s, but he killed
ouph -.1 fail pig- that weighed TOM
apiece.

The I ad v who wic < K-gister Studies wields
sharp and vigorous pen. «- our readers have
discovered. The article- attract a good (leal of

a

attention.
March hasn’t heen either a lion or a laiub
thus far—but bo roared and bleated alternateW h i: tiiat ill iv
nilv the weather-wise
ly
perhaps know

to

wifh

A certain

a

planted

almost impervery -light and gradual
ceptible, m l looking like a dead level
lor nearly l.ooo miles
from tin* Missouri
River to the Black Ridge; but they goi
:m
appropriation fora largely hnucased

j

sum

j

that this would add largely lothe Mobile

per mile h,r that section,

got

knowing
r

to

to loan

five millions of dollars, and to take
first mortgage upon the roatl, and also
to eivt them outright an avn age of about

as

the government
should pay the interest on its own bonds,
when the railroad company to whom they
were loaned should pay
it in lull to the
—so

that

!

in

»| ►

In* is
i-

recently

ready

to

well known

ihai t vt*r laid a razoi
win* have Ollee sat
a!wav- anxious to try it again.
haini-omely tilted up.
i-

an*
v

v

The Bella-' Branch met with an accident by
tin* morning train of Monday
running oil the
track a mil. becoiul l-nity.
The engine -md
l*-,‘g,y-‘; »’*,! w.-nt if. and the form* r into the
dit' ll. \'<* oni- w is iinii. The -fonn has since
up to

Superintendent Bierce,

the Gas Works, Is
and effect. Noticing
that hi- daily ustomers for the ten cents worth
ol coke fell oil ail at once, he took a tour of observation. Hi-cover-ng an open v*ar load of
a

seeond mortgage

loan

i-

her

blocka.lc* the r-:.td, whi* Ii has not been opened
the tine ot putMi.: out paper to press.

gress, giving u)i the first nmrtgagi whi h
was taken by their own hands -so that
tie y g. t the money and the road to ■ : the

ernment

11

and thus,

in hi- clnnr

j

if.-

n

til

!

Ulan’s

shop

■

m* r-..

,i

ilie I*

one oi

w.

Prof. !’'••!

ii)-..ii

oil a

.i io.noo per mile for the entire road
7.
They then procured an art of Con-

being worthless.
They also proenred an act. of Congross forbidding the Secretary of the Treasury Irom withholding the pay lor carry
ing mails and Cnitcd Statics troops, in order to cover the interest due on the gov-

litis i-iK.
!

iijiicd

waif

a

s.

hat Mr. Bean has
!».*>;. and placed it
where the Broker’s

'chine

w.

«'•<».<

«m

them

sixty

Milch'M last

Hidv

Hi-

Congress

nc c-

d in

-e»

.-U a-t a m am moth stick
pounds, heautiiiilly col<»!'.'d and sfi'ijM-d
\ portion is to be seen in
!o- window
a '-'do o|
wiiii-h crowds of hivebiles ai'- v.*n! t" cadet n
lisi-n-s the relative
aimmnt ot -wt-cims- theta in contained.

good sized States.

They

-H

<

wt

appropriate
to them alii nate seel ions ol public lands,
torly inii.-s in width, through the whole
lit'*1 ot the road -land enough to make ten
li

ign of-pi

tin- wmdov,
tie- room
Board holds its daily -e*-j <n-.

1

hoy got Congress

>

his tomato

in

| profits.
!

Hir

<

easy sec-

plain,

dumuge.

Unown is
last week a

section

of tin* road

t

-••rion-

>

h i- o;ne at last,
With vviii«|s and clouds and -hanging skies.'’

k
The company of course made a
favorable contract.
1. The directors represented to (’onthit the.

N

Bryant hath it—
I he stormy Mmvii

As

■

Buller while <b-|. tnlin.;

Ames, remarked

of

1'

themselvc" into the Credit Mobilier Com1'he Mobilier office was in the
pany

produce more eorn an.I fruit in Kenuchc tlioii
in an} other eounty in the Stale.
: \i _mis(
Journal.

tuaily

wt
v

Schooners M dabar and Eclipse have gone
into D. W. Dv. it Sviii’s dock for repairs.

pre-mil

At liie meeting of the Democratic .State -nnc room with the Pacific Railroad DiCommittee in Augusta on Wednesday of rectors.
k
Hie railroad directors contracted
last week, nil the members were ore~"n
bill two. s 1). Leavitt, L-,j., ol List- with the Mobilier Company to build the
port, was chosen chairman, and Col. A. road, that is, they in fact contracted with
W. Bradbury, ol Portland,
Secretary lor them el V»'S

If

a

>i

must accompany orders.

-!] m.u

iq-- recovering IVniu
..(* the fa *.».

.•

News dealrn will plea- send
orders early.
Our steam press
will be kept tired up tn.accommodate those
who may need iurther snppiieCash

raise 1.

j;.• |

correply
in add iti.ni Jo irud
respondent asking for inf umation as to
Mr. Bobbin*-,
die American House, i»
why the holding of the Credit Mobilier negot.af:n.'
I,'
Belief*.id H
so. and will
stock h\ Congressmen wa*; corrupt, makes probably ."-m o iiiiMi•
the loir wing reply which, co\vr> tin* whole
The hors- <»: Mr. Patterson became frantic iis
tlie street on Saturday, and made tiling- lively
ground

time.

Augusta will

>'

subie.

"hind tv

next

ex--'

in then

We can’t say much about probabilities
ol that kind: lint when the L-gis! Jure iin session a very small amount ol effort at

n

air.-c-i, of

severe

*•-

quiet in the city.

*i

>

out of it.

or

>■

dicates that the issue nl the Journal ol
proximo, will be (he
liveliest sheet
fronj our press tor a

:

shrewd obse

coal upon

\-.*r .*i

ot

au-e

side track at the depot, he didn’t
It was just t- plain as the
Credit Mohilier business.
a

investigate further.
I lie

bidders |.*i some of tin* mail'
iii11v, for the next four years,
are known.
The route from Belfast lo Hockland goes to Samuel J. He in. From Belfast to*
Camden via Linenlnvilh* Centi *. to rfn* sameFrom Belfast t«» Bangor, in*) from Bang or
< ’astuie, Charles
Belfast to Augusta, I>.
B. Fni't
\lbi.-m. < r.-sniont to Augusta,
and G-n-sm -nt tundeu, \ 1). Pinkham.
routes

sii'
in

i-csstn

this

v

i■

■

government.
!l.
The Credit Mohilier being invited
j
or controlled by the
Pacific Union RailThat funeral procession will commence road
in In- v, rv interesting letters fioni Florida,
Directors, got the benefit of these i
to move as soon as any elections lake
i-mn d reference to the
acts, and when they so liberally distrihut- | Gov Crosby makes
President of the North American Pickerel Asplace.
eg their .shares, on which immense divisociation
I hat's on, ,-t the many
honorary
—A Portland gentleman walked all the way
dends were paid to Congressmen, the i
tit Us which de-iguate Aaron S. Davis,
from Augu-da to thi< city vesterdav. (Portland
Esq., of
ot the argument led to the conclu- Chelsea. Mass
logic
Press.
frequent visitor to this city,
The inference is that he went to see i sion that, some ot these extraordinary acts, and one of the handiest men with a fishing rod,
which about ninety-five millions of the surest with a rifle and most mirth-provokAugusta, and she gave him his walking by
a story that we ever knew.
The Governor
in gifts and loans, were taken i ing
dollars,
papers.
i- fortunate in having so excellent a companion.
from tbi> United States Treasury, were j
—A drunken woman, driving through
People passing Woodcock’s bookstore are atgot through by the aid of the Congressthe streets of Bangor, had to be taken !
tracted by the exhibition in the window of Tutmen who received the stocks.
care of by the police.
From this brief and general statement, tle’s pictures. Mr. Tuttle is one of the best
artists in tin* shite, and has made photography
—In Bangor a savage bull-dog bit off our correspondent will see why Senator
a study, enabling him to greatly
improve on
Mrs. Price’s ear.
If the Belfast dog Wilson exclaimed, when a prosecution in the same, as will be seen
by calling at his
poisoner would only go for that brute, he the courts threatened to oppose these rooms. He is sole affeut ol the Lamsou Patent
would be making a
proper use of his transactions, “take back my stock—let no Photo-porcelain process, a method recently instriehnine.
siispirion rest upon me;” and why Oakes vented. His pictures not only exhibit great
artistic skill, blit the facts of some of the
Flic Portland State balances the Anus testifies that “when the McComb
prettiest young ladies in the state.
was
"ml
there
sketches of its Young Woman About Town
didn’t any ot them
brought,
Another snow blockade. A lew inches of
by tin1 Reyeries of an Old Woman—but (Congressmen) want to hold the stock.” snow fell on Monday, which tin* furtous
gale of
we fear that no old
the following night swept ban* fi om the level
lady’s dreams can
-The
with
and
a
compete
piled around the fences ami in the
Legislature has divided the old fields
3’oungone wide awake.
The drifts are packed so hard as to
town of Waterville, the eastern portion highways.
Al Hallowell Mr. Braun had not
only
retain that name, and the remainder to bear up persons walking, and form terrible
to
a brick in his hat, but a whole
chimney id
barriers to travel on highways and railroads,
them, which a snow slide brought down he known as West Waterville.
even worse than the
great snow fall last week.
from the root.
And he was dug out smil—W. F. S. Whitman, Fsq., of Augusta, Travel and the mails are
terribly deianged, and
ing and unhurt—plucked, as it were, a otherwise known as Toby Candor, of the no one can say when affairs will get in shape
Brann from the chimney.
Boston Journal, has been appointed, un- again. The Maine Central train due in Bangor
am

..

■

—

The scamp Pomeroy, of Kansas, is to
A
escape after all.
whitewasing report
has been made, from which the
leading
democrats dissent. But there is satisfac-

lucky

tion in knowing that he will
disgrace the Senate chamber.

ment of the

no

the

get in

can

-•

tin' date of the li-itli

digging the (/rove of that party..
to assist at the diggina an>1 the
funeral, and [ don’t care what party com s liter it.
We can’t have anything worse.

in

po>i ion ami

or

nobody

h'

resolved fo perform my pa.
u a -1:■ t.
al*- threatening ihe very exist.nee m the nut
I periorme t niv *ons Mention
il1
uty
asking promotion or command a11«t without a
leva in;el'iiI !’"elinc towards any -eeiion or ;i <!.■
v illa'.
Notwithstanding this, tin << h-nit tin*

A; 1 of which in-

Representatives am! delegates, including
the present Congress, $7,500 per annum
This is to he

or

Busjit*>'S genera!:v

lid not ask 'or p!
entirely without influent
of any persons ot influent .*;
I

event.

published

of this week.

Justice of the Supreme
of the Supreme
Court $ 10,000; Assistant Secretaries of
the Treasury, State and Interior
Departments, $0,000 ; Speaker of the Mouse alter
the present Congress, $10,000; Senators,
Justice

that

m isfis to u„ close
11,, last Presidentci'
ibu-e .n :
aupaiuai, I haw been the subject
tile Coll er! ion 1 list riel of Bella t,nml land ! fueler -<••.!
!_\ » \ !' «-.|Uall< d in oiilie.il InHigh Admiral of the harbor and water I'lrv, which to-'l ty 1 f-i that I n afford t<«
disregard ill view ot ymn verdict, win ! I
thereof, that a manifesto of a column and graietullv icerp! us my vindication.
a halt, directed again I Ihis
paper, under
Why was the Mobilier Stock Corrupt?
the
m the
seal, will !••>

—Gen. Hawley, who represents one of
the Connecticut districts in
Congress, in

$10,000; Chief
Court $10,500;

of

oin

!>.i!

aid in

vestigation. That justice has been deloudly
feated, no impartial observer can doubt.
the radical party,
That rank corruption flourishes and lifts peted by
conspicuously
as soon as
they are securely seatits head, not even abashed by this mildest falsified
bonds, aggregating in amount $220,000. ot
ed in power once more. The
all
people of
is
possible punishment, apparent to
ft is thought that the forgeries were
this country are certainly the most
all.
How
voted
patient
to
allow
a
of
American
swindthese
men
many
ring
perpetrated by
lers and not by one person as first sup- to remain in Congress because of the fear and long suffering of any on the globe.
posed. A person was arrested this morn- of those terrible memorandum books of
Spring Elections. In Portland,
ing on suspicion of being a party to the
George
no one can know.
Whether the P.
frauds, but proved to be only an innocent Ames,
Wescott, republican, is elected Mayor,
of
clerk.
quality
Congressional mercy is honestly
410 majority over Chase, democrat.
The discovery of the forgeries was al- strained to this extraordinary extent, or by
In
where no party issue was
Lewiston,
together by accident and was brought whether the
stronger motive of slavish made, N. W. Farwell is
about bv the Rothschilds noticing in some
elected, and in
Dills of Exchange a difference in the color tear operates, will probably never be
Auburn, Thomas Littlefield.
In Saco,
of tlie ink from that ordinarily used. The known.
Edward P. Burnham, republican, is electbills themselves were so neatly executed
Congressional investigation being at an ed Mayor. In Bath, William Rice is
that they would have escaped detection.
electend, we are left to view the undisputed ed
Mayor and Henry Tallman Judge of
LATER.
facts that two hundred and forty million
London, March 4. It is reported that the
Muneipal Court. In Rockland, the presfrauds on the Bank of England amount to 42,- dollars in public lands, public securities,
ent excellent Mayor, J. Fred Merrill, demOOO.iXX), and that of this amount 4350.000 was and
capital stock of the Union Pacific ocrat, is re-elected over John
drawn on Jay Cook, McCulloch & Co., $200,000
I.ovejoy,
on tlie Rothschilds and a large amount, the exRailroad, have been swallowed by the
act

Death comes sometimes in curious shape. A
yout h in Milford, Ma-s., was killed by a barrel
of shoe-heels which fell upon him.

in the
and unknown men attempting t<> till Lincoln
hall, even lbr so worthy an object as o aid the
Cabinet.
Industrial Home school, was fully illustrated
Boston Post’s Washington eorresponlast night by perhaps an audienee ot on*- hundred all told, who listen•■■d with commendable
ieeee reports general disappointment at
patience to what Mr. Milliken was pleaded to
he President’s 1 nangural.
call tin “Oration on Aristocracy.** He dwelt
James Brooks has resigned as governparticularly on the achievements of a “little
section of land,” which lie left his audience to
ment director in the Union Paeitic RailAn
infer was New England.
eminent gentlemen from Maine remarked on leaving the hall
road.
that the most wonderful performance ot New
Great obstruction to railroad travel conEngland was ‘.lie rearing of a giant like Wendell Phillips, and ot, well—Mr. Milliken who is
tinues. The train that left Bangor on
vatin enough to imagine himself an orator, too.
This is not very complimentary to Mr. Milliken, Tuesday morning has not yet arrived
but he ought to have known that Washington is
here.
the graveyard of mediocrity, and that elsewheie j
No damage to stopping by the recent
his obsequies as an instructor of the public j
would have been less imposing.
storm is yet reported.
After a careful reading ot the above,

reatest anxiety to Hu- day when i -! 1:111 hi*
eating liquors. It can readily tie seen that
relieved I'i'hii! responsibilities that af times ,,iv
an
attempt will lie made to declare eider
almost overwhelming ami Irom which I have
within this clause, and to summarily seize kind of meal that this writer tend-; upon,
a reel v had a r«*-pil.v -imv the eventful ti;
inr
upon full Slimier, in April, lSt>I,to the |-r-—»if
but
and destroy it.
If this lie so. that class or lilt place at which it I- procure 1
>ei v iei•
were then tcmlcretl
.My
m i
•lay.
will realize a considerable amount <-| the it may safely inferred that hr has im issue aeeept.Mi under tin lirst call lot* troops grovs-

coneurred in the Senate.

then voted on. It is as follows—
Resolved, That the House absolutely condemns the conduct ot -lames Brooks, a member
ot this House from New York, for the use of
n is position of government director of the Union
Pacific Railroad, and of a member of this House,
to procure the assignment to himself or fatnilv
of stock in tiie Credit Mobiiier ot America, a
corporation having a contract with the Union
Pacific Railroad, and whose interests depended
direc.t'y upon the legislation of Congress,
The resolution was adopted—yeas 172,
nays 32.
The douse being now in a

ac-

—

anil in the provincial harfable. Mr. Sargent moved fishing grounds
and do away with the vexations
bors,
vote
d censure, as fol•hitherto incident to fishing in that region.

Resolved, That the House absolutely condemns tiie conduct of Oake< Amos, a member
of Ibis House from Massachusetts, in seeking
to procure congressional attention to the affairs
of a corporation in which lie was interested,
and whose interest directly depended on tin'
legist ation of Oongjsgss, by inducing Member.-,
of Congress to invest in tiie stock of said c r-

on

snow.

The present Legislature lias passed a bill
transferring the power to change names to
Judges of Probate.

Washing-

is

Brown, editor of tie- New England
died Wednesday, of lust week.

'I’eanis are coining out ot the woods on tie*
Machias river on at count of tie* deep and

from Belfast.

reported as not a success,
count of severely cold weather.
There is no change to be made

portion of the jails into indus- from rostrum ami restaurant.
trial and reforniato’y institutions, with
The Daily Morning Chronicle of the
authority for judges to sentence to them same date, however, takes a
widely difconvicts from nit of iho county, it is hoped ferent view from that
attributed to the
will he a beneficial measure—although f<
raging quill oi the Republican, and is
we
think it will be found cumbersome
highly laudatory. If ivs
A very inicllig-ul -mdien-" •i-somb'rd ■.*
By the tree school law, anv town that
verting

Simon

Farmer,
enisted

The Fourth of March Ball, at
,ou

tion to the effect that the reporter ot the
Republican at one time boarded at a restauharmful legislation by genera] statutes, rant
kept at Washington by Mr. M.’s
met better fate, save that the power of brother, and
failing to respond with the
changing names is vested in the Judges customary script, was made to seek other
ol Probate. The resolve making provision sources of refreshment.
So he attempts

for collecting the industrial statistics ot
the State, the bilis Ibr establishing ail industrial school for gir's, to reform the jail
system, and establishing free high schools,
are the only measures ot importance that

I*. M.

Weather clear ami cool. Steamer KaAlso arrived soli.
a rived on time.

Jameo,

A boy in Fort Kent Hi years old, was married
short time ago to a woman aged 23.

a

ahdin

the ensuing year,
ft was voted to hold
saving the lives of those who are the State Convention at
Port land in June
bent on committing suicide.
Our excellent neighbors at Camden, who hare an
The Senate is soon to engage in an im
appropriation ol $10.OOP to clear out their peaehment trial, the I louse have preferred
harbor, and ask for .$30,000 more, sent a articles against D. S. Judge Dehlm\. .>t
strong delegation to Augusta to aid in Kansas.
a carefully prepared and abbruining ours. It the remaining SSO.OOn
—The same anmui.l of lalmr will nr
il.lv

speech.

to

Boston, March

ton, adding the achievements of tin* occasion to his already nourishing laurels as a
public speaker. The Daily National Republican. of Feb. !S|.li, sharpens its toma-

obviating

expense, not exceeding Svil 10,
from the state. Provision is made for

and in favor of his interest, to bribe him.
Bribes were offered to men to convert them.
Tliev were offered to those who were disinclined, t«» prevail upon them lo do, what the
briber desired them to do.
Passing to the case
of Mr. Brooks. Mr. Farnsworth called attention
to the fact that the matter charged agamst Inm
took place during a time when Mr. Brooks was
not a member of Congress, and when he was
under no greater obligation of duty in regard
to the matter than were Messrs. Durant, Dillon
or any of those gentlemen who were engaged
m the enterprise.
It was then that Mr. Brooks
first made the negotiation ot Credit Mobilier
stock. The subsequent transfer of this slock by
Mr. Brooks to bis son-in-law, Mi. Noilson, was
only a proof of hr- extreme delicacy in not
wishing to be connected personally with the
matter while he was a government director.
Besides, it wa the mo>t natural thing in the
world for a man to look after the interest of his

BY TKLFORAPII TO THK JOURNAL.

corporations and persons that have hawk and goes lor our fellow citizen in
absorbed these vast sums unlawfully and this
style—
The tolly, the absolute stupidity of obscure
I'radulenily, and lor compelling its repaynot

Generalities.

JL A TE S T !

S. L. Milliken, Esq., as has been announced in these columns, recently delivered a lecture in flie city of Washing-

all

hall

said—

Opinions May Differ

how

upon.

He could not so understand the law of bribery.
impression prevailing licit it
We had glimpses occasionally on the In the first pin e one mail could not commit
thoroughly enrolling the militia, and for
involves a large amount ot “roughing,”
bribery any more than on* man could commit
ot some very fine land,
especially a conspiracy, or any more than on<- person could | making insurance companies more reno
little danger, and a complication of trip
neat (lie head ol the river and around the
commit matrimony. [Laughter.1 It required s
possible.
I can
inconveniences and annoyances.
lakes through which the steamer passed. two parties. Again, there could nol be bribery
The eider law lets gone whore such
unless the person bribed was to do or to abstain
only sav that I have laid up in the store- A
great deal has been done within a few from doing sum* thing. Besides, a man did not legislation ought to go, and where it alhouse ot memory, garnered in tin trip I
bribe his friends. A man never went to his
years fast past, I am told, in the way of friend, already committed to his side of the case ways will, sooner oi later -that is, out ot
have
a
an

description < t
this river, f cannot refrain from giving
Hose Porro was first conducted to the brief enumeration ol some of its prominent
w. (i. c.
block, and when the jailer was about to features. I am told try some that the
the
linen
over
her
she
eyes
place
stagot its Indian name is Muddy,
A Mysterious Crime.
gered back and made a violent movement signification
try ot Iters, Crooked. I accept the latiei
••'■ita her hands, as if she would burst her
The crime that deprived Monroe Snyder
pinions: hut the chaplain’s voice calmed as the most probable ; it surely is the most ot hi-, lit!* at his home, near Bethlehem,
and
h'T.
aeoor-Jing t., IPs admonition she descriptive. The distance from its it .nth I’a., nn last Friday night, was at once
epeated the <ii\in prayer, “Into Thy i to Okalmmkee. on a
dramatic in its accompaniments and mysstraight line, is fifty- terious
hands, O Lord. 1 commend my spirit,"
in its surroundings.
He was a
four
:
miles
the
it
is
two
river
hundred
and fi ll upon her knees.
by
Margarite Corvery respectable man. and was interested
aldi was removed to tin* entrance of the and forty-live. At one point, an oxbow in the slate business of the
Chapman Slate
van!, and prevented from witnessing her of the
kind, the steamer travels <’ompuny,ol Chapman,a lew miles distant
toughest
front Bethlehem. On
accomplice's death. The prison bell of a mile and a half to
morning
* :i>tb* d'Xuovo
gain two hundred last he left Bethlehem Friday
was now tolling slowly,
with a friend to
bn* clergy and nuns were praying fervent- yatds; at another point, thirty miles to come to New York in
regard to a deafness
v. and Ro«e Form's white neck was made
gain six. Such is the character of the with which lie was afflicted. On the
ust to tie* block and exposed to the glit- river from
begining to end. A fellow evening of the same day lie and his friend
ei'ing axe of tin* executioner. The chief
set out upon their return by the train
warden of the castle, who may be called passenger remarked that if the (teklawaha which left
Jersey City at half-past live
was
slick
ot
a
instead
it
tie
would
-In rill, came near the platform in cornriver,
o’clock. A! a quarter past nine p. m. the
pain with t wo medical men and the Sindaco.
A number of prominent people, including members of the principal Neapolitan and pm\ ineial papers, were admitted
rarely in time. The chief warden rnoioned to all present to preserve strict si-

sums

pleasant picture to look
But these gentlemen

—

Mon. E.
man

longer Repoitei

B. Smith, of Saco, is the
who gets the
snug berth of

of Judicial decisions, by
appoint-

Governor.

it r ilu> new law, statistician to
industrial statistics of Maine,

compile

The mother’s heart is the child’s
room.

the

schooj

half past seven on Monday evening, was detained all night in the drifts between Newport
and that place.

at

A lady complains to

us

the corner snowball her

as

that the boys about
she passes.

^uiml'Vs have been telegraphing. John,
die Savings Hank, wlm go? caught away
in home in the storm, :«ml
being doubtful
•ut tile branch road, thus opened communi-

I he

About the Hampden

Maine Savings Banks. From the anSPECIAL NOTICES.
nual report ol the Bank Examiner, reHampden, Feb. 2s.
e
ntly transmitted to the Governor ami
Mr. Editor; Your kind invitation to give
Couneil, we learn that there are now dothe other side is accepted. | will he brief, as
Business in the State, iifty-four savings
tite press of Maine are allowed lo say nothing ing
SOHKNUK’cS PULMONIC S1HVP,
banks, five ol which were organized the
SC 11 L NCR'S SKA \V K K I) TONIC,
in favor ol Lottery Brokers or their schemes.
SCII K NCR’S MANDRAKF,
past year. The aggregate deposits and
PILLS,
Evert iirkot holder knows that there is a clause
profits held by these banks the first Mon- Are the only medicines th:it will cure Pulmonary
Consumption.
on all my tickets, winch reads—"N. B. SimuM
of
was
November,
day
$20,154,333.03.
Sometimes medicine* Unit will stop a
cough will
the sale of tickets fall short of the limited numThe investments of 1872. compared often occasion the death ot the patient.
It locks up
the
the
liver,
stops
of
the
with
are
ber, the surplus cash over the value of the
1871,
blood, hemor$22,787,802.45 for 1871, rhage follows, old,circulation
in tad, clogging the action of
minor prizes will lie drawn in place of the mill and $26,154,333.03 lor 1S72.
the very organs that caused the cough.
The increase ot depositors for the
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
property." As there was scarcely two thoupast two-thirds
ot the cases of consumption.
Many are
year has been 11,909, equal to 78 per now complaining with dull
sand tickets sold, and the minor prizes amount
pain in the side, the
o! the year previous, while the in- bowels sometimes costive aud sometimes too
cent,
ed lo nearh four t housand, it will lie easily seen
loose,
crease ol deposits has been but little more tongue coated, pain in the shoulder-blade, feeling
that there was no cash to he drawn.
1 otsometimes very rest less, and at other times drowsy ;
than half as large as in 1871.
tin' food that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
tered to prove tins by calling in all my unsold
The dividends paid by the banks of 1872 accompanied with acidity and belching ot wind.
tickets, or il they had been destroyed a certifiamount to $1.384,510,3.2; taxes to the These symptoms usually originate from a disordered
condition ol the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons
cate showing siii'li to lie the case. This would
general government $69,779.91; to the so affected, il tlie\ take one or two heavy colds, and
throw away in postage and printing say seventy- State
¥119,159.08. The United States tax if the cough in these cases be suddenly stopped, the
live dollars. Harriman would get nothing. I
lungs,liver and stomach clog, and remain torpid and
is no longer required.
inactive, and before the patient is aware of his situoffered him the above sum, and on his accepting
rl'he practice of late of investing in the ation, the lungs are a mass ol sores, and ulcerated,
it gave him one hundred and five. Ail inter- securities of the West, remote and un- and death is the inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
ested parties are satisfied, and there is no ueed
known, is of doubtful policy.
The past does not contain ny opium, nor anything calculated
iurnishes no precedent to the enormous to check a cough suddenly.
of Treating the subject farther.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food,mixes
amount of corporate indebtedness of the
Yours truly,
Tyler R. Wasgatt, Jr.
with the gastric juice ot the stomach, digests easily,
country, especially the West, and no clear- nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulaot the blood. When the bowels are' costive,
The Board of Agriculture.
sightedness can foretell the result. The tion
skin sallow and the patient is of a bilious habit,
following \\ estern and Southern stocks Schenck’s Mandrake Pills
are required.
Mr. Editor : As considerable has been said are held
These medicines are prepared by Dr. J. H.
by savings bank in Maine : City
in the papers of the State regarding the action
& SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
SCHENCK
bonds, $2,706,000; county bonds, $813,'- Arch streets,
Philadelphia, Penn., aud for sale bv
of tlm Board of Agriculture, at their la-t meet- 000;
town bonds, $127,000;
railroad GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street,
ing at Winthrop, an explanation may not be out bonds, $1,914,500; railroad stocks out of Boston, and JOHN F. HENRY, 8 College place,
of place. The first business of the winter ses- New England, $288,750total. $5,929.- New York, Wholesale Agents.
For sale by Druggists generally.—Iy3sp
sion has been to organize for the year by 250.
BATCHELORS HAIR~~bYE.
The tact that so large a sum ol Maine
choosing a President, Vice President and SecThis spieudd Hair Dye is the best in the world,
After choosing the President and money has been invested in these securiretary.
fhe
True; and Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable
Vice-President, a motion was made declaring ties particularly in local western roads, aud only
Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridicuand to counties that have invested in them, lous tints or
Mr. Uoodale Sec'y by acclamation, which was
unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill efaffords reason for an inquiry whether or fects of bad dy»'J aud washes. Produces Immediobjected to by Mr. Uoodale in person. Before
ate i, \ a superb Black ok Nati kai,
Brown, and
not some action is not
necessary to prevent leaves the hair clean, soft \nd heautifcl.
balloting the time was extended several times such investments.
fhe genuine signed W. A. Batchelor. Sold
by all
to give trains and stages time to arrive.
When
The following are the various Maine Druggists.
OH AS. P.ATi HELOR l'rup,t X. F.
lyiysp
all lmd arrived that were expected, a ballot « asecurities; city bonds, $1,874,700; county
bad, resulting in a majority for S. L. Board- I bonds, $55,500; railroad bonds, $2,437,man.
A! Alt ILL ED.
Mr. Uoodale lias filled the office very ac- 200; town
bonds, $347,150; railroad
ceptably since tlie organizing of the Board, stock, $118,100; bank stock, $495,860;
lu Rockland, Ft-b. until, Mr.
Henry Berry and
Miss

cSiTsUMPfiONCANBE

with Geoi'm- of tin vest shop—
Rostov, March 'A
Storming hard hero, ('an t get through to mor*
John.
!
which a response w i- straightway sent,
on

1*
nundrum received.
to

I

li as

give it up.

March 3.
(Jkokck.

i,

the mysterious finding of the
.Mary Celeste, adrift w ithout officers or
•v. near Gibraltar, is e\«
iting a great de-dot
aenuni of

ntioti

•
'■

w

\\

publish the account on the outt Hus paper.
1 he brig belongs in M.'trion.
ishington County, in tins state. The mate
e

1

Albert G. Richardson, son of T. M. Riehts.m, of Stockton.
The crime of piracy is
"f rare
urrence at this day. but it is e\ iient that something of the nature had Occurred
ii board this vessel, either by the act of her own
wv. or that of some other vessel.
>s

1

«>•

<

bail bv the City Guards

h>

Tuesday
exceediugly pleasant occasion.
hall was well tilled with dancers, the
ards being in uniform,and the ladies tastefuliressed. A very large number of spectators
was

on

eve-

an

present. One of the most attractive
of the occasion was the exhibition drill
u picked st pi ad of twenty men. under eom.uud ot Capt. Fogler. The spacious hall affordalso

re

atures

tor

room

a

show

of all the evolutions, in-

ling the bayonet exercise, and they were all
-irormeJ with surprising exactness and perHon.
Cono

>°k

ihk
our

very body

Whakvfs.

accustomed

On

Saturdav,

as

trip along the*pier>.

Rustle and activitv
busy
and potatoes were evervw here
•c seen, and
we thought business woubl be
good for some time to come. On Tuesday
v* rvtbing was
changed. Snow drifts were
ap' d whore before immense piles of hay were
set n.
The cold north-west wind whistled
'trough Hie rigging of the almost deserted shipiii.

w:i-

H

i\

some

Terrible

"in-

corner
many

t

and while

do

we

cannot think

we

bonds, $334,700 ;—total, $5,682,210.

State

not

There are also United States bonds to
the amount of $1,350,000;
Georg-.i bonds,
¥lo,O00; Missouri bonds, $29,o00; Arkansas bonds, $10,000.

have !

Catastrophe

in

Eaten

Boston.

..

Blaokstone, causing the loss of
The Boston papers give the

ol

Woi.ves.

by

In New London,

\\ isconsin, a terrible
tragedy recently occurred. A farmer
coming from the woods,
noticed the .-now-crust broken and bloody
round a large tree, and upon approaching
the spot he found the bodies of two dead
wolves and a dead
dog, all gashed and
lorn, and the skeleton of a man, from
"■ I1'*’!'
nearly all the tlesh and entrails had

lives.

following

Riicksville, s.. <
11y sebi*. .1 \V. Morales.
ibt-it Cartel oil. cargo tit potatoes t o Ro-fon
\ setir Forest Oiicen.
•

we

On the 27ill, ;il noon, a lire broke out in
Ihe mattress and bedding manufactory of
Ucorge A. Sammet. on Hanover street,

■'

e

account—

been picked,

The very inflammable material with
which the building was tilled caused the

CUBED.

of the bones being quite
lying in the snow at some distance, bearing marks of abrasion from the
sharp teeth ot the merciless brutes. The
some

Soil.

FRENCH,
CAMBOOSE STOVES!

PARLOR,

Mary

1 he Camden Herald learns that while out
inning last week, Willis Willi .ms of 1*1 es-

aged

years, accidentally shot himself.
uad loaded his gun with a heavy
charge of

gulls. Returning without game,
was walking along over the ice.
using his
-on as a cane, holding the muzzle in hi*
right
‘•ml, when lie slipped ami discharged tie* con-or sea

o!

the piece into hi- thigh.

A TF.RRfUr.K set NK.
At filly minutes past ten o’clock

The flesh for

as

u»'i. lit* called his dog to him. besmeared him
ill; blood and sent him oil' home, which soon

ought hi- friends who conveyed him t<» his
and did what they could to -top the flow

“U-e

blood. Dr. R. E. Paine was called to attend
and w»* learn that -trong hope* are enter»ined that hi- life and limb rn tv be saved.
:

in,

SKARSPORT.
(

apt. Phineas Pendleton, senior, closet! bis
ng. iiseiul and eventful life at hi- home in thiwn on the 27th, at the
rip** age of 02 years
nd 5 months.
Hi- father, Peleg Pendleton,
born in Connecticut, whence lie emigrated
this p ace in 17s2. bringing iiis wife and ten
tiildrcn.
Tie youngest of the—'-was Phineas,
I li I 111;* >k• -!<•

ii liul

;ipt. I VlldlctOII
imtrried Xam-v. daughter «>/ John Gilmore, ol
BelfsM. and had twelve children. the youngest
-r whom i" now II
years ol age. He leaves 04
t! iiid
ehildren and ‘20 great-grand children,
l d.e most of the name, <
apt. Pendleton folded tlie sea as a business. In 1813. during
!■<!*<■

>'

ie

war

with England, while master o( the

hooner Belfast, be

1

|ccs. <

captured by a privaorf Martinique, and taken to
Liverpool,
»va Scotia, where he was released, the crew
taken to Dartmouth Prison, rapt. Pendle•i. was an old
school Democrat, having voted
was

Thomas Jefferson.
In tho record of his
'hole life he leaves a legacy of which his de• aidants rnav
well be proud.
H'»n. Win. McGil very who has been starting
he enterprise of ship
building at the south, is
v ported home soon
I he Second Adventists are holding a conler-

one

■

large as a tea cup was completely
hopped and torn into mince meat. About
this wound thirty-nine shot holes were ••ount'ii.
Voung W'llianis walked s,,»ne eight or
n rods halloing lor help, when his strength
Aiii d him. Finding that hi- cries were not
space

only

who had not wholly lost control of her
faculties. She called upon her associates
to be calm ; aided them not alone with her
words hut with her hands, and was mainly instrumental in preventing them from
leaping to the ground below and findin
one death while
hastening from another.

'■

a

IKUIH'M

.'MOW<»||.

it in gesture.
When it turned and l.egan tn fall. In*
grasped the top
round with both hands, and swung, suspended between heaven and earth, until
near the ground, when he released his
grasp and fell against the curl) stone, killing him almost instantly. The walls of
the third and fourth stories
bulged outward and fell upon the sidewalk.
Had
they followed the course of the upper portion, the futilities would inevitably have
been much greater.
as

The following is a fist ol the killed and
wounded:
Killed--John Price, Jr.; JaniesSturns,
of Engine Company No. 15; B. P. Ntowell,
of Engine Company No. 15.
In jured—Mary Moore,seriously injured ;

Sammett, Dedham, probably fatally
injured; Mary Keves slightly injured;
Thomas Merritt, Hose No. 2, scalp wound,
sprained ankle and leg injured ; not serious ; George Eecaine, Hose No. 4,
badly;
O. L. Woods, Steamer 15,
badly injured;
C. H. Smith, Steamer 15, slightly injured;
>w»-»-tser and others of this town.
A C. Scott, Hose 2, head and face
badly
injured ; Charles Ingersol, Hose 2, slightly
The following is the vote upon the
injured; Sylvester Stone Hose 3, slightly
question of allowing the proposed Bay injured; Edward Martin, Hose 4, hurt in
the
not dangerous; II. D. Demery.
uid River Railroad to
bridge Belfast har- Hoseface,
2, seriously injured, left arm, left
bor—
leg, scalp wounds; Samuel Harrington,
^ has
Messrs. Alley, Atwood, Barron, BisHose 2, slightly injuted ; Moses A. PackBrucka wav, Campbell, Carll. Oarvill,
Carv,
'lark, Croswell. Cushman, Gutting, Davis. ard ot the Insurance Brigade, slightly inOne man from Hose 3 and anDennison, Egerv. Ford. Foss of Danforth. Ha- jured.
here this week, endeavoring to tix the day
:
a yeneral upward flight.
>eh. A. P. Chase, built
by (.'apt. Robert Paterson. has been purchased by Capt. John

G. A.

Per order
JOHN 11.
March 1, 1>73—lw

QUIMBY, City Clerk.

and
is

relieve,

no

swelling it will not subdue,

lameness which it will not

no

strong language, but it is

parts
It

lias

Where the

true.

gone, its effects are marvelous.

not

are

This

cure.

produced

more

ol

cures

rheumatism,

neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy, sprains, swellings,
aked-breasts, scalds, burns, salt-rheum, earache, Ac., upon the human frame, and of strains,

spavin, galls, Ac.,

upon

animals

in

one

year

than have all other pretended remedies since
iIn* world begun.

counter-irritant, an !
Cripples throw away

It is

a

all healing pain reliever.

their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites
arc

11

*:

rendered h irmless and the wounded

11 < * I without

:«••

as no

beeaues it
Those who

article

entaur

ever

no

now

are

The

humbug.

It is

before Hold, ami if sells

doe- just what

it pretends to do.

«ut)er from rhemutism, pain

•welling deserve
<

is

juihiMic.l aroun.l eaeh hollle.

!}•<• is

v,‘l!mg

It

a «-ar.

suffer if

to

Liniment.

they will

More than 1000

cei

not

or

use

liticatcs

remarkable euros including frozen limbs,

*>f

In

oni<--rheumatism,gout, running tumors, 4fce.,

ha»■<* been received.

We will send

co.itaining <-ertitlcalcs, t lie recipe.
anv

iic

requesting it.

One

and

mules,

or

circular

gratis,

to

bottle of the yellow

wrapper Centaur Liniment is worth
dred dollars for spavined

a

or

one

hun-

sweenied hoises

for screw-worm in sheep. Stock-

owners—this liniment is worth your attention.
No family should he without Centaur Liniment.
«L B. Rose 4fc <’<>., New York.
Castoria i- more than a substitute for easier Oil.
Ir is the only safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
t lie bowels, cure wind-colic and produce natural
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol, and is pleasant to take.
Children
need not cry and mothers may rest.
12 Samples by mail. 50 ets, retail
quick for$10
R. I.. WOLCOT T, 181 Chatham Sq., N. Y.

Iyr26.

BELFAST

PRICE

this Honorable Court to be informed that she was
lawfully married to Carl A. F. lirodbecklate of Bangor, in this State, now of parts unknown, at said
Bangor, on the twenty-seventh day of November A.
1). 1802; that her maiden name was Lillie W. Rollins; that, she was, at the time of said marriage, and
at the commencemeii' of this
suit, and still is, an
actual inhabitant ot this State; that lor some live or
six years alter her said marriage she lived at said
Bangor with her said hu-band: that she has had by
him one child, viz A nnie B rod beck, aged nine
years.
That your libellant has. ever since her sain marriage, conducted herself as a faithful, chaste and
affectionate wife toward her said husband, and performed all her marriage duties and obligations; but
that the said Carl, disregarding hi s marriage com
mint- and duties towards
your libellant, treated her
with extreme cruelty during nearly all the time they
i,

IIJ.II

III

>Yil3

III

III* I-UU31.1 III II

IU

ed your libellant, the said Carl was addicted to the
excessive use of intoxicating drinks*that the said
( arl was also an habitual and continued
gambler,
and spent the most o: his money lor
intoxicating
liquoi s and at gambling. That tin* said Carl, though
well able it be bad been so
disposed, did not provide
a proper and sufficient
support lor your libellant and
tln ir said child, but often lelt them to suffer lor the
want ol food and other necessaries. That about the
30th day oi June, 18(58, the said Carl abandoned
your libellant and the said chill, without leaving
any means, or making any provision lor their support; that the said Carl has ever sine, continued his
said desertion, making no provision whatever lor
the support and maintenance oi your libellant or
their said child; nor has he in any manner communicated with them, and your libellant has never
since been informed ol bis whereabouts.
Wherefore, your libellant prays that this Honorable Court will decree that the bonds of matrimony
exitsing between her and the said Carl A. F. Brodbeck be forever dissolved, and that she may resume
her maiden name of Lillie W. Rollins, and that she
may have the custody and control of her said child,
and as in duty bound will ever pray.
Dated at Belfast, aforesaid the 3d day of March
A. D. 1873.
LILLIE W. B ROD BECK.

another place advertisement about
lonn anil Nebraska LaiuU.

OLL

Xf).

[Established 1830.]
WELCH

<J

& GKIFFITHS,
Manufacturers of Saws.
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
*YEBT !* tW WABB1IIED.
FILES, BELTING & MACHINERY.
WLlBEltAL DISCOUNTS..**
**-f'rice Lists and Circulars lree.

WELCH

503

&

GRIFFITHS,

Bouton. ^Kasi.. & Detroit. Mich.

Piles, and nothing
Price, $1.00,

the

that

|

UII>k

KKMKDY

It is prepared expressly to cure
else. Hold by all Druggists.

Mrs.

to the citizens ot Belfast and
vicinity
tj::it lie lias opencii a Retail Department in connection with Ins wholesale, when he will
an
keep
assortment ol 1- rein h and Domestic C.mfeet
ionerv
m .rmfactured at his
place from the best of (imnii
Iated bugar. Als<i

WINCHES i Ell’S HYPO PHOSPHITE is a chemically pure preparation of PHOSPHORUS, one ot'
the most important elements ot the Human
and the only means by which this 1,1 FE-( i I limlv,
VI NO
and l.ll'E-Sl SI AININO clement can be
supplied to
tile system.
We guarantee it to be a certain c tuk

Oranges,

CONSUMPTION, COUHHS, COLDS, and all
Pulmonary Ali'ectious, and a Specific Itcmedy tor
scrofula, Dyspepsia, Paralysis, Nervous and l’livsieal Debility, and all Nervous Affections, it is
un-

another
Iowa unit

In

FRUIT FARMS

ol all kinds.

Japan

Oolong Teas,
Tobacco,
Cigars, &c.

NEW GOODS
JUST RECEIVED FROM NEW
YORK BY

$500,000

PARRY, POMOIA Xttr***ry,
\\riW.
▼ T
Cinnaminson, N. J. 100 acres in berries.

B

CASH_G-IFTS.

The Monarch ot the West is the largest and best.
Peach Trees, Asparagus and Rhubarb, Raspberries
and Blackberries.

authority of special legislative

HAMBURG KLtUKS ot every price and pattern
from
cents to $i.Za.
I hev are ch.-aper than can
ho bought elsewhere in Now t'nglund.
Also an
endless arietv of

of March
10, 1871, the trustees now announce tie* Third
Gr mi Gift Concert, fur the benefit of the
l*ul»lic lihrurr of Kentucky, to conic- ill'
m Library Hall, at
Louisville, Ky on
act

Total, 10,000 Gift*, ail <a*li,
1»»00.000
lo provide mean? ior this
magnificent Uoneort,
Our Hundred Tlioii*and
hole Ticket# only will be issued.
Whole Tirhet*. $141Halve*.
: and
4|uarterN, $2.iO. Kferen whole Ticketi

—

JAMES VICK,
Rochester, New York.

10

A plain treatise, containing sample card with TJ
different actually painted shades and tints, with instructions for exterior and interior House Decoration.
£•» copies, bound in cloth, for
o.uuph- upic.s,
paper cover, mailed, post paid, to any address, on
receipt ot lO reufji, by the Puhlislier.
UKXRY CARE1 IlfLlRD,
IB<»\ IO£4. S*om-Oftir«‘ l*b iLnlelplii.t.
«

jollowiinj valuable extract* from pres*

notice»
very valuable book, ami no one intending to
paint should tail to read it. [ N. 1 Tribune.
‘We did not know so much could be said on the
subject ol painting a house uutil we read this excellent book of Mr. Baird’s.” [ N. Y. Herald.
"A want long lelt at last supplied.”
j Scientific
Am.
“Not only a necessity to I he palmer, bui valuable
to every occupant ol a dwelling, j N y. World.
“Buy 25 copies ot this book and distribute them
It they will heed the advice
among your triends.
tin rein, you could make no more valuable
present.”
[Chicago Trib.
“In publishing this book Mr. Baird has done a
real seivice to the community. [Tol* do Biade.
“We hope the publisher will sell 100,000
copies ot
this book during ’73. [Boston Advertiser.
“We have just painted our house as advised
by the
author, and congratulate ourselves that no dwelling
in our neighborhood excels ours in appearance

CENTS

AJIKHICIX BOOKS.—$5 for
R, B, 1 homas’ Almanac, 1793; $2 for American
Almanac, 1795; S3 I or 1733. Rare Old American
Bonk
wanted, viz.: Richard, Incri-a.se, Suiuuel.
Lleazer or Cotton Mather’s Works; I’euhallow’s
Indian Wars, 1720; Johnson’s History of N.
England, London, 1051 ; Genuine Poor Richard’s Almanatrt (L)r.
Franklin’s), or auy scarce American
Book, 1 amphlet, Coin, Indian Arrow li« nds. Relics.
Curiosities, Narratives or Almanac, in good condition. Also good old, fall, b-dav brass clock. .State
price of each. JAS. T. MOULTON, 4 Carnes st..
Lynn, Mass.

RAME

MILLIONS 0FAC RES

IOWA AND
FOR SALE liY THE

!0 Years’ Credit at 6 Per Ct. Interest.
Product* will pay (or the land and improve-

ments much within the limit ot' this
generous
credit.
Hotter terms are nut offered, and piobably
never will be.
C ircular*, giving lull particulars,
gratis. Call
for all that arc minted io read and circulate.
Coiur West and thrive; friends will follow.
A Sectional Bap, showing the exact location
of low.i Lauds is sold at du
cents, and ot Nebraska
Lands at same price. For circulars and Main,apply
to
mo. N. IIAIUU*.

Land Commissioner, Burlington, Iowa.
Or, to J. W. 1 ARLETON,
09 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
*®“Aud please say in what paper this advertise-

ment

was seen.

SEWING MACHINE
OmATOHS.
Net

dies

tor.my macli i m* sent,

|>oMpaoT7"7or"1sT\T>^mrt^7*m1'

jTgT.
HEREBY

REMOVALT
RKGUUAR MOUUUUIt und uil our other
machinery is moved into the Howard Manufacturing Co’s. Sd am Mill, in the rear ofour Furniture
Ware Rooms, No. II, Phoenix Row, where we are
ever ready to attend to all orders.
Mr. Young, our Foreman, is on hand as usual and
ever ready lor a job.
On hand Newal’s plain and
fancy Balusters, Walnut for Stair Rails, &c., fee.

OUR

Collars,
Culls,

Corsets,

has removed to BROOKS where lie will be plessed
to sre his old customers.
S. L. DODGE
Brooks, Feb. JO,—3w 11

Hoop Skirts,

and

1

I

loin'N

Truly,
B. F. WELLS.

1 •»;:

P.

M

tin- VERY

BEST, sold kv

J. G. THOMPSON
Dealer In

'.'uk, Main &

High

8ts., Bi:u

\st.

1

SAMUEL WARD

Is the BEST IN THE WORLD4;i-nu M unK'/l Send for Circular. Address:
“DOMESTIC” SEWING MAC A IN E CO., N. Y.
USE the

ReisinKer

FASTEN

Sash Lock and

YOUB

Support

to

WINDOWS!

No spring to break, no
cutting of sash; cheap, durable, very easily applied; holds sash at auv place dcsin d, and a self-fastener when the sash is down.
Send stamp for circular.
Circular and six copperbronzed locks sent to any address in the II. S.,
postpaid, on receipt of 50 cts. Liberal inducements to
the trade. Agents wanted.
Address RKISINGKR
Sash Lock Co., No. 418 Market St.,
Harrisburg, Pa.

THIS IS

10

HUMBUG.

By sending .‘{5 cts., with age, height, color of eyes
and hair, you will receive a correct picture of
your
future husband or wife, with name and date of marriage. W. FOX, P. O. Drawer 24, Fultonville, N. Y.

Cl**

f Agents wanted I All
Pcr
IvJ 4J4U classes of working
people, of
either sex, young or old, make more
money at work
for us in their spare
moments, or all the time, than
at anything else.
Particulars free. Address G.
S I INSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

HOimiBLE

!

I suffered with Catarrh
thirty years, and was
cured by a simple remedy. Will send
receipt, postage free, to all afflicted. Rev. T. J. MEAD, Drawer
176, Syracuse, N. Y.

WORKING CLASSES
Respectable

week

guaranteed.

LS1

borne, day

evening; no
structions and valuable package
or

Address,

with

o

at
in-

goods sent free by
stamp, M.

six cent return

YOUNG & CO., 16 Cortlandt St-, N. Y.

UO., l’ropr’s. Rost on

BU'JKSPORT

KI.I.lMi.
CUlMUNd,
KRA IDINli,
ticking,
KI F I-LING,
FA GGO II i.\(t,
I

a

IRON & STEEL !
A. J. HARROVIAN & CO.

don h A 1 MlOKl No
it h i)> a
the Florence Sewing Machines, at

nice operator 01:
mo.-t reasonable

prices.

THMUMMi.
>0

Up St;-11-

ige.it.

VI

a

ii

*«r ♦*«*!.

r.irh' N Mori son’s Hard war. Store.
Belfast Me.

(i v». r

ti:H

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

WALDO,

G.

&c

AT

Cutlery
Nails.

&c.

HHOLEHtLi:

Belfast,

Feb.

«II

HRTtli

10,

bmoslhi

1ST

E

W

GRIST MILL!
K wish to inform the public that wo have put
▼ >
iu one ot HARRImLN’S < LI.LRRAIEL
LORN M1I.1.S lor Grinding ami Cracking t orn
Grinding Rye, Oats &e.
Tin
Mill is on Washington St., ju.-t above J. S
I»a\ i-* Blacksmith Shop.
Wr «'sprrt mlly solicit a portion ot tin1 Mi Hint
bu-i in."* a.
Having purchased the wood working machinery
belonging to Messrs. I* ield & Mathew-, ue ar< pre
tl on tiling
pared to do all kind.-* ot I r«‘g u I it
Scroll .»it<l ktraicht Waning. Tunonit
In r* tolore done by them.
tfj,

\\T

ill

«#■(

W

A\i»

nki:

i

HOWARD MANF. CO

M
tf-

p

JUST RECEIVED!
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I.AUGE
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<»t

Confectionery,
Fruit. Nuts,

Figs, Raisins,
&c., &c
Which I shall

H

cs 3

t--<

B'Z

A

m

^ A§ ^ J 5

g

st

l!,

it

Wholesale and

Retail,

VERY LOW FOR CASH.

No. 80 Main

r-

St., Belfast.

GARTER'S

FRYK, Clerk,

h. Ji i». t'*»tau',
(
J iiiuarv Term, 18?.C )
On the foregoing suit and libel,Ord- red, I hat notic*1 ot tin1 pendency thereof be given to the said William Jackson, libellee, by causing an attested
copy ol
said writ and libel, with this order
thereon, to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast, in the
County of Waldo, the last publication to be thirty
days at least before the in xt term ol the Court to
be holdeii at Belfast, within ami lor the
County o!
Waldo, tin the third l u*-day *d April, ].*>?:{, that
said libellee may then and there
appear ami show
cause if any he have, why the
prayer of said libellant. should not be granted.
Attest W. G. FRYK, Clerk.
A true copy o! writ and libel and order tln reou.
3vv.i4
Attest
I- RVL, Cl.-i k.
W.

FILL

Curraigo Woods, Trimmings,
Agricultural Implements

two.

W

and Steol,

A

No. t)0 Main Street.

Of all kinds CUT AND MADK TO OKDKR.
Bar
ticular attention paid to the making of Of NTS’
S111 IM S AND LADllvS’ UNDER OARM KNI I S.
sI'AMBLNO lor BRAlDINo ami KM B KOI OKU Y
Done.
BABKK BATTKKNS
\gency for 111 11 KRH K
<»K UAHMKiNT.s
A itrge assortment ol Spring
St) I- s just received.
( A KT’KR’.S
BKRFKt 'TKO HKMMF.KS.
Tin
Best Dress (ioods and Flannel !1 dinner in the murket. TRY IT, BRICK $ !.0(».
Attention i- called to LITTLK’S
NKFDI.K
Ml .\ RBEN EK, BOI.IMIKK .ml BASK coml.ined,
for sharpening and polishing all kinds of needles,
ami to the CUKSKNT BUT l < >.\-H< >LK CUT ft If,
cutting any A/.* button hole, Examine them.
’1 he best <ju;ilily of Cotton. Silk, Oil, Needles ami
attachments tor all kimls o! Sewing Machines kept
constant!- m band.
**

ON
l|AXl>
V.SSOItTMKX'l OF

Hardware, Iron

a a k \i e n t s

W.

COX.-TAXTI.Y

KEKI*

iiril.TIMi and
Kln I. S I Il(’ll |\u.

=

Seventy

<-r sale on
1,11. Fit AI.
am! KASY TKRMS.
Machine Stitelling of all
kinds viich as

\\T

g

«*■
05

|

SS.- Si

|

C/j

RESTAURANT

^

■W X NT El 3E8.

MILLINERY.
MRS.

week

E.

with

JOHNSON will

R.

the winter .-ivies

which

return

she

A. R. <’ VK 1 KR respectfully informs his
numcrot
• riciul- and customers that In- is Mill at the ol
stand, HIV SALOON, where he will always I
ready in welcome all.

next

will

be

OYSTERS
■er\ ed III
V: ry sf\ ie and d all times.
Also M 1 \X
V •
Al l Hoi
A large .-tnei.
< onfecti> net
ef every d< eription. Cigars and I oi.aceo ahvav g 0
hand.
•rrANNKD FRUITS & JKI.LIK^.t -pee alt

•*'

District

gooi

an

assortment of WOOLEN^GOODS of
found in a

a

grades, isually

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being
manufactured to order by first-class woiiKinen at as
low prices as the times will afford.
CUTTING attended to in all its brandies by myself. I have also a tine assortuw nt ol

FURNISHING GOODS
ot all kinds. PAl’BR COLLARS, 10 cents a hnx
or :i boxes tor 25 cents, in all sires and all the otho
better grades of Collars.
tut
II. L. LORD.

assortment ol Worsteds .ml Worsted Patterns.
Slippers, Ottoman and Toilet Cushions, Bracket and
Towel Rack-. Infant's Knit Shirts, Sacks, Socks and
Mittens. Ladies Breakfast Shawls,Nubias, Rigioletts
and Hose, Children’s Coggins, Sacks and Riding
Hoods, Gentlemen's Scarfs, Java, Panama, Wattle
and Tinsel Canvass, Plain and Tinsel perforated
Paper, Bergmann’s Best Berlin Zephyr Worsteds in
two, four and eight fold, Shetland Worsteds,Crochet
Knitting and Worsted Needles, and Paper Patterns
Particular attention given in shading of Worsteds
tt'ViO

QUIET DOMESTIC

A

F. A

FOP,LETT’S,

No. 80 Mam Si. Mel last.

DODGE’S

RESTAURANT
M. E. DODGE informs his old friends and
customers that he has leased and tiffed up the establishment next door below T. W. Pitcher’s store’
where he will be glad to see them.

OYSTERS SERVED IN EVERY STYLE!
Private

Suppers
«OT

IIP

!

A DOMESTIC BDESSING!

DOMESTIC

A

Soap! Soap!
CRAMP TON RRO’S. LAUNDRY SOAP. Beat in
market for washing purposes.
PACKER’S LIGHTNING SOAP.
Best in the
world for scouring and polishing all
metals,
cleaning paint, glass and marble as bv made!
KITCHEN MINERAL SOAP. Superior for cleaning Knives and Forks.
WORKMAN’S FAVORITE. The best Hard Soap
lor Mechanics, Engineers, Boot and Shoe
Makers, Painters .and Printers. Ii removes
all impurities and renders the skin clean,
soft,
and smooth. A sure cure and preventive for
chapped hands. Wholesale and retail at

BELFAST.

HAYFORD BLOCK,

A

IUXUBY!

DOMESTIC NECESSITY !

I^GIVE ME

Notiee!

The best ol everything
usually furnished In his
line will always be kept on hand.
A large and choice supply of FRUIT
may
3 always
3
be found on hand.
Belfast, Sept. ,*i 1872.—tfy

.Ml«tin Mr..

cd
w

J
rhis old w 11 known and favorite HoTf
has been leased bv the undersigned, and been ren

vated, remode ed and furnished, is now opened ft
permanent and transient b >arders. It will be amp
supplied with all that is necessary for the cumfo

and convenience of its patrons.
Also connected with the Hotel are Man.nl
Rooeicm. situated in Union Block, chambers ov.
U
M. Cook’s store, commodious and
central, fi
Hie accommodation of (’ommkkciai,
The uiutersigne I’s o:d aeqinintanees and trim is
the Lynde Hoase, where lie has officiated as Uloi
since its opening, will please t ike notice of his
Habitation. He will be happy to meet them.
♦^-Coaches to take passengers to and from t)
cars.
A good Livery Stable connected wit', fl
House.
WM. K. BICKFORD.
Thomaston .Nov. 1.1871.
tf.37

behold:
AMMON I AT ED
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About
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FIFTY PER CENT. RAVED!
and

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME

Zr

m

No power is so costly ns that of human muscle,
titty per cent, ot the power required to run a
be saved by using the

Sewing-Machiue mas

“LIGHT RUNNING”

“DOMESTIC.”
IT

MAKKS

LOCK

THK

STITCH

simple machinery of any
KllUTTI.K Sewing-Machine, it, therefore,W KAKS
LKSS than any any other, and combines, with its
remarkable simplicity and ease of running, great
quietness of operation with a wonderful range of
work. We are also Agents for the improved
Singer
Machine. We sell on very liberal terms. Don’t
fail to call and examine.

POTE & QUIMBY.
Belfast

Dec.

13.—tlitt

HOT MI
riioniiiM!<»■».

WILSON’S

gsaaaE-

<-+

CA/.J

GEORGES

“DOMESTIC”
H»

A

Von will always timl everything that is usually ke?
in
first-class Saloon.
A. It. ( ARTUR
Belfast, Dec. CL— ivcf*

THE “LIGHT RUNNING"

With the least and most

AT

_Short

employment
capital required; full

N.

I lie spring Term of this well known Institution
.>pi ns Wh'dn* sday. March >tli, n <l continues Durham weeks.
For a cutalogu send to Ke\ George
Forsvth A. M., I’rincipH
»«'U
C. STONE,

11F.MMIXti,

STATE OP MAINE.

Call and See

Sewing lvla.oli.ine

iyl

Sec’y.

WALDO SS.—To the Slier ills of our re-p- et v.t'ot:nties or either ot their Depntii •.
G 1:1:1: in*,
K COMMAND you to attach the
goods or est te ot William Jack-on,
S ot .Monrville, in said County oj W
I
.'do, to
the value ot one hundred doll.us ;au*l Minimou the said defendant (it lie m ly he found within
your precinct,) to appear before our Justices of our
Supreme Judicial Court, next to b* hohl* n at 11,-1
fast, within ami lor the County <>i W.lld*., >n t!■•
fir>t Tue day ol January
xt* t >■.• n ijid rb--re in
our said Court, to an.-W(
unto Mai > P. darksou, ot
Palermo, in a plea of divorce ii which ;lu -aid
Mary P. Jackson represents tha she \v..s .awmiiy
married to said William Jae,.-ot:, at M* m\iile, iii
the Comity of Waldo, on f.i
divot Align-;. A.
!>., 1851; that your libellant, since their n' .-i in.,,riage, has always behaved h< rs* If as a eha-G- ami
faithful wife towards said William d .-ksmi, .hut
that the said William, regardless 0f Incovenant, put her out uf his house hi
March, I.v i,
and other wrongs tlien and tliere did to li.-r, the
s;iid Mary, by kicking her ami
striking hi ami pull
ing her hair, and other wrongs then and there did,
and she soon after was deliver* d ol a h-male
child,
and the said William lias nut provided
any
for her or his child, but wholly neglects and refuses
so to do.
Wherefore, she prays that she may he divorced
from the bonds of matrimony between h.-i and th*
said William Jackson.
MART P. JACKSON.
Ami have you there this wriLwith
our doings
therein.
Witness, J ONATH AN (J. « ICK KRSON, K squire,
at Belfast, the lUth
day of December in f he year
of our Lord one thcu-aiid
eight hundred and

as

publish-'

-AI.K IN BELFAST BY

WOOD O O OK.

SEMINARY,

TELE FLORENCE & HOWE

than

j

Machine

of West Winterport.
Boys’ and Youth’s

CLOT H 1 X O

and

>

inPIIOVGR

Brick

FIELD He MATHEWS.

REMOVAL!

WORSTED DEPARTMENT.

MARTIW’I

co^

COOK &

GIVE NOTICE to their customer*
that they have sold out their stock aud closed
Ah having unsettled accounts are
up business.
requested to call and settle them immediately with
J. G. Cook, who will be found for the present at the
old stand.
3w34
J. G. COOK He CO.

DODGE,

pleased to show her customers. Felt Hats in Drab,
tlo/.i ii.
Needles warranted and
Black, Br >n/e and other desirable shades. Velvets,
txelmngt d if not .-atistaciorv.
Ribbons, Feathers and Fancy Wings,.Jets and Jet
Bauds,
A 111 less
,N a n< i.N a i.
Ma.in.h.
1 A\r\ GOODS.
Handkerchiefs, Collars, Ties
1 ■ >..04 liTinont .Mn
et, Boston,
and Neck-Handkerchiefs, Glove--, Two-Button Kids,
Mass. Acts wanted every where. j In the District Court of the United States tor the I K id M Miens, .Sec., Sec.
DKFsS MAKING. Miss Jackson has -elected a
i District of Maine.
In the matter ol COLCORD, BERRY & CO
winter stock of Dress and Cloak Trimmings, such
Bankrupts.
Buttons, Fringes, Gimps, 'Tassels. .Sc**, Special
IN BANKRUPTCY.
attention given in Dress and Cloak Making in tin
Latest SO lea.
ok Maink, sh.
At Belfast, the 20th
day of February, A. D., ISNL
Y)u cannot all or el to ust poor machinery, neitln r
can you manufacture profitably without
j he undersigned hereby give notice of their aphaving the
pointment as Assignees of the joint and individual NOVEI.TIES
latest improved contrivances known.
Think of it
estates
candidly ! Can you ( Delay no longer ! Wake up ! in the of Colcord, Berry & Company, of Stockton,
-IN THECounty of Waldo, and State of Maine, within
Write A. S. gKAR, 50 to 02 Sudbury St., Boston,
said District, who have been adjudged Bankrupts
for catalouge and circulars regarding all Wood and
upon their own petition by the District Court ol
Iron-working Machinery, and order right oil- the >aid
District, filed .'id September, A. I)., Is?-,',
machine you need so much.
.JOSEPH WILLIAMSON,/
K. It. JOHNSON & (’ti., just opened a tine
As»<g»<VAl.KWI.S AI. TARI'KIDUR.

NO! NO! NO!

residence:

Over Caldwell’s Book! Corner yf Miller He ConStore. Main St.
cf4
gress Sts.

•

t I.AItKV; MACIIIXK eot ION
cents.
Also
.»
dozen I.INI'N BOSOMS Irorn 17 cents
up, A
.ureal Hustle ahum our faniers. In dilfen at styles in
stock from J5 to
cents.
All the ;ibo\ goods are marked in
plain figures,
ami 1 defy competition im unj irriclo I keep.
My
customers and friends are
eordily invited to st -p in
ami see ijuulity ;.nd prices ot the same.

support'

& Mo. River R. R. Co.

Maine.

Braids,
Knitting Cotton,
&c., &c., &c.

mu’riage

NEBRASKA LANDS
Bnrliugton
On

lr**

mi

b<- Ion vor tree to all the citizens of even tut.
I he drawing wiji be unde.- the
supervision of tie
trustees ol the Libraiy, assisted
b> the most omilient citizen* of the United states.
I In- sale ot
tickets has already progressed ao far that
complete
■hiCCt..no i.-.
tli- ;. f .;
d, .,.,,1 buy. ;
nolifkd
that they must order at once if tin v denire to
participate in the drawing.
m
management ut this undertaking has beta
committed by the trusties to Hon. rhio. K.
Ili amlettc. late (iovernor ot Kentuck v, t whom
communications pertaining to the Gilt Concert m i\
be addressed.
It. I DL'RRFIt Pres’t.
W. N. HALDKM \.N, Vice Pr.Vi.
JOHN S. CAIN, .Sec’y Public Library ot Kv,
1- ARMKRS» ANU I »R() VI;US’ L AMv
l
asm r,
Public Library of Ky., Louisville, Ky.
Orders for tickets or applications for agencies, circulars, information, etc., will meet with prompt attention when addressed to me.
■ no*. !•:. it» iTiLirm:,
Louisville, k v
Agent Public Li bran Ky.
Ail orders for tickets may be address*--! to
fHON. H. H I Vn iV CO.. General Slepot
of Supply, 009 ■!roadway, Hen York.

“In selling a sample copy lor 10 cents, Mr. Baird
must feel certain an order tor 25 bound in cloth wil!
lollow.” [Trank Leslie.
“We know the town and country
paints therein
recommended, and can vouch for their value and the
excellence ol tut* Harrison” brand of'white load."
L’liila. Ledger.

10

di*eotin(

Belfast,

OFFICE:

L to

[Harper’s Weekly.

ONLY

To

lock of hair.
t f3

a

formerly
SL.
manufacturer of Men’s,

i Now Fringes,

*IOO order*.
I be ohjeet ot this Third Gift 4
oncert, like
(he two heretofore given with such universal
approval, is the enlargement ami endowment ol the
l*ul»li<- l.ilirarv of Kentucky,
which, by
t lie special act
authorizing the eomvrt for it hem li t,

CENTS

EVERY MAN H!S OWN PAINTER;
Or, Paints—How to Select and Use Them.

.'sec the

for llOO.

by

Physician-Surgeon

Cotton Edges,

Chignons

St., BANGOR.

hvtU

from 2 cts. to $1.75 per yard,

Veil Goods,
I

t S D

Examines from a distance
FKK—ON K DOLLAR EACH.

and

Linen

C

PHYSICIAN!

31 Cumberland

Linen, Saxony,

Tuesday, April 8th, 1873
At thi* Concert the best musical tab nt that can be
procured from all parts ot the country will add pleasuie to the entertainment, and Ten
Tlion*and
C’anh Gift*, aggregating a vast total ot Half a
Million Dollar* currency will he distributed
by lotto the ticket holders, as follow*
flue Grand Caftli Gift,
$100,000
Dim* Gr.iinl ( toll Gift.
OOO
^>ie Grand ( aih Gift.
4.V4MIO
Oii*» tiraml < a*li Gift.
**o 4MXI
*hie Graml Canli 4-ifi,
10 OOi;
Grand Cahill €*ift,
o<tO
‘*4 faxh Giffo.$|.000 each. 24.000
•O ( a«li Gift*,
ftOO
2.Y.OOO
400
MOC'adiKifu,
:|».otM>
IO«i ( a*li Glfci.
404$
110.000
1:>4| Cadi 4«ift*.
24MI
40 oOO
£4)0 C adi 4* ft *,
1041
aO,4»4M>
0,000 CaYli Kifi*,
149
Ou.OOO

Tht (Jl int- is published Qtakteuia
£.» cunts
pays for the year, which is not half tile cost. Those
who afterwards send money to the amount of On«
■to I lar or more lor Seed may also order £5 cents
worth extra—the price paid for the Gcidk.
The First Number is beautiful, giving plans for
making Itural llioinr*. Dining Table
Decorations. R iixlou t*ar«lcii«, &e. ,and
a mass of i itormation invaluable to the lover of
lll« pages, on tine tinted paper, some
flowers.
400 Fngra'ings and a superb f'olorcil ■»!««**
and Cliromo C over.-The First F.dition of
£00.000 I i--t printed in English and German.

W ELLS,

17 Tvlsun St.

$100,000 FOR ONLY $10.
Under

ONLY

Fu

3

Gould

K T I

CLAIRVOYANT

Also Best Brands ot

and

place advertisement about
Jvbra.ka land,.

GRANDEST SCHEME OF THE AGE.

$10 to $.;o per acre. Fine Fruit and Garden Soil.
Mild, healthy climate. Oysters and Fish abundant.
H. P. CHAMBERS, FederalsCatalogues tree.
burg, Md.

Nuts, Figs,

Pickles and
Canned Fruit

as a

\

ELMER SMALL. M. D.,

Raisins,
Fancy

Tonic and l uvigorator and generator
ol pure ami healthy itlood. For further
information
1
estimonials, Reports ol Physicians, &c.. send for
our treatisePrice, $1 per bottle. Sold by all
Address
Druggists
J- tmCHEHTEH & CO.,
•'*« John Sr.. Jew York,

Crp

at Law!

Jas.

M A «*

Lemons,
Apples,

ior

jkw

JOHNSON,

i# in «..crsisr)Mw,

umioiiiicrs

surpassed

E.

Attorney

cure.

Gm3t

Supreme Judicial Court, in vacation,
Is simple in its mechanism,built strong and durable
Belfast, March 3d, 1873.
J
Upon the fort going libel it is Ordered, by me, the j and can be operated by ordinary help. The capacity
undersigned, one of the Justices of sai I Court, that | is 4,0u0 bricks an hour with steam power, or 2.500
notice thereof be given to the libellee, by
with horse-power. Manufactured and sold by the
ing an attested copy of the same, together with this
MARTI H IIIIICK M AOH ■!¥E CO.,
order thereon, three weeks successively in the Ref HICOPEE. MAS*.
publican Journal, a public newspaper, printed at
in
the
of
the
Belfast,
last publication
County
Waldo,
Crr in another place advertisement about
to be twenty days at least, b. lore the next term of
>JLL Iowa anti JVehranka Lamh.
said Court, to be holden at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of
April
next, that said libeller may then and there appear
and answer to said libel if he see tit.
J. G. DICKERSON, j. s. j. c.
A true copy of libel and order thereon.
Attest—W. G. FRYE, CLERK.

To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be ho'hlen at Belfast,
within and for the County of Waldo, on
the first Tuesday of January\ A. D. .1873.
AT Ain A. DOWNING, ot Searsmout, in said
AyA County, respectfully libels and gives this Court
to be informed, that she was married to Lemout
Downing, now or lute of said Searsmout, her maiden
name being Mary A.
Eaton, on the second day ot
August, A. D., 1863, at Ripley, in the County of

Piles
1*1 LK

or

C. H. MITC II ELL

MARYLAND

STATE OF MAINE.

Hall, Hatch, Hobson Hulit, Kelloeh, KenKing, Kingman, Kimball, Lake, Littlcti‘-id. Lord, Mason of Biddeforu, Matthews,
Mavhew, Milliken, Moffif, Mortland, Oak, Paul,
I
iks. Perry, Putnam, Rand, Reed, Richards,
Richardson, Ricker, Robbins of Deer Isle, RobSomerset, and ever since said marriage has conductuisou, Rollins, Rounds, Scolfield, Smith, Stered herself towards the said Lemonf as a
ns
of Gouldsboro*, Sturtevant, Thompson,
faithful,
chaste
and affectionate wife; yet the said Leinont,
i orrey, Totman, Treat, Treworgv, Twombiv.
of his marriage vows and covenant, did
regardless
Vinton, Walker, Webster of Vinaihav. n, Webon or about the first day ot
February, now last past,
ber of Orono, Weston, Whipple, Whitcomb,
commit the crime of adultery with some person or
Wilder, Witherly, Wood—71.
persons lo your libellant unknown.
N ays. Messrs. Bailey Boardman Coburn.
Wherefore, she prays that a divorce lrom the bonds
of matrimony between herself and said libellee
otHn,Corthell,Crocker, Ellis. Fessenden, Fillmay
be decried, if the same is deemed reasonable and
er, Hatched, Gifford, Herrick, Hinkley, Him h.
proper, conducive to domestic peace and harmony,
Hubbard. Keegan, Knight. Learned, Lincoln,
and consistent with the peace and
morality of soFindley, Locke, Loring of Yarmouth, Mason of
ciety; that the custody ot their minor children,
searsmont, Mayberry, Mower, Neal. Ouilctte, fatal injuries.
William T., aged seven years; Joseph L., aged live;
Patten. Pendexter, Pierce, Pressy, Randall of
Frank, aged three, and Frederick, aged six months,
The building is described as a man
Island Falls. Randall. Remiek, Robbins of Guilmay be given her, and that reasonable alimony out
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET,
It was five stories high, and the
of said libellee’s estate, having regard to his ability,
ford, Sargent, Titcomb Trefethen, Webster of trap.
('astine. Weeks, Wentworth, Wheeler of Cor- front walls were only eight inches thick—
may be decreed to her.
Wednesday, Feb. 2G, 1873,
Dated at Searsmout, this twenty-first day of Deuth, x ates—43.
These walls, exAt m arket this
two bricks in width.
week—2616Rattle; 545G Sheepand cember, A. D.,
1872.
MARY A. DOWNING.
Lambs;
15600
Swine; Western Cattle 2491; Northtending perhaps sixty feet high above the
Cattle and Working Oxen and Milch
Cows,
WALDO, SS.—Sup. Jud. Court.
A report having gained circulation that stores, supported a heavy mansard root,
)
125; Eastern Cattle,—.
Prices of Beef Cattle
January Term, 1873. i
whose weight alone was enough to crush
the Senate of 1872 gave its decided
per hundred lbs.live weight
major- the
Extra quality, $7 75u$8 00; First
On
the
25a7 5o;
foregoing libel, Ordered, That notice
building to the* ground. Some live Second quality, $6 50a$7 00; Thirdquality,$7
ity in favor of woman suffrage only as a
quality,$4 75*5 75 of the pendency thereof be given the said libellee
grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c, $3 50a4 26.
by publishing an attested copy of said libel, with
practical joke, Hon. Reuben Foster, who years ago the building was remodeled, poorest
Hides—.Hides 9 L-2c; Tallow Ga6 l-2c per lb; this order thereon three weeks successively in the
and three stories built upon the old superwas President of that body, writes a note
Country fallow 5a5 l-2c; Country Hides 9c per lb; Republican Journal, a newspaper printed at Belin which he says: “I always understood structure without any additional support
bi.i20c per lb; Sheep Skins $1 75a
fast, in said County ol Waldo, the last publication to
be at least fourteen days before the next term of
that vote, which appears by yea and nay being given.
Working Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pr, gth 7ft said Court to be holden at Belfast within and for the
on the Senate
The bodies of two girls have been found
7 ft $185; 1
journal, to have been an
County ol Waldo, on the third Tuesday of April,
pr, 6 ft 8 in $180; 1 pr G It
f?ou $ lOu
J, Pr»; 1 pr
Git G in. $150; 1
1»73, that said libellee may then and there appear
pr 6 ft G in, $145.
expression of the serious and sincere sup- in the ruins, burned almost beyond recog- 6 in,
Milch Cows—Prices, extra
$55a90; ordinary $25a and show cause if any he have why the prayer of
port and opposition of all Senators voting
50; Store Cows fro in $20a50 per head,
said libellant should not be granted.
and
a third is believed to be still
nition,
on that
sheep and La mbs*- Western Sheep cost from
question. Had the House concurred
Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk.
Thus far three firemen and three 10-2*8 l-2c per lb, delivered.
A true copy of libel and order thereon.
J have no doubt the bill would have had a there.
Swine—Store Pigs- none in market.
35
Fat hogs
Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk.
final passage.”
are
known to be dead.
girls
—iy5- 0 at market; prices, 5 l-4aG l-4c per lb.
Jus. Williamson, Belfast, Att’y lor Libellant.
son,

CCP

OI

striking, kicking and choking her, and at times
severely injured her by his cruel and inhuman treatment; that lor several ears before he finally d< ci t-

"

G.

PURE

Blind,

>•>

CURRENT.

Journal.
Weekly for
Belfast, Wednesday, March 5,1873.
$9 50 to 13 40,Round Hog,
7 to
Flour,
8
85 to 00 Clear S’t Pork, $16 to 18
other from Hose 4 are missing, as is also Corn Meal,
1.10 to 1.15 Mutton per lb,,
6 to
Meal,
Rye
8
a substitute
named Hayes. Harry L. Rye,
90 to 1.00 Lamb per lb.,
00 to 00
85
to
00
<’orn,
22
to
of
25
Smith,
Turkey per lb.,
Cambridge, a young man, badly Barley,
55 to t>0 Chicken per lb., 17 to 20
injured.
2.75to3.25 Duck
18 to 20
Beans,
lb.,
John Prince, who was killed, was at the ’Marrowfat Peas, 90 to l.oo Geese per
15 to 00
per lb.,
50 to
oo Hay per ton,
time of tlie aceident
Oats,
15
$l2to
working as a sub- Potatoes,
Goto
G5 Lime,
$1.45to0.0o
stitute .in the roll of the
G to
8 Washed Wool,
50 to 00
company. As Dried Apples,
50 to 00 Unwashed
38 to 00
thetopol the wall fell outlie commenced to Cooking, do,
25 to 28 Pulled
Butter,
50 to GO
descend tie* ladder, not
hurt by the Cheese,
being
18 to 20 Hides,
81-2to
9
brick and stone.
A second later and the Eggs,
25 to 00 Call Skins,
17 to 00
12 to
14 8heep Skins,
outcries ot the crowd mingled with the Lard,
75tol,50
7 to 10 Wood, hard, $5.90to7.00
noise ol the fallen masonry, and Prince Beef,
Baldwin,Ap’ls, G5to 75 Wood, soft, $.400to8.00
went in with the falling debris.
7 to
8 Dry Pollock,
5 to 00
When Veal,
7 to
8 Straw,
$8 to 00
taken out with the rest he had received Dry Cod,
(Corrected

To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next t > be holden at Belfast, in and for the County of Waldo, <>n
the third Tuesday of April, A. D
isT3,
T~ 1EEIE \\ iiRODBECK, of Belfast in the
of
libels
County
and gives
Waldo, aforesaid,

of

case

any

New York.

m.

There is no pain which the Centaur Liniment
will not
1

»c*e

1

Mayor for said city, for one Alderman, lor two
Common Councilnien, one Constable, a Warden and
a W iird Clerk lor each of the
respective wards.
'i he Boa id of Aldermen will hold daily sessions
from 2 until 5 o’clock, p. in on
Thursday, Friday
and Saturday, March Gth, 7th, and SHi, lor
revising
and correcting the voting li-tn.
Said warrants have been duly posted at the usual
places.
Tin polls of said election will close at 4
o’clock,
p.

Liniment.

Centaur

AS lh<‘

fell, he stood like a statute, with one hand
grasping the ladder and the other out-

.-•tfetched

Dupouco’s Coiden Pills are deemed indispen vihle in every household.

terri-

ble scene was presented. Atar up on the
outer-walls of the Hanover street side of
the building were fire ladders, like slender
black lines, surmounted
by men who were
perilling their lives in work. The walls
seemed strong, and the danger hardly
appeared to outsiders nr lookers-on. At the
time mentioned above
however, those who
stood in the street saw the upper wall
shake a little, then more and more, until
with a crash they came t umbling outward
into the street. Back against the ladders
with resistless force, appalling every lieholder. they fell in a mass ol crumbled
bricks and mortar, it seemed hours to
those who were compelled to witness the
spectacle. The ladder slowly reached a
perpendicular position and then, in swaying to and fro, they came to the ground.
Oil the largest of them all,—that which
seemed as if it were to find its destination
on Blaekstone
street,—there was a single
iiM.*i««ni:in,

A Western editor was recently requested to
-•end his paper to a distant patron, provided he
would take his pay in “trade.” At the end of
the year he found that his subscriber was a
coffin-maker.

For

Bleeding, Itching
I I I I I I cerated

the

N»r«* Li,ui. Drvni‘«n of tho Mkin, Ac., Ac.
Cured ul unco by HECKMAN’S CAMPHOR ICE
WITH GLYCERIN E.
It keeps the builds suit ill
all weuther. Sceth.it you get 11 EGEMAN’S. Sold
by all Driip'^ista. Oulv V.i cents.
Manufactured
only by llKGK.M AN n Ci>., Chemists and I>rutrsii«t

the Date, Xumt and Aye
must be pa id for, JIn this city, March 1st, William
Allen, son of
Mrs. Miranda I. and Capt. II, W. Brackett, aged 1
year and 3 months.
In South riiomastun, Feb. 22d. Mrs.
Lydia B.,
w id i) iv of the JateC.ipi. Barton
Burlingame, of Cumberland, R. I.. ,'gtd 77 years,‘J month--.
In Seirsport, Feb. 3'Jd, Wheelwright Stevens,
aged
years.
In Searsmont, March 1st, Ephraim
McFarland,
aged 73.
In Waldoboro’, Feb. loth,
Capt. Robert Miller,
aged 09 years.

Win. PMcIiit &

ms

AND FACE.

I I

I

BlNCi’s
fails to

Obituary notices, beyond

C-O-A-L-!

I I I

HANDS

DILI).

SHIP N K WS.
dames to spread rapidly. First, a dense
ol
IMHtf
cloud
9 1
Ik E L FAST
smoke
burst
from
ilic
>n Friday, tin
‘inuk< -house of Mr. F. ,].
windows,
and then the full flame, until in a very probability seems that the unfortunate
sji:<■
in which sonic hams \\ ere being cured,
ARRIVED.
man was a lumberer,
short time the building was all
going from one camp
Feb :,*8.
Sells Mazurka, Kimball Boston: J
M
•k
file and was destroyed. Tim barn was
alight.
There were some sixteen girls at woik to another, w ho was overtaken by the
Elbridge, do.
paid, Morales,
damaged. The barn was insured at the
March
1.
Martha
Weeks,
White*,
Salem,
Pearl,
lor Mr Sammett. ami tin* imminent dan- and killed ere lie could climb a tree, alter
Waterman, C.irveCa Harbor.
m y ot ( ox A
Fi* Id, Gut the les- was not
The immensely deep
ger which appeared lo threaten them a stubborn light.
Ceylon. Prince, For*land ; P M Ponney, Bursoffi 'Gilt t" call upon tin* insurers.
gess, Carver’s Harbor.
and consequent scarcity ol
threw them into tin- utmost fright. Some -non
game
S A1 LU).
have made the wolves, usually
ot ihem ran to the roof sereamino, and
vor iip* ;r r.
cowardly,
Feb w7.
Sells Viol or v Whitmore, Clark Island:
Were about to throw themselves into the ! desperately tierce, so that the miserable
Me
Inflowing ulli'!- wen- elect.<1 It til**
Philanthrophi-t, Kjder, Mesboru.
~8.
Senator, Condoh, Carver's Harbor.
March meeting on tin* .‘M —Moderator, R. W. street, hut were warned by those stand- man’s late must have been what eonjectMarch 1.
Win Stevens. Ehvell, Baltimore.
below
not
to
sets
it
do
lire,
and
down.
so,
ing
shuddering,
Ti'vvn Clerk. Wm. Pendleton: Sele.-tby several |
men
rushing to the top of the building
u
A-*essors A
Soli Lizzie Poor, recently ashore at
»(atm-- M. Stevens, F. A.
Capo Poge,*
lias been taken to New Bedfard tor repairs.*
they were at last brought in safety to the
Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
ke\
William \. II:*!* :
Pr i-ur.-r. David
Selir Geo B Ferguson, at Ch arleston, S
One girl, however, threw herC, 21st
ground.
Adi; School Coin. Tiicston Wadliu: Const., self from the
i'»8l, from Belfast, experienced heavy weather, had
A -ocioly lor the suppression of slang has
third story, and striking
sails split and otherwise damaged.
ml Coll. .1. I.. Wit her ley
been
formed
the
of
the girls' high
among
Schr Nathan Clifford, Ginn, from New York for
first the railing ol die awning in front ol
pupils
ol San Kranci-c.t.
Said a reporter to one
Belfast, anchored in Provincetown harbor 22nd iust,
I.IN* OI.NVILI.F.
the building, and then the sidewalk, was school
oi it- members :
with loss of foresail, jib and
»<> r object i> a
praiseworthv
flying-jib, mainsail
Mr*. Hannah Hills, wif- of Mr. Reuben Hills, picked up, it was thought at first, latally one. D
\ ou think you will succeed in eradisplit and gaff-topsail blown away.
*-d Middenly on the lOHi in-i. of paralytic <>:injured. She was immediately taken to cating conversational si any?” Said she : “You
an
on the brain, aged
apothecary’s store, and in a short time bet."
year*. A golden link
•vered from a family circle of high respeeta- bet mother and others ol hot relatives
During the fever epidemic of last month, the
were at hand.
The girl proved to be stock u! Ayer’s Ague Cure in the Old North
:> bv this sudden death.
State
became exhausted and before a supply
Ellen
More. She is about IS years
Maty
M’>. P*‘n*lI* ton. an aged ladv, wife of Mr.
good be received from Lowell, the suffering
of age, and has been
Mr.
by
employed
OF ALL KINDS.
i' Pendleton,
FOR SALE BY
bed a few day* since.
from chills and lever became fearful.
A few
Sammett for some time.
parties were so fortunate us to have it on hand,
At Din. Cillev’s Mill, a few days ago, HO
A physician arrived, and after a care- and m Iredell County, the
eked
out
druggists
o-hels of corn were ground into
good meal in ful examination of the girl came to the their slender stocks by selling doses—a spoontf3o
*r- minutes.
conclusion that she would probably die lul each—for a dollar. Many paid ten dollars
for a
when the regular price is but one.
from internal injuries.
Her face'was and bottle, themselves
W1NTKRP* »HT.
lavored at that, so
thought
A. ID.
At th«' annual meeting, on Monday, the folbadly smashed, and although no limbs ap- valuable are the curative properties of this
MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN
be
to
still
at
broken,
which
not
only expels the poison
every move- preparation,
ding town officers wnv elected for the endi- peared
ment the poor
thing groaned in tin- most from the system, but leaves tlit• patient with
ng year—Moderator, N. H. Hubbard; Clerk,
COOK &
unimpaired health ami vigor. [Raleigh (N. ('.)
heart rending way.
Collector and Treasurer,!.. D. Curlis: SoledFurnaces, Ranges, fin, BrPtannia, Japanned
The scene when the girls came upon the Standard.
ami Enameled Ware, Sheet Lead, Lead
Pipe
E. C. A rev. .lames Mur«*h, John
::in, Anand Sheet Zinc. Plumbing, Gas
A colored woman aged one hundred
roof was one which struck
and
Fating
every heart seven
>»i k, Jr.; I own A gent, I am* s MurHi: >. hooi
and Fixtures, Pumps, &c\, &c. Job
has
died
near
years,
with a spasm of terror.
Louisville, who,
They huddled <>n her leath bed,just
Work, Repairing, &c., &c.
confessed that she never knew
pervi^or, E. H. Small. ^
together, and then kneeled praying to Washington, nor nursed any of the distinguish20 Cliurcli if..
Gm35
Kelfant, He.
I lie Indie* of tin* Sewing!’inde of the M*.?thoheaven to spare their lives, while their ed men of ancient times.
-?
hureii, in Winterport, will hold another mothers and other relatives in the street
Have Mercy on your Lungs. They are
; their lime
Oity of* Belfast.
respected levees, at Fernald Hall, knelt, or stood praying also. That every as tender as lace. A hard
cough tears and inTuesday and Wednesday evening* of next heart went up with these prayers is cer- flames them, and il unchecked may produce
IS HEREBY GIVEN, That warrants
VfNOriCE
ver-k.
A pleasant time is promised to all who
tain, and the answer came when nearly tubercles,hemorrhage death. Use Hale > Honey -4-X
have been this day issued to Liauiel L.
Pitcher,
a constable of this city,
H>
rehound
and
F-sq.,
all
a
the
0/
Tar,
be
were
notifying tin- qualified
taken
lo
an
quick,
agreeable
girls
nay
pleased to attend.
adjoining and iulaliibie cure. Sold
voters of said city, to meet at their
respective Ward
all Druggists.
by
root and then
Rooms, on Monday the tenth day of March iust., at
brought safely away. Miss
Pike’s toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.
I.-LKSB* »Ho’.
y o'clock in the Ion noon to give in their votes for a
Keels seemed to lie the
sKAlISMt>\

■’mi,

CHAPPED

REWARD.

rj rj

/I

/■

torn off and

*

:o

d

Henrietta Titus. Feb.'-‘fith Mr. Joshua Hart
and Miss Klim J. Bennett, all of Rockland.
In Lincidnville, March 1st, by J. U.
Tucker, Esq.,
Mr. Austin Mariner and Miss Callie F. Clark,all ot L.

(

by ^ehr. Carrie H. Spof-.rgo <.{ bay for X.wv York b\
* "iiii
tit'll!
W.k. Mathews A Hak.-r
tigo "t hay for Ro>ton by 'dir. Orion.
Pitch**! A '‘on one cargo i.t brick am! ba\

lii

years;

A Member nr the Board.
Lnion, Feb. 22.

Raltimoi'i

lei

and

seventeen

claim to have gained,
lo-'t by the change.

rt.-d scene. We notice the following -h’pt- which were
made before the storm:
her A Gorham, one cargo of hay and po"
1

lie to Jtrbcrtisements.

I

1 pon their decks where before were
ag.
-v
workers, little -nuw birds were hopping
n
with no "in to molest. Truly it was a
•"

Lottery.

AUCTION.

year ago I concluded to sell my Supei
phosphate of Lime to the farmers of New Euglan
in places where it was not know n,
by auction t..th
highest bidder, in qiuuititie** agreed on beforehand
proposing at the same time to pursue this e."U|*
year after year, until the fanners could become -atf
tied lit its value to them.
1 shall make this proposition good.
The superphosphate made this year will be mm
valuable than it was last ysar.
I will publish as h. retiifore t he materials of whir;
it is composed, and the proi ortionof each, and I wU
guarantee it to have been so unde.
I have many letters from Tinners who
bought ft
unction last year, thanking me h,r
adopting the au<
tionnl plan,and speaking in the highest terns id
th
results obtained from the u-i of the
fertilizer.
’ kuo'v H»at the article is a
good one, and that i I
will, in time, us all my other productions have don
win its way to the confidence ol
the consumer.
Ample notice of the plaec and time for sale, b
means of circulars and
posters, will be given, so tha
as tar as possible, no farmer shall have
occasion t*
say that he had no opportunity to buy his tertilM t
in lair competition with his neighbors.
II he most liberal terms and conditions will bu ox I
tended to purchasers, which will be made known
t
the sale.
a

Offii'k

Rum ford chemical W<.it*n
I., Jan. 1, 1873.
GEO. F. WILSON, iBKv*.
AUCTION AT
Me.,
March.
GARDINER,
n.
of

Providence,

ihk

R.

BRUNSWICK,

LEWISTON,
*•
BATH,
FARMINGTON,
MECHANIC S FALLS,

SKOWHKGAN,

WATERVILLE,
AUGUSTA,

•*

6.f

7JI
lc.1
11. f
Jl.J
-j*.?
go. 1
to, Jj

*

My

Youth.

Lost

My Charge

the Life-Guard9.

Lippincott’s Magazine.
Now that our little international troubles

ii I think of the beautiful town.
That is seated by the sea;
1
hten in thought go up and down
Th<- pleasant streets of our dear old town,
And my youth comes back to me;
And ,*i verse of a Lapland song
1> haunting my memory still;
‘‘A. bov’s will is the winds will,
And the thoughts of youth are long, long
thoughts.*’

Mti

t

on

F'rom

IIY II. W. LONGFELLOW.

about consequential damages and the like
are happily settled, and there is no danger
that my revelations will augment them in
any degree, I think I may venture to give
the particulars ot an ail'air of honor which
I once had with a gigantic member of Her
Britannic Majesty’s household troops.
My guardian had a special veneration
for England in general and for Oxford in
I can see the shadowy lines of its trees,
And catch, in sudden gleams.
particular, and I was brought up and sent
Tin* sheen of far surrounding seas.
to Yale with the full understanding that
And islands that were the Ilesperdos
St. Bridget’s, Oxon., was the place where
t>t all my boyish dreams.
I was to be “finished.” I left Yale at the
And the burden of that old song.
end of my Junior year and crossed the ocean
It murmurs and whispers still:
“A boy’s will is the wind’s will,
in the crack steamer of the then famous
And the thoughts ol youth are long, long Collin’s line.
I do not believe any young
thoughts.”
American ever had a more favorable in1 remember the black wharves and the ships,
troduction to England than I had, and the
And the sea tides tossing free;
wouder is that, considering the philoAnd Spanish sailors with bearded lips,
Anglican atmosphere in which I was eduAnd the beauty and mystery of the ships,
And the magic of the sea.
cated, I did not become a thorough-paced
And the voice of that wayward song
renegade. I was. however, blessed with
Is singing and saving still:
a tolerably independent spirit, and kept
“A boy’s will is the wind’s will.
uniAnd the thoughts of youth are long, long my nationality intact throughout my
versity course.
thoughts.”
Like Tom Brown, 1 felt myselt drawn
i remember the bulwarks by the shore,
to the sporting set, and, as I was always
And the fort upon the hill;
The -1111-rise gun with its hollow roar,
The drum beat repeated o’er and o’er.
And the bugle wild and shrill.
And the music of that old song
Thiobs in my memory still
‘‘A boy’s will is the wind’s will,
And the thoughts of youth are long,

thoughts.”

at athletics, soon won repute as
oarsman, and was well satisfied to be
looked upon as the Yankee champion in
sundry amateur rowing and boxingmatches, as well as in the lecture-room.
Of course. 1 was the mark for no end of

long

good-natured

*•

thoughts.”
the breezy dome of groves,
I"".- -hadows of Deering’s Woods;
And the friendships old, the earthly loves,
< <*uie hack with a Sabbath sound, as of doves
can see

In

the

thoughts of youth
thoughts.”

\i

I

.'

are

long, long

member the gleams and glooms that dart

Across the schoolboy’s brain;
I'Li M>ng uni the silence in the heart,
That in part are prophecies, and in part
Air longing- wild and vain.
And the voice of that fitful song

A

nd

the race was over ray special
hung about London for a few days,
usually making that classical “eavo” of
Evan’s a rendezvous in the evening. Two
After

cronies

quiet neighborhoods.

And the voice of that sweet old song.
It Hu tiers and murmurs still:
A boy’s will is the wind’s will,

Sings on. and is never still:
A hoy’s will is the wind’s will.
the thoughts of youth are long, long
thoughts.”

There are things of which we may not speak;
1’heiv are dreams that cannot die;
Tlx iv are thoughts that make the strong heart
weak.
And bring a pallor into the cheek,
And a mist before the eve.
And the words of that fatal song
« \»me over me like a chill:
A bov’- will is the wind’s will
A tel the thoughts of youth are long, long

thoughts.”
"Rrange t<> me now are the forms I meet
When I visit the dear old town;
Bin the native air is pure and sweet,
And the trees that o’ershadow each well-known
street,
A tin y balance up and down,
Are singing the beautiful song.
Are singing and whispering still
■■A boy’s will is the wind’s will
And the thoughts of youth are long, long

nights.”

th

\n>i Deenng’s Woods are fresh and lair,
And with joy that is almost pain,
Mv heart goes back to wander there.
And among the dreams of the days that were,
I find my lost youth again.
And the strange and beautiful song.
Tin* groves are repeating still:
A boy’s will is the wind’s will.
And the thoughts of youth are long, long
thoughts.”

Lazy.
BY

BbN'JAMIV

V.

TAYLOR.

or three young officers of the Guards were
often with us, and one night, when the
talk had turned, as it often did, on personal prowess, the superb average physique of their regiment was duly lauded
by our soldier companions. At length
one of them remarked, in that aggravating!}' superior tone which some Englishhis troop
men assume, that any man in
could handle any two of the then present
company. This provoked a general laugh
of incredulity, and two or three of our
college set turned to me with—“What do
you say to that, Jonathan ?”
“Nonsense!” said I. “I’ll put on the
gloves with the biggest fellow among
them, any day.”
This somewhat democratic readiness
to spar with a private soldier led to remarks which I chose to consider insular,
if not insolent, and I replied, supporting
the principle of Yankee equality, until,
losing my temper at something which, one
of the ensigns said, I delivered myselt in
some such fashion as this:
“Well, gentlemen, I’m only one Yankee among many
I
Imt
will
bet
a hundred
Englishmen,
guineas, and put up the money, that I will
tumble one of those mighty warriors out
of his saddle in front of the Horse Guards,
and ride off on his horse before the guard
can turn out and stop me."
Of course mv bet was instantlj, taken
by the officers, Imt my friends were so
astonished at, my rashness that I found no
backers.
However, mv blood was up,
and, possibly because Evan’s bitter beer
was buzzing slightly in my head, I booked
several more bets at large odds in my own
As the hour was late, we sepafavor.
rated with an agreement to meet and arrange details on the billowing day. keeping the whole affair strictly secret mean-

I.

I ?ndcr the maple tree lying supine,
l iming the bent of a pendulum vine.

Swinging the Delawares turning

to

wine.

ir.

straight upward a mile in the blue,
Watching a cloud that has nothing to do,
Wi-hing a deed for an acre or two.

<t

i/mg

HI.
N

(thing to do I>ut come down in the rain.
Born of the mist into heaven again.
Nothing to sow, and no reaping of grain.
IV.

Wnh’bing a bee in his pollen punt'loon
I b oning him home in the erysolite noon,
( i host of a drummer
boy drumming a tune,
v.

Wab hing

cherry tree nigh,
mi mger to low with his cruel bright eye—
What ot that jacket as blue as the sky.
a

jay

on a

VI.

splashing hi- crest with the cherry’s red blood,
d nmtic-t robber that ranges the wood,
Nothing will name him but blue Robin Hood.
VII.
a bit I with her English all right
ailing somebody from morning till night,
ailing, forever the mystic “Bob White.”

Hearing
<
(

A’I LI.

Woman’*, own eousiu since Adam began.
Beautiful voice that is wanting a man,
Quail in a coif of the time of Queen Ann!
IX.

('minting the leaves as the drift from the rose,
Mrewing with fragrance mv place of repose,
Dying! Ah! ho; only changing its clothes,
x.
out

her last line,
Watching a spider pay
Working a Euclid’s geometry tine,
Web is

all woven and

weaver

will dine!

XI.

Watching

th laze alone to its doom,
Silken th«- meshes, but death to the loom,
'-brooded and eaten, but never a tomb!
a

XII.

Sparrow a-drowse
»P*-n«(pen-

limb oveihead

when the spider i» fed,
bill—and the spider is dead.

an
a

on a

eye

XIII.

Watching a butterfly slowly unfold,
<
rowning a poet with blossoms of gold,
"t range

as

chaff about my nationality,

but was nearly always able, 1 believe, to
sustain the honor ot the American name,
and so at length graduated in the “firsts”
as to scholar ship, and enjoyed the distinguished honor of pulling number lour in
the “Varsity eight” in our annual match
with Cambridge on the Thames. Moreover, I stood six feet in my stockings, had
the muscle of a gladiator, and was physically the equal of an man at Oxftrd.

remember the sea-fight far away,
How it thundered o’er the tide!
And the dead captains as they lay
1 m their graves o’erlooking the tranquil buy
Where they in the battle died.
And the sound of that mournful song
Hoes through me with a thrill :
V boy’s will is the wind’s will,
\nl the thoughts of y<Suth are long, long
I

1

adept

an

an

the rod that did blossom of old.
XIV.

ued on a life is the duplicate page,
i.-i'i-red in light bv a wiser than sage,
.1 -ting u •>ummer and read for an age!

Mil

\v.

Burst from the bounds, for that eottiii was thine!
1 :.antic-*-, thing where the sycamores shine,
Riven and rent, and lhe worm is divine.
XVI.
Born from the dust and its veriest slave,
Had t-; th-1 herald direct from the grave!
I’iuioii of beauty resplendently wave!
xvu.
Hrinir Irom far wliat no angel could say,
imi'thing ul tin'll! who have vanished away,

while.
I confess that my feelings were not of
the pleasantest, as I sat at my late London
breakfast somewhat about noon the next
day, and I was fain to admit to my special
friend that I had put myselt in an awkward, if not ;tn unenviable, position.
However, I was iu for it, and being naturally of an elastic temperament, began
to east about for a cheerful view of mv
undertaking. In the course ol the day

preliminaries were arranged and reduced
to writing with all the care vvliii h Englishmen practice in such affairs of “honor.”
I mnly stipulated that 1 should he allowed
to use a stout walking-stick in my encounter; that 1 should he kept informed
as to the detail for guard ; that I should
be freely allowed to see the regiment at
drill and in quarters; and that 1 should

select mv time of attack within a fortnight, giving a few hours’ notice to all
parties concerned, so as to ensure their
presence as witnesses.

Every
has

seen

who has ever visited London
and admired the gigantic horse-

one

who sit on mighty black steeds, one
either side ol the archway facing
on
Whitehall, and who are presumed at once
man

guard the conimander-in-ohiePs headquartets and to serve as “specimen bricks”
oi the finest cavalry corps in the world.
Splendid fellows they are! None of them
are under six feet high, and many of them
are considerable above that mark.
They
wear polished steel corselets and helmets,
buckskin trowsers, high jack hoots, and

to

at the time of which I write their arms
consisted of a brace of heavy, singlebarreled pistols in holsters, a carbine and
The firearms were, under ordia sabre.
nary circumstances, not loaded, and the
sabre was held a “carry” in the right
hand. This last was the weapon against
which 1 must guard, and I accordingly
placed a traveling cap and a coat in the
hands of a discreet tailor, who sewed
steel bands into the crown of one and
into the shoulders of ether, in such a
way as afforded very efficient protection
against a possible downward cut.
to these

defensive
attending
preparations, I at onee looked about for
a competent horsemen with military experience who could give me some practil.et me alone on this amethyst day.
cal hints as to encounters between infantry
\ VIII.
and cavalry, and, singularly enough, was
K- nt i- the chrysalis hid in the sod,
thrown in with that gallant young officer
X11 the drear tenantry dwelling abroad,
who rode into immortality in front of tiie
lone through the gate of the glory of tiod!
Light Brigade at Balaklava, a few years
Connecticut
Democratic State Conven- afterward. I learned that lie was a superb
tion.
horseman, was down upon the English
system of cavalry training, and was using
Haktiord, Feb. 19. The Democratic
pen and tongue to Dring about a change.
State Convention adopted resolutions deA suddeu inspiration led me to take him
that
the
Democratic
is
based
claring
party
into my confidence, as the terms of onr
the
of
the
Constitution de
upon
principles
me to do. He caught
dared at Cincinnati and Baltimore; ar- agreement permitted
the idea with enthusiasm. What an arguraigning the administration for the .use of ment it would be in favor of his new
the pardoning (lower in the interest ol
it a mere civilian unhorsed a
lotllol-liox stuffing; for striking down a system
Guardsman trained after the old fashion!
faith!uI Cabinet officer to please a corrupt
For a week he drilled me more or less
ring and retain one who pays to greedy
every day in getting him off his horse in
cormorants money belonging to the
peo- various ways, and I speedily became a
ple ; for using the army to crush the rights
in the art, he meanwhile gainol Slates; arraigning the Vice-President proficient
some new ideas on the subject, which
and the Kepublican party lor complicity ing
were
duly printed in his well-known
with the Credit Mobilier;
arraigning the book.
for
the
Kepublican party
pubsquandering
Well, to make my story short, 1 gaTe
lic lands and tor corruptions in
elections; notice to interested parties on the tenth
the
interference
of
Federal
denouncing
on my steel-ribbed cap and my
office holders, Irom the President down, day, put
coat, and with stick in hand
in political affairs belonging to the States, armor-plated
walked over to a hair-dresser with whom
and the creating ol State Legislatures by
I had previously communicated, had my
executive decree; welcoming Spain to the
darkened to a Spanish olive,
complexion
sisterhood ol Republics, and believing
on a false beard, and was
ready lor
freedom to Cuba would be the result ; put
service. I had
with this tonsoreulogizing Horace Greeley and lamenting ial artist, whosearranged
shop was in the Strand
his death; denouncing the repeal of the
near Northumberland
House, that he
the usury law; demanding further legis- should be
prepared to remove these traces
lation to protect labor and laboring of
disguise as speedily as he had put ftiem
children and to secure the just advantages
on, and that 1 should leave a stylish coat
of education to the poor; favoring the es- and hat in his
charge, to be donned in
tablishment of a Bureau of Labor Statistics haste should occasion
require. I next enin the State, and favoring a constitutional
gaged two boys to stand opposite Northconvention.
umberland House, and be ready to hold a
Charles R. Ingersoll, of New Haven,
horse. These hoys I partially paid bewas nominated for Governor,
George G. forehand, and promised more liberal
Gill, of Hartford, Liberal Republican, tor
largess if they did their duty. PrelimiLieut. Governor.
naries having been thus arranged, I strolled
down Whitehall, feeling very much as I
Sages of old contended that no sin was did
years afterward when I found myself
ever committed whose
rested

consequences

the head of the sinner
alone; that
no man could do ill and his fellows not
suffer.
it
illustrated
thus:
“A vesThey
on

sel sailing from Joppa carried a passenger
who, beneath his berth, cut a hole through
the ship’s side. When the men of the
watch expostulated with him.
‘What
doest thou, O miserable man?’ the offendet calmly replied, ‘What matters it to
you? The hole I have made lies under
my own berth.’”
This ancient parable is worthy of the
No man perishes
inmost consideration.
alone in his iniquity; no man can guess
the full consequences of his transgressions.

Besides

going
fixie.
It

into action for the first time in

was

early

Spring day.

afternoon

on

a

lovely

meeting,

without

being recognized,

all

my aiders and abettors in this most hein-

attack on Her Majesty’s Guards. I
then crossed the street and took a good
look at my man. He and his companionsentry under the other arch were aware
of officers in “mufti” on the opposite sidewalk, and kept their eyes immovable to
the tront. Evidently nothing much short
of an earthquake could cause either to
relax a muscle. The little circle of admiring beholders whicli is always on hand
inspecting these splendid horsemen were
present, of course, with varying elements,
and I had to wait a few minutes until a
small number of innocuous spectators
coincided with the aphelion ot the periodical policeman.
It was not a pleasant thing to contemplate that tower of polished leather, brass
and steel, with a man inside ot it some
forty pounds heavier than I, and think
that in a minute or so we two should
be engaged in a close grapple whose
termination involved considerable risk
tor me physically as well as pecuniarily'.
However, there was, in addition to the
feeling of apprehension, a touch of elation
at the thought that I, a lone Yankee, was
about to beard the British lion in his most
formidable shape, almost under the walls
ot Buckingham Palace.
I looked my antagonist carefully over
deciding several minor points in my mind,
and then at a favorable moment stepped
quietly within striking distance, and delivered a sharp blow with my stick on his
left instep, as tar forward as I could withThe man seemed
out hitting the stirrup.
to be in a sort of military trance, for he
never winced.
Quick as thought, I repeated the blow, and this time the fellow
lairly yelled with rage, astonishment and
pain. I have since made up my mind that
his nerve-libre must have been of that
inert sort which transmits waves of sensations but slowly, so that Lhe preception ot
the first blow reached the interior ot his
helmet just about as the second descended.
At. all events, he jerked back his foot, and
somehow, between the involuntary contraction of his flexor muscles from pain
and the glancing of my stick, his foot
slipped from the stirrup. This, as I had
learned from my instructor, was a great
point gained, and in an instant I had him
by the ankle and by the top of his jackous

boot, doubling his leg, at the same time
heaving mightily upward.
As I gave my whole strength to the
effort I was dimly aware ot screams and
panic among the nursery’-maids and children who

were

but

fellow-spectators.

a

At

the Hash of the Guardsman’s sabre
lie cut down at me alter the fashion
prescribed in the broadsword exercise.
Fortune, however, did not desert me. My
antagonist had not enough elbow-room,
as

and his sword-point was shivered against
the stone arch overhead, the blade descending flatways and harmlessly upon
my well protected shoulder just as, with
I tumbled him out of his
a lioal effort,
saddle.
ne reconeci.1011 01

me lumcrous

H.

scabbard,

cross

attracted

comparatively little notice. In
driving, the English turn out to the left
instead of tothe right,as is the custom here,
and 1 was obliged to cross the westward-

FIVE HUNDRED

DOLLARS

House for Sale.
The best location in the city.
Situated on corner of Church and
High Sts., near North Church, opposite Phoenix
house, good well water, 2 cisterns all in good order.
Further particulars enquire at store iu basement-,
B. F. STEPHENSON.
or,
Belfast, Jan. 20.—3m2‘J

WORTH OF

UNIVERSITY

MEDICINES!

The Greatest Success of the Ago !

Farm for Sale.
beautiful farm situated in

Bob

Branch Office 250

3 miles from the Post office,
containing about 70 acres of highly cultivated lands,
divided into lields, wood and pasturage.
A line
dwelling house, barn and out buildings, two wells
of never failing water, and everything that goes to

lirst class farm. Also my dwellsng house on
corner of High street and Corbett's Lane, with 1 1-2
aciesolline land and an excellent orchard.
For
further pirticulars call on the subscriber at the last
named place.
JOHN WEST.
Belfast Dec. 19, 1872.—U24
make

\\\mw

Farm for Sale.
The subscriber offers lor sale the
well known Cook farm, so called,
in Jackson. Said f arm contains 120 acres of excel*
ant lsnd, sisuated at Jackson Centro, and is divided
info highly cultivated Ib lds, pasturing and thick
wood lands.
It is t miles from Brooks station, and
100 rods from P. ()., and the same from a good
meeting every Sunday, and the same from town
House,
It it
supplied w ith water from
2 wells and numerous springs ; the house is a story
and half with ell, tinished throughout, together
with a carriage house, cattle shed, barn 42 by f»3
feet, wood house, Blacksmith .-hop, dung cellar,
sheep hou**e, a large orchard mo-ily grafted fruit.
Apply to the subscriber on the plan-.
EDWAKD W ItOBEK I S.
Jackson, Dec. 3d, 1872. tf23

!

JUST RECEIVED AT

,

Fanil tor Sale

Village

BURKETT’S.

In Freedom, Me.
Said farm contains 1:> acres of land
good state of cultivation, 11 acres
mowing and tillage, t acres pastur
age, cut 10 tons of hay the past »ea_'son. A small orchard in good order,
bearing :'»u bushels oi apples the past yea.-,nearly all
gratted fruit, plenty ot currants and gooseberries,
1-2 story House, 8 rooms well finished,
nice
Franklin stoves well set, first-rate collar ami a citern that never fails. Wood House and Carriage
House and large stable in good repair. Buildings
ill connected, with a good well of water at the
stable,
minutes walk to Church, Schools, Post
Office and Stores. Pleasant locaiion. Said property
will be sold at a bargain il applied for soon, as the
owner is going West.
Apply to
4w32
J. DORMAN, Freedom.
in

E&nBURGS

>

Specialty.

Farm for Sale

HAMBURGS
Bought

under

and

price

very

ILL HEALTH having compelled t he
subscriber to leave his home, he will sell,
241 a CHEAT SACK 1K1CE, his farm iu
Said Farm is situated on the
Camden.
$ ^ IBB Hope road,
1-2 miles from Camden
Harbor and Kookporr. Contain- so acres
ot land; cuts from lo to lb tons of hay; good buildings, and an abundance of wood lor market and
home use. Also with the same it desired, a mountain wood lot of 2f> acres; a portion in old growth
wood, the balanee a thrifty and valuable hoop-pole
growth. As an investment, tin* wood land is well
worth the price asked tor the Farm.
For further particulars, terms, &c., apply to 11.
HASS, at Camden Post otliee, nr to AJ.EN. LUf>W Hi, near the premises.
HEN in M, IH ISM KK,
Hath, Cal., Feb. I*73.—3w34

selling

■■Bj^B

cheap.

selling at 25 to 30
retailing for 17c.

were

cts. now

Cheap.

AML

-.

That

For Sale!

HAMBURGS

)0

APPLE

TREES.

KAILS

Of all widths and
be

qualities

01.1), of grafted fruit,
why will you buy Western

lers
trees,

to

ot which you know
ing. when you can tor halt
the price purchase trees raised in your own State,
which necessarily must be adapted to tin soil ami
climate, and naturally must, it properly transplant
ed. thrive and bring forth lruit.

at Burkett’s at the

seen

lowest

possible prices.

PRICE,

CENTS EACH.
For further information apply to the undersigned,
at Winterport Village.
C. R. MERRILL.
Feb. 20th, I .*73.—3inos'U

HAMBURGS
We

are

on

account of

Business

prices

The Crank-axle Spring Wagon.
k Patented
Dee. 31, 1.S72, is better
| adapted for general use than any
•other wagon made. Patent rights

having

by .1. N. STEWART, Patentee, Belfast, or
2mos30*
t_AAIKS All IV11 ELL, Travelling agent.
n—a——a——imriifi

PKOBATE NOTICES.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County ol Waldo, on t lie-second Tuesday ol
February, A. D. 1S73.

tity

i
!

j

!

j

have

ever sold

before.

another man in the troop whom I could
have unhorsed—an assertion which I as
The affair was
persistently combated.
officially hushed up, and probably not
more than a few thousand people ever
heard of it outside military circles.
llow 1 escaped arrest and punishment
to the extent of the law I did not know
for many years, for the Duke ot Wellingthe piece at reduced
ton, who was then commander-in-chief, Selling by
had only to order the officers concerned
prices.
under arrest, and I should have been in
honor bound to come forward with a voluntary confession.
My giant was sent for to the old duke’s
piivate room the day after his overthrow
and questioned sharply by the adjutant,
who, with pardonable incredulity, suspected that bribery alone could have
brought about so direful a catastrophe. A fresh supply just received,
The duke was from the llrst convinced ol
the soldier’s honesty and bravery, and
soiling cheap.
presently broke in upon the adjutant’s
examination with—“Well, well ! speak to
me now. What have you to say for yoursell ?”
“May it please yer ludship,” said the
nndismaved soldier, “I’ve never fought a
civilian sence I ’listed, an’ yer ludship
will bear me witness that there’s nothing
A new case just received.
in the cavalry drill about resisting a
charge of foot when a mon’s on post at
die Horse Guards.”
This speech was delivered with the
most perfect sincerity and sobriety, and
although it reflected upon the efficiency of
the army under the hero of Waterloo, the
Iron Duke was so much impressed by the
Constantly on hand.
affair that he sent word to LieutenantColonel Varian, commanding the regiment, not to order the man any punishment whatever, but to see that his command was thereafter trained in view of
possible attacks, even when posted in
front of army head-quarters.

Bleached and

Brown Cottons

Linen Shirt Fronts

Remnant Prints !

POUND PRINTS
-—

Thread!

6 cents per

At a Probate Court held at Belfast. within and for
the County ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
February, A. 1>. 1S7-L
J. Cl’RTLS, widow ot Samuel Curtis
J late ot Searsport, in said Couniy ot Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition lor an allowance* from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Eli/a J. give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be published three week- successively iu the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held >a Bellast,
within and for said County, on the second 1 uesday
of March next, at ten ot the clock before noon, anil
show cause, il any they have, why the pray* r of said
petition should not be granted.
ASA THU RLOL'CH Judge.
Atrueeopy. Attest— B. P, Field, Register. 33

h^Ll/.A

spool.

Give Us Call

Hamburgs.

G. W. BURKETT &

Hay ford Block,

CO.,

Church St.,

BELFAST.

PREPARED BY

I lull,

Or.

f.

SOLD

AVER A <0, l,o««

ell,
Analytical Chemists.
BY ALL DRUGGISTS F PER Y W HERE.
<

yettwfty

1

l^eiit for file Mtalv ot Ylaiuo

anil

N«*w

The University Medicines has been tested by so
many, and its merits so well known, that the hue
and cry of humbug has lost all its scare.
it has cured over 5000 cases in Maine within
three years, Including all dr-cases Hubjrcl to this
It has cured over hoot) cases that could not
climate.
he reached with any other medicines.
It has cured many patients after their physicians
t<>ld them there was no cure lor them.
It has proved itself to lie superior to any other
known medicine in the world for the cure of all
forms of chronic diseases.
UATAAUII (the mother of consumption,) Serof
uia, Salt Uhruin, and many other diseases hitherto
considered incurable, readily yield under treatment
ot the University Medicines.
SPKIt&I AT<UUJIIOEA the greaf.est destroyer of
humanity on the face of the Ulobe. Mow many bewail the loss of precious vitality without having tin*
slightest idea of the cause, t heir m anhood i- daily
vanishing and they are gliding into a state of hope
less decay.
Too strong language cannot hi* used bv parents i»»
council tlicit* children while young to guard against
this horrid malady, liy so doing they may save their
sons and daughters from a ruined health, insanity
Abate this e\il and there
ami a premature grave.
will he no more appropriations rc<juin *i to enlarge
out Insane Asylums.
1 have cured over ‘"no cases of this life and soul
destroying malady within three years, in tin* New
England States and Uanada. I ha\ invariably found
that the foundation of destruction was laid hi tore
the victim was old enough to know f its vils. |>o
not let false modest} stand in the w.a> ot treat in < nt
before the con-tit uti< n is ruined.
Persons alhicted with disease- will please call or
send and get a book (free, wherein they will find
t!n*ir diseases explained, and neccssai v enicdie-.
Address
PEbKti MAPLES,
MO Congress St., Portland, Me.
Thousands of certificates can he pr« -ented it necessary, but it the billowing are m<t ..nt to -at
isfv the most sci ptical, lO.'K.'o iddu •"alone.- would
be useless.
Certilit'ihtCM of

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS !
On and alter

Tuesday. Dec. 17, Steamer

k: a t a h d i n

i

Capt. H. It. ROl.t,
Will make but one trip per week, leaving Belfast for
Boston * very TUESDAY at 2 1*. AI.
Returning—Will leave Boston every FRIDAY at
4 P. M.
GEO. G. WELLS. Agent.
Belfast, Dec. 10, 1«7*2.

New Market lor Produce.
The undcrsigm d gives notice that he
D running the sch P. AI
BONNE\
between Belfast and Carver’s Harbor,
and
I'he
passengers.
carrying freight
schooner,when in port,may be found at
Haraden’s wharf.
Capt. Burgess will be at the store ot WOODS.
MATHEWS & BAKER, where those having any
kind of Coi n iky Prom ok may iind him ready to
I llOMAS BURGESS.
tak< it at fair prices.
tf 14
Belfast, Oct. 4, IN?*,’

At a Probate Court In*Id at BtHast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
February, A. 1). 1873.
ANK LIN B. SWIFT, obligee,
of
John
Moody, late of Searsmont, in said County ot
Waldo,deceased,having presented a petition that the
Executors on said deceased’s estate may be authorized to convey to said petitioner certain real
estate situate in said Searsmont, agreeably to the
contract of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Swift give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and tor said County, on the second Tuesday of
March next, at ten ol the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
ASA THUKLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register,
33

Poki i.ani) dune *:.th, ls;o.
This is to Certify that 1 have bc>
cdlieicd with the
inflammatory rheumatism tor over twenty years.
I have employed most ol the best physicians in
Portland, ami paid hundreds ol dollars for mt dicine

Two years ago last
without any p> iinanent cure.
March 1 was taken with Rheumatic fever; lor live
weeks 1 was unable to turn in bed or tt ed myself;
my left arm and baud was reduced to nearly halt
the size ol mv right one, and was unable to lift two
pound’s weight until last .July, when 1 saw Hie effect ot the University Medicine on tin daughter of
(’apt. \Ym. Thorndike. I called ou l»r. staples and
lie said he could cure it.
I began
stutC't mv case.
taking the mediciue with tin icupuuctuiation. lielore I had taken tour bottle.- 1 considered myself
more free from pain than I have been tor twenty
I have not lunl a relapse.
1
years up to this time.
consider it to be the only sure medicine lor the
Wll.I.IAM .1. .SMITH,
above complain.
late linn oi Pearson & Smith.
Pou II ann, Del). 1; ls. j.
This may certify that I had been
i)U. Staim.KS,
Some three
troubled with Scrofula all my life.
months since I became so minced that 1 could not
raise myself in bed.
In this condition my friend
Wit h your direct Mcdicutor amt i n.
sent lor you.
versify Medicine l was in ."to minutes enabled to get
In one week I left Portland
and
dross
myself.
up
am! travelled night and day in the South withoui
I have since been he.
the least inconvenience.
from all ol tin* above troubh and t cannot u-. too
strong language in recommending tin* tre.d incut to
all afflicted. I am sat is tied it saved mv lit.
w ATW ODD, M Kntery St,
W
have been troubled, more or less, tor five \.-i
with inllanimatorv Rheumatism.
T or the la-1
s
months 1 have an tiered beyond description.
My
limbs wert1 badly swollen ami inhumed; it xva- with
great pain and difficulty that 1 could move.
My
case was well known by thousands ol citizens in
1 am to-day a well man, and I
Portland.
was
cured 1 v the University medicine, and Acapunetu
( AIT. W. S. PKNN TILL, l.s Grey St.
ration.
NKW IlKDl iiHI), Sept, to, l.V.‘l.
I am feeling lir-t rate,
Du. Staim.ks, Dear Sir.
I have not felt so well for years a I do at he present
!f von recollect when 1 was at y our place 1
ime.
was sutiering, with a very lame back.
That has all
left me and l never ffit better in my life than at the
I
don’t
believe
that
time.
that
medicine
present
1 believe it is what it
can be beat.
recommended.
I believe that medicine is entitled to a- much praise
as any medicine that was ev er int roduecd 1.. t he pub
1 will not write any more this time.
lie.

Rospecttullv,

II.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
1 he County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
February, A. D. 1873.
a

W, LEWIS, Administrator of the Estate ot
7. Gabriel Dennis, lateol Liberty, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented his tirst and
linal account of Administration ou said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
to ail persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively iu the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of March next, at ten ot the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, wbv the same
should not be allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P Field, Register.

ti

Sheriff’s Sale.
•VITALDO, SS—Taken

on

execution in favor of

Eaton, against I.emont Downing,
at public
auction, to the highest

bidder, ou Saturday, the twenty-ninth day of March
next, at ten ol the clock in the forenoon, at the office
ot Joseph Williamson, in' Belfast, in said County,
all the right of said Downing to redeem from a levy
by appraisement, made on the twenty-seventh day
of .January last past, on an execution in favor of
Thomas Downing against said Lemont Downing,
the following described parcel ol land, situate in
said Searsmont, and bounded as follows; viz.: beginning at the south side of tlie county road on the
line of land owned by Joseph Jewett; th< nee southerly, on said line to the stream; thence easterly, by
land owned by Alexander Woodman; thence northerly, by said Woodman’s land to said County road ;
thence westerly, by the line of said road to the
ot beginning, containing thirty acres, more or

(

iiiet

'fi-viiltMl l»v l.«‘tler.

Soum rakis, I u. j, i>; i.
l»u. Si’Ai'i.Ks hear .sir
l ie- medicine 1 got at
11 is
your place, Jan. 2d, has dour won. hi s iur me.
all you recommended it to be.
You may make any use of the abov you think
Yours trulv,
proper.
SKI It MOitsK.
fhe above case has been treated tor the past tour
years by dilfcrent physicians ter cauccr.
For lilty years I have been troubled with 8c.rn tula.
Some fitted! years ago a fe.ulul ulcer broke out on
Three month.-, ago it extended from tlumy leg.
aukie joint nearly to the knee.
I could not move
without great pain. In this condition t commenced
taking the University Medicine.
At tirst it drove out a fearful lmmor all over me.
In a few days the humor began to subside, and the
ulcer is now healed and 1 ted like a new being.3
KLIZAHKTII (HA M It KK I. A IN,
38 Chestnut St.
Portland, Aug. 30.
For twenty live years 1 havt sutlered with Scrofula and Salt Rheum, (or Tetter.i
Have paid mil
hundreds of dollars, and been treated by several
first-class physicians without benefit
Some tour
weeks ago. f commenced using the University Medicines.
At the time my forehead and head were
covered with sores and scaliness of the skin; also
iny tongue was covered with small ulcers. I am tie
day free liorn all the above troubles,and can heartily
recommend these medicines to the afUicted.
S. C. MU NS EY, 27 Chestnut street.
Portland .Jan. 24 1870.

j

1 had the Catarrh so bad for several
years that my
head became confused and painful. I was obliged to
get up several times in the night to keep from chok
iug. I employed some of the best physicians in the
country without benefit. 1 was perfectly cured with
tile University Medicines in three weeks
A. M. MORGAN, 124 Cumberland St. Portland.
Contractor on the Portland & Ogdensbiirg Railroad

February, 18,1870.

Since giving the above certificate, f have been perfree from Catarrh, though I have been cun
tinually exposed to wet and colds.
Oct. 15, 1871.
A. M. MORGAN.

fectly

This may certify that J had been suffering w itli
the “Rheumatism” for five months, and at that
unit seized my right hip and leg, down to the fool.
This the physicians called “Sciatic." 1 tried many
kinds of highly recommended medicines which I
took tor the blood.
Still I got no reliel tor -even
months more, all the time doing my best, with as
good advisers as we have in our city. Finally 1 calledatthe New York University Branch, and the pro
said he could help me.
So l commenced on
his medicine, and in four week I thought I felt re
lief, and in eight weeks 1 was able to leave my cane
at home and have been well up to this time, three
months have passed.
DAVID IvKA/KK.
Portland, Aug. 2d, 1870,

prietor

I have been atllieted for twenty years, with chronic
Rheumatism. I have spgnt hundreds of dollars for
medical treatment without benefit,
leu days ago
I commenced taking the University Medicines
I can truly say it lias been more benefit to me than
all other treatment I ever received.
My place of
business in 137 Pearl street,
llshall be pleased to
answer all empiiries.
JOHN TURN ER,

ami

Staples’ Compound far Ointment cures piles and
chilblains in 24 hours. Good lor
any kind of Sores !
I guarantee t he above certificates to be
genuine. I
will forfeit $H»00 to any one that will find tin in other wise.
Person having doubts will
please address the
parties.

Tl.
3,1)28

MOODY,
Agent

tor Bel last.

R

R

..

WINTER

ARRANGEMENT
i»i i-j

I
lining v ery on imm in every community, and
the -u.Men <ie;ii11s resulting warn us to seek -orne
relief.
The disease ssiimes many dillVrcnt forms,
among which we notice P\i pitatjon, EnlarokM
N I
SPA-iMS, Ossn li A 1 IO.V OR Ho NY FoiOl A
I ION OI
Mil. IfPAl.T, Rum M A I'hM, GKNRRAL
DlP.ILlli. W.U'KU ‘.R Ml IIIK IlKAItr, SINKING
op ill p Mumis, Pains in tub SidkorChkst,
1M//.INKSS, SMMliilsH ClRCL'l VI ION OP TUP
H 1.001 ► AND MOMKNIAIA STOP P A«i P OI- IIIK Al
ION OP TIIK If PART.
I hes forms of Heart Disease have been cured by
Di;. Hravks’ Hi.Ain Rrui:lator, and we do not
hesitate to <iy if will cure them again. Any form
<>( Heart Disei-e will readily yield to its use, and we
have yet to learn of any case where the Heart Regu
lator has be. n taken properly and the party not recm ive<i a marked benefit.

AND A*'IKK NOUMUKK
l’a.
senger Trains will have Helhi-t lor Portland
and all places intermedia?, on this road at a A. AI
Mixed Train at
P. M., connect mg at Burnham with
Mixed Train for Watery iile and Passenger 1 ruin foi
Bangor and all Station East
Trains will be due In Belfast from Huston, Pori
p Al
land, and all Stations Intermediate at 7
Mixed Train from Burnham connecting with train
from Bangor at ! I :f>6 A. M
The New Line between Danville and Cumberland
will then be open giving passengers tor Portland an
opportunity to go either way without change uf ears
xSov. 9, 1H72,
L. L. LINCOLN, Sup’t.

ON

AMERICAN AN1) FOREIGN PATENTS

R.

Our

agent, oil application, will furnish you with
circular, giv ing full description of the disease,

our

md also a number of testimonials oi cure-; and it
you would lik'1 further proof from the parties who
have given tin testimonials, write them and see
what they -av.
w. have sold many t housaml hot ties of the II PART
\
IDt.i
m:, ami ttie dem in.l is still increasing. Wt
-lit eon tide nt We are doing the
public a benefit, and
not ti\iug to impose on tti-m
worthless preparat ion.
<

I he price of lit li pa hi Ri« <;t la tor is on P dol
per Bolt h-, ail.i can be vbtained of our agents
A. HOWES \ (’<)., Druggists, Belfast.
v’•
■

p\i:

HALL'S
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

HASH

RENEWER.
K
iy war increases the populariijol this vain
aim llair IVeparat ion ; which is due to merit alone.
\V• can assure our old patrons that it is kept fully
up to it s high standard; and it is the only reliable
and pcrlect.eil preparation lor restoring Gray ok
I' xi'Ki* II aii: to its youthful color, making it suit,
lustrous ami silken. Tin* scalp by its use, becomes
white and clean. It removes all eruptions and dandruff, and, hv its tonic properties, prevents the hair
trom tailing out, is it stimulates and nourishes the
hair glands. Itv its use, the hair grow- thicker and
stronger. 1 n haldness.it restores the capillary gland*
to their normal vigor,anil will create a new growth,
except in extn meoldage. It is the most economical II aii: Dukssi no ever used, as it requires tnv r
applications and gives the hair
splendid,glossy
appearance. A. A. Hayes, M. L)., State Assayer ot
Ma s -a elm set-ays. The constituent sure pure, and
ar< dully selected for excellent quality; and I con
cider it tlie Bkst I’i-.kiw ration for its intended
*•

s

poses.”
oil

ii r

Sfdd by

1sts‘ tl'* Dcnlevs
One

>

Medicines

n

FOR

I)\ E

WHISKERS.

THE

Kenewer in many cases requires too long
a
time, and too much care, to restore gray or faded
Whiskers, we have prepared this dye, in one preparation ; which will quickly and effectually accomIt i- easily applied, and pro.luces
plish this result.
color which will neither nth nor wash oft. Sold
al 1 I ‘ruggists. Price Fill v Ynts.
V
j
As

II 4 1.1.. A i

O

8 8

PERFECT SUBSTITUTE
WATER

FOR

THt

CLOSET.

OF

PATENTS

For Inventions. Trade Marks,

ilesiyns,

or

No.76StateSt.,oppositeKilbySt,Boitora
-( »-

extensive practice ol upwards ot thn
continue- to secure Patents in th*
; also in (ireat Britain, France, anct
other foreign countries.
Caveats, Specifications.
A.-signments, >imi all paper- t
Patents, execute*!
on teasonable terms, with despateh.
Researched
made to detei mine the validity and utility ol Patents
of 1 nventions, and legal and other advice rendered
in all matters touching the same. Copies ot the
claims of any patent lurni-hed l
remitting one dol
lar. Assignment- «inidi d ir. Washington.
No Agency in the United Mate: possesses supcriu.
tucility fur uhtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patent ability ot invention-.
AJ1 necessity -!
journey to Washington to pro
cur*'a Patent, ami the usual great delay there nr*
here saved inventors.
an

AFTER
tv year
United states

TKfcTI no*

I

4 1*.

I regard Mr. Rddy as oin oi 111 most capable au
successful practitioners with whom I have had olh
cial intercourse.
< HAKI.Kr
MASON, Comruis
sioner of Patents.
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot < mp!oy a man more competent ami
trustworthy, aud nior- capable of putting their ap
cure from them on earl»
plications in a form to
and favorable eon- deration at the Patent Office,
RDM l Mi HI RKK.
Late Commissioner «>l Patents.
“Mr. R. 11. RiiDV has made foi file over Til 1KT 9
applications tor Patents, having been successful in.
almost every case. Sueh unmistakable proof of grea
talent ami ability on his part, leads me to recoronu uu
Ai t inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure of having the most faith
fill attention bestowed on their eases, and at very
reasonable charges.
JOHN TAGGART.’
Boston,Jan. 1.
-ly2f-

STEAM

DYE HOUSE!
luguma,

....

AwarM hrsl Pmiiiiim
EMILE

llaiiic Mate lair, IWll-

at

BAHBIER, Proprietor.

I his well known * italdishineiit, with its admirable
conduct! d !>y
hrsDrlas- FRKNt H
D\ RR. Dying uml Cleansing dom-in
manner t,
give PKRF F.t T >A 1 IMF AC 1 l< R\
i.adt<- Dress*
Sa« juiYelv.f, Ril.h>.ut>, \c.
Dyed, Cleansed and Pi«'-«d without ripping or
Luce * urtaius Cleansed ano
taking oil trimmings.
doui- equal to new.
Carpets Cleansed and Color

facilities,

Restored.

l/s lAIHIHIOMI

MOI l

EDDY,

SOLICITOR

our

tl.iniiraelnred l»> It. I*
!eov\.:>
% 4 Ml I 4
!%

A

H.

llollar.

Ill ( KI\(JIIA\1’S

fin be u-*eti In am room

house without otlense
time.

in the
any

at

One barrel oi coal ashes or
dried earth lasts one person
about live months.

1>YEI> OR ( 7 / A A .S J. Ii !
Gitrment.s,( outs, Pants uinI \ 'is (demised
or Dyed, Brown, Black, Blue Black or
Indigo Blue
and pressed ready for wear, (dent’s Garments Repairing done at short notice.
Kid Gloves dyed Black, or Cleansed,
every day
Also new goods or heav y loth dyed ami tiuished im
the best manner, at V RR\ LuVV i'KICKiS.
Goods sent
MONDAY.
every
Agency uU
i*. r. WEIIA
Millim v and Fancy Goods*
Store. No. 17 Main Street. Rclki.«t, Me. 1> lc*
Gent’s

Extensively

institutions
residences.
sick-room.

Prices,

used in public
and in private
Invaluable in tin-

to

$:;*•.

Send tor

circular.

i : \HT I I
I'.i

L)u. Si A IM.I-.S,
Dm* bottIt.* ot ymii c xtract of < 4n
eer
Plant cured my little boy
.| Scrotuln ed
U>
months atauding. It I .-hould wlit.* all day 1 ..•ubi
not give a full idea ot his suth-ring-. We muph-xed
live physicians without roliel.
His -or.
nc
all
healetl and he appears perfect Iv Well.
W
think il
is a wonderful cure. Several ot our friend-, ar.* taking the medicim* with good succe.-s.
MRS. \VM. J. UUH is.
old 'Town, Sept. i;, i.sru.

place

SAMUEL NORTON, Sheriff.
Belfast, Feb. l‘J, 1873,—3w33

se

(')LOSET

HOANN

A. W H I I I I UIi.

Some three months ago 1 was persuaded by my
wil«* to take the University M.-dicim s. M\ heal tit
and mind was so badly affected that my triemis b.
came alarmed tor my safety,
in a week ah
commencing to take the Medicine I felt great relief, t
am now as well as any other man.
Mv vvif. |,(-.
been for a long time afflicted with discast ibai lias
battled the skill ot our ben physicians
-one of
which pronounced the eas. incurable. Under treat
iiunt ot the University Medicines, her b..ilthhiAny one doubting will please
greatly improved.
call at No. r> Lincoln street .or at repair simp iiran.1
Trunk depot.
UKtlRliK lvlNUSlU i; A
Portland, Aug. i», 1KT1.

G

--

1

1J1R

At

1VE

< IMTu.

Some two years ago my daughter, s« vi-n yv-ars old,
had a severe attack ot rheumatie and pi. urisy lever
which left her in a very daugerous condition. Her
liver inactive, no appetite to eat, general debility
\Ve employed good physician.and sinking daily.
without benefit.
After having n early despaired ot
her recovery we decided to try the New York University Medicine. In two month-'she was able to
go to school, and has not been compelled to lose
day since on account of ill health.
UAUT. .1. H. 1 HoliNDIhU,
is Mi. I .aw once street.
June
-5th, 1n7
Portland,

BEN W. SKA YEY,named Executor in a certain
instrument purporting to be the last will and
testament
of iObcn Seavey, late of Searsport,
m said
County ol Waldo, deceased, having presented
said will tor Probate.
Ordered, That the said Khen W. give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successh ely in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they ma\ appear at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
March next, at tea ot tlie clock before uoon,
and show cause, it any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved ami allowed.
ASA THURLOIJGII, Judge.
A trite copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

William J.
and will be sold

on

Oongi‘(^s

Boston & Lowell!

Side]

Practical and

17^.J

▼ ?

a

Under

At a Probate, Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waiilo, ou the second Tuesday
ot February, A. I). 187."..

was not

Clark's

XITILLIAM
PATTERSON, Administrator ot
the Estate of Charles Patterson,late ol Thorn
dike iu said County of Waldo, deceased, having
presented his first and final account of administration on s;iid estate for allowance,
Ordered, That the said Administrator give not ice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and Tor said County, on the second Tuesday
ol March next, at ten ol the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
ASA THURLOLOil, Judge.
Atrueeopy, Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 33
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HAMBURGS

we

Wagon!

__..

bought them in very

trate.
A private room anil an elaborate dinner
at the United Service Club closed the day;
and 1 must admit that my military triends
swallowed their evident chagrin with a
Of course 1 was told
very good grace.
that I could not do it again, which f

25

COMMON SENSE

enabled to sell these

goods at such low

l-ORTl.t >■>.

FOR

BLOOD

A medicine that cure
is a real public blessing
Ay Kits’ Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure ot
series of complaints,
a
which are always afliicting and too often fatal.
It
purifies the blood,
purges out the lurking
humors in the system,
which undermine health
and settle into troublesome
disorders.
Eruptions ot the skin are the
appearance on the surface
oi Humors mat snoiiin do
expelled from the blood.
Internal derangements are the determination of
these same humors to some internal organ, or organs,
whose action they derange and whose substance they
disease and destroy. Aykr's Sarsaparilla expels these humors from the blood. When they are
gone, the disorders they produce disappear, such as
Ulcerations ot the Liver, Stomach, Kidneys.
Lungs,
Eruptions and Eruptive Diseases of the Skin. St]
Anthony’s Fire, Rose or Erysipelas, I’Unples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter and Salt
R hen in, Scald Dead, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Pain in the Bones,
and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhuia
arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease,
Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Kmacination, and General
Debility. With their departure health returns.

a

abundantly

Are Our

Congress

St.

Line

Independent

Klruimn irk.

HAMBURGS

The Strand was a roaring
stream of omnibuses, and drays, carriages
were
beginning to roll along the drives
leading to Rotten Row, and all London
was in the streets.
I was assured that at
this hour I should find a
big but rather
clumsy giant on post; and there he was,
sure enough,
sitting like a colossal statue
Durning a recent run on a Chicago savon his cold black
charger, the crest of his ings bank a man fell into line and waited
helmet almost touching the
keystone of alf day, when I e drew out his deposit,
the at eh under which he
sat, his accoutre- which amounted to $1.00. The facts that
ments shinine like jewels, and he
looking he lost his dinner and day’s wages were
every inch a British cavalryman. I walked the only inconsolable features of his day’s
past on the opposite side ot Whitehall, i work.

THE NEW YORK

IK

THE

PURIFYING

Farm for Sale.

—

The Missouri Legislature passed resolutions ot respect to the memory of a member whose sudden death was announced.
A committee was also appointed to accomdepany the remains to the house of the
ceased, but they were relieved from their
duties by the appearance of the lamented
member, who moved to reconsider.

UPTON,

Commercial Wharf,
BOSTON. MASS.

The subscriber offers for sale his
?
faun, situ.uew in Prospect, one mile and a half
west, from the village. Consisting of one hundred
ami sixty acres of land, with buildings, well wooded and watered, with good orchard of grafted fruit.
For particulars inquire on the premises.
ISAAC T. SMITH.
Prospect, Feb. 4, 1873.—3 tf

bound line of vehicles before I could fall
in with that which would bring me to my
large quantities.
boys. 1 decided to make a “carom” of it,
and nearly took the heads oft' a pair of
horses, and the pole oft the omnibus to
which they were attached, as I dashed
through. Turning to the right, 1 soon
lost the torrent ot invective hurled alter
me by the driver and conductor of the
discomforted ’bus, and in less than two The beauty of this stock is that
minutes—which seemed to me an age, for
customers can secure a
the pursuit was drawing near—T reached
mv boys, dropped them half sov apiece,
good selection on acwhich I hail ready in my hand, and bolted
count of so large
for my hairdresser’s, the boys leading the
horse in the opposite direction, as previan assortment.
ously ordered.
It was none too soon, for as I ran up
stairs 1 saw three or four policeman running toward the horse, and there was a
gleam of dancing plumes and shining helmets toward Whitehall.
My false board
and complexion were changed with marvelous rapidity, and assuming my promeOur attention has been strictly
nade costume, I sauntered down stairs
and out upon the sidewalk in time to see
given to the purchasing of
the whole street jammed with a crowd of
these goods for the purexcited Britons,while the recaptured horse
was turned over to the Guardsmen, and
pose of selling four
the two boys wore marched oft’ to Bow
street for examination before a magistimes the quan-

readily admitted; and that there

ft' O

---

belts,

spurs and boots went into the inside corner of the archway, a helpless heap.
That started the horse. The noble animal had stood my assault as steadily as
if he had been cast in bronze, but precisely such an emergency as this had never
been contemplated in his training, as it
had not in that ol bis master, and he now
started forward rather wildly. I had my
hand on the bridle before lie had moved a
foot, and swung myselt half over his back
as lie dashed across the sidewalk and up
Whitehall. The Guards’ saddles are very
easy when cnee you are in them, and 1
had reason, temporarily at least, to approve the English style of riding with
shorL stirrups, for 1 readily found my
seat, and ascertained that 1 could touch
As I left the scene
bottom with my toes.
of my victory behind me 1 heard the
guards turning out, and caught a glimpse
as of all London running in my direction,
but by the time that I had secured the
control of my horse 1 had distanced the
crowd, and as we entered the Strand we

P.
No. 1

3m28

S-A. 1ST FOR ID’S

SARSAPARILLA

Several Schooners, Centre-Board and
Keel Vessels. Apply to

ngure

which that Guardsman cut haunts mo
still. His pipeclayed gloves clutched wildly at holster and cantle as he went over.
Down came the gleaming helmet crashing
upon the pavement, and with a calamitous
rattle and bang the whole complicated
structure of corselet,

$500.00!

moment before my
the same time I

caught

AYER’S

Vessels for Sale.

Manhood

How Restored:

.111"!
<'ii I

a new edition Of Hi
< V l«*l* i-ii «mI
«> 11 h
Km
lie' radical cure without toed
icim•> of si»kkm atmkkit i;a, or Sent
iual Weakness, Involuntary Somimi) 1,ousci*. Itnpo
leiiC). Mental and IMiysical Incapacity, Imjudi
meats to Marriage, etc. ; also CuN>i MiiloN, l;t i*
i- *■■-t
ami Ft
iuduei I by sell indulgt nee or •>»
ua 1 e\1lavagance.
Price, in a sealed envelope, only 0 cents.
I be celebrated author, in I Ii i
admirable essay,
b arly demonstrates,from a thirty years successful
practice, that the alarming const-< pie nee s ol seltahusi may he radically cured without tht dangerous
us.- <d internal medicine
or tite application ol the
knite; pointing out a mode ol cure at once simple,
eei lam and
eti'eetual, hy mean- ol which every
sullerer, no matter what his condition may he,
may n. himselt cheaply privately and radically
tin I hi- Lecture should be in lh> hands ol every
youth and every man in the laud.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, postpaid on receipt of six cents or two
postage stamps.
A
I»!{. >
I \ Kit W F, L l.’.S ‘' Murriage < 1 utde
P rice ;>(i cents.
A 1 Ires* t ho publishers

publish!'*!,

%

on

Savings Bank.

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

<H).,

ST., HUSTON, MASS.

How Lust

Belfast

A

Ponny Saved

is

a

Penny turned.”

POSITS luaiif on or b.forr the 1st ol uny
mouth, will b. placed upon interest every
month, except May and Nov* inter end interest
computed upon the hhih. in Jun. and December
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room
from '.i to 12 A. M
and 2 t•
P. M Saturdays fiom
V* to 12 A

OK

>

M

JOHN

I1.QU1MBY,

l rea.-t ASA
187

Belfast. July Id,

KAUNCR Prest

Produce Wanted!

-*

1 will pay tin Mil'll! >1 mark, t prim lor all kinds oi»
FARM P K* > D l
!
l'otatoe- .Pi ess.il Huv, Apples
at Lane's Whakp
lr.
A
.\l.DF R\Y( x h'»

Beaus, vNc., No., delivered
tl>‘* cii>.
I
Belfast, Nov. D72. tt lvi
o ri< i:
1
that

hereby give notice
will b»

'>

< mi t«. ,i. <

iti.m: a

Bowery, New York

1

Post-Olio

I vr4

<

< o.
Box 4,

1

at

the

alteriiooiiH, from
receiving taxi *.
Beilast,

>t»*r>

until

to the citizens <w?
deltas?,
>i Oak’-s Angiej Saturdiiv

I’.

M.. lor

1 *.\N 1 KL L. 1’I l’<’ti Kit
Sept. 2*j.— ttl.J

II

.■

pariKMe of

’.»t.».»

Tan

Wharf arid Storehouse to Let,
H,

BISHOP SOULE’S

LINIMENT

I- a positive euro lor Sciatica. Rheumatism, Neuralgia, spinal Complaint, Contracted Cords, Lame
It has cured cases given up by
Back, sprains, 4kc.
eriai.n
physicians as hopeless an n is rm- only
in
for S.« iatii a.
Try it, it will cure you.
Always procure large hot ties lor severe cases. Large
bottles $l.;*»u, small bottles ?fi cts.
Sold by all
F. VV. HYhKIt 4k SON
druggists.
Proprietors,
Send stamp lor “Hm hkhold
Boston, Muss.
Cash Book."
lyr-iOeow

■•xt. osivf wharf ■>, ilii=
city known as Simp
hurt, with warehouses, Sir Ihereon. I >u
illthe-head admits ships ,.t the largest ela.se.
I he
building* art- suitable lor storing hay, salt, mo
lasses, lumber, or almost any kind ot produce or
merchandise, it is «ne *>f the best busini ss sites in
the city.
I tie Portlaud steamers make
dally land

\\

«on

wilier

iugs at thi* wharf.
Also, a lot of land between said wharf and Carte)
Co’s shipyard. suitable for a yard tor
i>uilding w*
sel.-a, for which it has been used.
1 he above premises will he let, eithi r
together oi
aeparati 1 y, on a luug lease, to parties desiring them
Apply to W. H. SIMPSON.
Belfast. Sept, lb, 1.-72.—ttl 1
,,

GREAT FIRE IN BOSTON.

IMPORTANT to FARMERS, $Sllli,M(l fiirtli nr
fiii'oi-erN. anil llerchanlN

Generally.

We will furnish you with information ol
legitibusiness that will not interfere with your
and which will increase your
inermn- largely.
Send address and two stamps, lor
full partieulars, to
2iu31
Emim.oykr. Lock Box m, Chelsea. Mass.
mate

present occupation

BOSTON LEAD CO.
[ I Nl.oKI'oUaiKO

IN

Otttre

22, 24

2t»

bnJer^igned having made largo contract*
Boston 1 art us lor
manufacturing Clothing
lire now
ready to supply our oid hands with work
An unlimited number ot
good vest maker* will f..
wanted after the hr*i of
January.
They can be
supplied with work from our store .u Belfast or
Monroe. »' IK 1 Y GOOD VK.ST M A K Kits will be
want, d to vvork in our
Shop beginning on or abou:
the rtrsfcol January.
We have a tine assortment ot
Dry Goods. Boot,
aud Shoes which we otter at low
prices
Belfast, Dec. 13- ttM
POT1, St

tjUlMBY

lS-Jlh]

J H CHADWICK & CO

THE place to purchase
,

Agts

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Oliver Ntrvet.

of

HOl^TOl
MAN

A

as

ALTOS, BA KIT ON KS, BASSLS
CONTRA BASSKS, < >RCH KSTliA CORN KTS
of Brass or German Silver Piston or
Rotary Valves;
Drums, Cymbals, Fu k.*,% Ph olo». Fikku.
Fi.aukoi.ktks, Clarionets, Frenc?h aud
German Aivokhkons, Violins and GUITARS, V’lOl.ONi'KI.I.i>$,Doijui.l Basses,
CoN» KHI I N A S, F l. 1 TINAS.'HaRMON
it’as, Banjos, Misu
Boxes,
Violin & guitar Strings,

Lead,

■**v an«l 4-touivd in Oil.
MM AND UROUND
ZINC, LIT IT A R < i E, RED
LLAD
LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, UN
I IP!., I IN LINED
PIPE, IKON PIPE,
4k EUTINOS, PUMPS,
4kc.

&c„

und all Musical Merchandise, is the well
known store
of
L C. HAYNKS &
CO.,
33 CouHi St., Boston.
(Opposite Court House, y

our Pure
we warrant

\\ lute Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
to be atrirtly pure, and oijakantkk
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not sur
passed by any la ad in the market, either foreign or
American.
*#-ln order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trademark an eight-pointed red star, with our
corporate seel in the centre. This is on every package ol our ■•nr#» l^ail. None genuine without it,

CHn

per day selling

our

MkJ HANICAI. NKKDLK Sll A RPKNKR.
t irculars It t erms sent free for 50 cts.
J. W. PROCTOR, JO Kilby St.,

iy33

Dissolution

nearly all varieties

CORNKTS,

Tl! KKKS OF

Boslon Pure White

clotting Desiuyeo

'V‘
with

Sample,

of

Boston, Mass.

Co-Partnership

The co-partnership heretofore existing between
U. 4k A. Treat and latterly between U. 4k K. A.Treat
is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
Persons
having unsettled accounts with either ot the foregoing tinus are requested to make immediate settlement with either ot the undersigned. With U. Treat
at the store lately occupied by William W. Fogg, or
with K, A. Treat at the old stand.
UPTON TREAT.
RUSSELL A, TREAT.
Feb.
1873.
Frankfort,
dw33
1-4,

IKxtract from The Scientific American, dan.
20, 1*71.1

MECHANICAL

I

NEEDLE SHARPENER.

most ingenious little invention, and
one which has in it the elements ot a
wide-spread
popularity. It costs little, and does its work quick
ly and far more perfectly than it can be possibly
done by hand.
For sharpening Sewing Machine
Needles, or, in fact, any other needle or small
pointed instrument, it appears just the thing that
has been long needed.'
4w33
“This

is

a

